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Foreword

I am delighted that the th.i.rd edition of GLVIA has now been published, as this updated
guidance lus been long awaited by those wo1;king in the field of LVlA. The new edition
is comprehensive and dear, covering the many developments that have taken place in
the scope and nature of impact assessment since publication of the second edition. There
bave been significant changes to the environmental framework within which LVlA is
now undertaken, particula.dy with the UK Government's ratification of the European
Landscape Convention, confi.rming the importance and role of the landscape as used
and enjoyed by us all. At the same time, the demands chat are put on our landscape co
acconunodace new development, and to adapt co the changing world environment
confirm the need for a strong framework within. which the effect of change can be
assessed and understood.
The straightforward appro::ich taken in chis revised edition emphasises clarity and
simplicity in approach, and the importance of sound professional judgement. It also
usefully identi.fi.es aspects of assessment that are commonJy misunderstood or misin
terpreted, and advises on approaches to best practice without being prescriptive.
My particular thanks must go co Carys Swanwick, who wrote this edition, co Jeff
Stevenson CMLl, Chair of the GLVIA Advisory Panel, and to all involved in producing
tl1ese guideJines. The gu.idelines remain the benchmark for landscape and visual
assessment.
Sue lllman PLI
President of the Landscape Institute
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Preface to the third edition

The third edition of the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment has
been produced under the joint auspices of the Landscape Institute and the Institute of
Environmental Management & Assessment (IEMA), as co-authors of the guidance.
The third edition supersedes earlier editions, and while aimed primarily at landscape
professionals is wri-m:n in such a way as to provide a flavour for those who are simply
interested in the subject, as well as more detailed (but less prescriptive) guidance for
the professional engaged in Lnndscape and Visllal Impact As�essmenrs.
The third edition clearly recognises that many different pressures have ch:.rnged and
wiJI continue to change landscapes chat are familiar to many, '\-Vhether at national or
local communiry level, and the landscape professional will be of particular importance
in bringing forward measured and responsible assessments to assist decision making.
Th.is new edition takes i.nto account recognition of the I :mopL:::tn Landscape Convemion
by the: United Kingdom government, and subsequently by the devolved administrations,
which raises the profile of th.is important subject and emphasises the role rhar landscape
can play in our day-ro-day lives.
It has been produced ro reflect the expanded range of good practice that now exists,
and co address some of the questions and uncertainties that have arisen from the second
edition. It also gives greater recognition to susrainabk development as a concept something that has come further to the fore through government policy and guidance
a�rm,s thL: UK. However, while mentioning government policy and guidance (whether
at the UK level or through the devolved administrations) the third edition seeks ro
avoid reflecting a specific point in rime, recognising that legislative, statutory and policy
contexts change so that guidance that is tied ro contexts will quickly become dated
and potentially out of step.
A clca r objective h:ls been to continue ro encourage higher standards in the conduct
of Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments - something which t.he two previous ed.i
rions of rhe guiddinC:'s, published in 1995 and 2002, have already helped ro achieve.
Tbc third edition attempts to be clearer on the use of terminology. The emphasis should
be on the identification of likely significant environmental effects, including those
that are positive and negative, direct and indirect, long, medium and short term, and
reversible and irreversible, as well as cumulative effects. This edition encoutages
professionals ro recognise this and assess accordingly.
The Landscape Institute is the recognised expert and professional body for landscape
matters and this edition again acknowledges the hdistic perspective that landscape
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professionals cake and the paccicularly valuable contribution they can make co
fnvironmenra1 Impact Assessment in general and Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment in particulax. As such the third edition suesses char it is important that
landscape professiona1s are able ro demonstrate high professional standards and chat
their work should offer exempla.rs of good practice. It is to be hoped that this edition
will further reinforce the professionaJ's skills base by providing sound, reliable and widely
accepted aclvice, aimed at helping professionals co achieve quality and consistency in
their approach co Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment.
This edition concentrates on principles and process. It does not provide a detailed or
formulaic 'recipe' that can be followed in every situation- it remains the responsibility
of che professional co ensure chat the approach and methodology adopted are appro
priate co the cask in hand. The aim has b-:cn to make the advice specific enough to meet
the needs of UK practitioners but also to avoid too much detail about specific legislation
which will make it of less value elsewhere.
Two areas where there has been considerable discussion and where we feel that we are
moving forward are in exploring and providing better advice concerning assessing
significance of effecr, and in identifying and assessing cumulative effects. In both cases,
debate will continue as these subjects evolve.
It is especially important {a) co note che need for proportionality, (b) ro focus on likely
signi.ficanc adverse or positive effects, (c) co focus on what is Lkely ro be imporca.nc to
the competent authority's decision and (d) to emphasise the importance of the scoping
process in helping co achieve all of these.
As Chair of the GLVIA Advisory Panel which oversaw the production of this edition,
I offer the most heartfelt thanks to Professor Carys Swanwick of the University of
Sheffield, commissioned as the writer of the text, ro Lesley Malone, Head of Knowledge
Services at the Landscape Institute who co-ordinated the project, and to Josh Fothergill
of IEMA. Carys is co be praised and very warmly congraculaced, given the complexity
of the cask of balancing the sometimes competing needs and wishes of members,
pracrices, government agencies and interested others, along with che views and input
of the Advisory Panel. Producing this new edition has been challenging for all concerned
but ultimately highly rewarding.
Government agencies have an importanr role th.roughour the LVIA process, particu.larly
at rht' i.n.i.tial scoping stage and also in re,·icwing rhe final assessment. This guidance
has been prepared following feedback from .English Heritage, Natural Resources Wales
(formerly the Cowitryside Council for Wales), Scottish Natural Heritage (Dualchas
Nadair na h-Alba), Natural England and the Environment Agency.
Thanks are also due ro all chose who, whether as individuals or as representatives of
organisations or agencies, have contributed, with sometimes widely varying opinions
and suggestions, to the evolution of the chi.rd edition. This edition could not and
therefore will not satisfy every interest and opinion, but the Advisory Panel considers
that it moves the subject forward considerably from the second edition. Doubtless
debate will continue and new questions and issues will arise as this edition is applied
and cesce<l in practice but, after all, that is how progress in a subject is made.
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The Landscape Institute and lE.MA consider it essential to remember that the third
edition is a 'step along the way'. Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, along wirh
Environmental Impact Assessment more generally, evolves and will continue so to do
with the role of the professional making professional judgements at the heart of the
process.
Jeff Stevenson CMLI
Chai.r, GLVIA Advisory Panel
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Part 1 Introduction. scope and context
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About this guidance
When is LVIA carried out?
Impacts, effects and signifi cance
Who is this guidance for?
Organisation and structure of the guidance

About this guidance
1.1

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) is a tool used to identify and assess
the significance of and the effects of change resulting from development on both the
landscape as an environmental resource in its own right and on people's views and
visual amenity. The Landscape ln�ritute and the Institute of Envirorunenral Management
& Assessment (and its predecessor the Insticuce of Environmental Assessmcnc) h.ave
work�d together since 1995 co publish guidance on LVIA. Two previous editions of
these guidelines, published in 1995 and 2002, have been important in encouraging
higher sc:rndards in the conduct of LVIA projects.

'Development' is used throughout this book to mean any proposal that results
in a change to the landscape and/or visuall environment.

1.2

This is the third edition of the guidance and replaces the earlier editions. The new
version rakes account of changes that have taken place since 2002, in particular:
• changes in the context in which LVIA rakes place, including in rhe legal and regu
larory regimes and in associated areas of practice;
• the much greater range of experience of applying LVIA and testing it tbrough Public
inquiries and reJared lcg;1l processes, which has revealed the need for some issues
co be c\ariJied and for rhe guidance co be revised ro take account o.f changing
cire u ms tan ces.

When is LVIA carried out?
1.3

LVIA may be car.ried our either formally, as part of a11 EnvironmenraJ Impacc Asse!>Sment
(F.TA), or informally, as a contribution co the 'appraisal' of development proposals and
planning applications. Both are important and th<:.: broad pri.nciples and che core of the
approach is similar in each case.
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LVIA as part of EIA
LVTA applies to all projects that could require a formal EIA but also includes projects
thar may be assessed ioformatly. EIA has been formally required in the UK, for certain
types of project and/or in certain circumstances, since 1985. It applies not only to
projects that require pbnning permission but also to those subject to other consent
procedures like use of agricultural land for intensive agricuJtural purposes, irrigation
and land drainage requirements or reclamation of land from the sea. The various
European Union Directives underpinning th.is requirement have now been consolidated
in Directive 2011/92/EU The assessment of the effects of certain public and private
projects on the environment. The objective of rhe Directive is to ensure that Member
States

1.4

adopt aH measures necessary to ensure that, before consent is given, projects likely
to have significant effects on the environment by virtue, inter alia, of their nature,
size or location are made subject co a requi.rem<:nt for development consent and
an assessment with regard to their effecrs.
(Eu.ropean Commission, 2011)
The Directive and the Regulations that implement it i.n different countries of the UT<
specify the types of project and the circumsrnnces in which EIA may be required. In
summary, EIA is a way of ensuring that significant environmental effects are taken into
account in decision making.
Devolution in the United Kingdom has meant growing emphasis on the individuality
of approaches in devolved administrations and their related organisations. The framework within which Elf\ is carried our theJefore consists of:

1.5

• the European Un.ion Directive;
• UK Country Regulations which interpret and implement the Directive individually
for England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales;
• guidan.ce documents prnduced by government departments to assist in implemen
tation, including planning policy guidance ;111d other forms of more specific EIA
guidance, including guidance on specific types of change or development;
• specialised guidance rroduced by government agencies, or professional bodies {such
JS the Landscape In�titute and IEMA), dealing with specific aspects of implemen
rat10n.
This means, depending on project location, that the lan.clscape professional must be
aware of the relevant devolved government/administration's requirements with respect
to EIA so far as it is pertinent to Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment.
The EU Directive covering EJA and related marcers applies equally to all counc.ries of
the UK but is implemented through country Regulations that may be different in each
and may also change periodically as they are updated. Each country also has a number
of specific Regularions that cover a range of named a<.:tivities, some of them outside
the planning system. Such specific Regulations cover (among other rh.ings) electricity
supply, transport, fish farming, energy production and transmission, gas and petroleum
extraction, water abstraction, forestry, land dr;:iinage, agricultural improvements on
uncu.ltivated land or semi-natural areas and restructuring of rural land holdings.
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European Union
EIA Directive

United Kingdom Government
Devolved Government/Administrations
Northern Ireland
Specific EIA Regulations, Guidance and Advice
( F ig u_re_1 _. 1 T_h e E1_A_h i_e ar r ch_Y
_ _ __ __________________,)
_ _ __
.._ _ _
1. 7

Planning policy guidance also differs across rhe four countries, as does rhe specialised
guidance char has been issued by government departments and rhei.r agencies. Tb1.:
variety of specialisr guidance from agencies and others also changes from time ro ti.me.
Scottish Narur:1I Heri,cage has been particularly active i.1t produciJ1g advice and guidance
both on EIA in general and on issues relating ro the effects of wind farms in particular.

1.8

EIA procedures require a wide range of environmental topics to be investigated. The
European Union Directive, the Regul:itions that apply in the UK and the guidance
documents that support them all list rhe�c-, albeit with slight variations in the wording.
The topics can be summarised as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

human bei.ngs, population;
flora and fauna;
soil, water, ai.r, climate;
landscape;
cultural heritage (including architecrnral ;rnd archaeological heritage);
material assets.

1.9

As weU as specifically identifying land:-cape as a topic to be considered, the Directive and
the Regulations also make clear rhe need ro deal with the interrelationship between topics.
Th.is raises the issue of how landscape interrelates with matters such as, for example,
population , flora and fauna, and culnu·::il hL:ritage. Conseguencly in the concexr of EIA,
LVIA de.1ls with both effects on the landscape itself and effects on the visual amenity of
people, as well as wirh possible i.nrerrelario11ships of r.hese with other related topics.

1.10

This guidance intentionally does not set our to identify or summarise rhe complex
regulatory fr::unework of legislation , Regulations and policy for ELA in general or for
more specific aspects of ir. To do �o would immediately dare ir as the regulatory frame
work changes. The websites of rc:l\!v<1nt government deparrmenrs and agencies provide
the starting point for fi.ndi.ng up-ro-darc information and will usually contain I.inks ro
ocher relevant material. Anyone who may be involved in carrying out an LVIA as part
of an E[A must ensw·e rhar they are full y familiar with rhe current legislation,
Regulations and guidance documents rhar may be relevant to rhe specific project o.r
location rhey are dealing wir.h.
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Figure 1..2 Examples of LVIA's relationship with other topics

LVIA in the 'appraisal' of development proposals
The principles and processes of LVIA can also be used to assist in rhe 'appraisal' of
forms of land use change or development that fall outside the requirements of the EIA
Directive and Regulations. Applying such an approach in these circ11mstances can be
useful in helping to develop the design of different forms of development or other
projects that may bring about change in the landscape and in visual amenity. Reference
is sometimes made to the 'appraisal' of landscape and visu81 effects when such work
is carried om omside the requirements of rhe ElA Direct.ive and Regufations, and Local
Planning Authorities may ask for such 'appraisals' where planning applications raise
concerns about effects on the landscape and/or visual amenity. While much of this
guidance is concerned with formal requiremenrs for EIA and with the role LVIA plays
iJ1 that process, the methods described will also be useful in su-:h siruations.

1.11

LVIA in Strategic Environmental Assessment
Ir has been widely recognised that project-level EIA alone crnnor lend to comprehensive environmental protection or sustainable development. The Emopean Strategic
EnvirnnmentaJ Assessment (SEA) Directive 2001/42/EC The assessment of the effects
of certain plans and programmes on the environment (European Commission, 2001)
is intended to address this and ensure char cnvironmenral consequences are addressed
at strategic as well as project levels. It appli-:s to certain plnns and programmes that are
developed by the public sector and by private companies that u11J-:rtak(.; functions of
a public nature under the control or direction of government. This Directive is again
rran::;posed into UK law by a series of country-specific Government Regulations.
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••
•

Plans/Strategies

Programmes

•------

Projects

-fl

Figure 1.3 Relationship between SEA and EIA

1.13

Government anJ lJK collntry agency guidance on implementing the SEA Directive and
Regulations indudcs a similar list of environmental copies co the ELA Di.receive and
Regulations, and so includes landscape. The principles of LVIA sec out in this guidance
are therefore equally applicable to SEA. There is a degree of overlap between che cwo
processes and bndscapc and visual amenity i�sues may :irise in both. However, as there
is no clearly specifitd project to be assessed i_n SEA, the :1pproach is more strategic and
generic. The SEA process allows the cumulative effects of potential developments co
be taken into account at an early stage of planning and altern:1tive strategic approaches
to be considered before decisions are taken, all in :1 way which is transparent. Jn
England there are close relationships between SEA and .ustainability appr:1isals of
dcvelopmeoc plans, which have been carried out in various forms since the 1990s and
have become an integral pare of spacial planning, covering plans at all levels from
national co local. There is a degree of overlap berwi:en rhe two processes and l:rndsc:ape
and visual amenit)' issues may arise in both.

1.14

The approach is generally co judge how i.1r thL· pbn, programme or srrategy performs
against criteria relating co matters such as:
• conservation and enhancement of landscape cluracccr and scenic value;
• protection and enhancement of the landscape everywhere and particularly in designated areas;
• protecciou and enh;rncemenr of diversity and local distinctiveness;
• improvement of the quantity and quality of publicly accessible open space;
• restoration of landscapes degraded as a con�ClJUence of past industrial activity.
f

Impacts, efects and significance
1.15

Terminology can be complex and potentially confusing in th.is a.rea, particularly in the
use of the words 'impact' and 'effect' in LV1A within EIA and SEA. The process is
generally k.no,,·n :,, impact assessment bur thl! European Union Dicecci,·e refers to
assessment of the effects, which are changes arising from the development chat is being

8
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assessed. Tbis guidance generally distinguishes bcrween the 'impact', defined as the
action being taken, and the 'effect', defined as the change resulting from that action,
and recommends that the terms should be used consisrenrl )' in this wa )'. The document
itself does use both, using 'impact' where r.his is the term in common usage.
Or.her guidance and advice has recognised that practitioners ma)' use the terms 'impact'
and 'effect' interchangeabl )' while still adhering to the Directive and Regulations. 1 This
may also be true of the wider public wbo become involved in EIA. This guidance urges
consistent use of the terms 'impact' and 'effect' in the ways that they are defined above
bur recognises that there may be circumstances where this is not appropriate, for
example where other practitioners involved in an £IA are adopting a different convention. In this case the following principles should apply:

1.16

• The terms should be clearly defined at the outset.
• They should be used consistently with the same meaning rhroughour the assessment.
• 'Impact' should nor be used co mean a combination of several effects.
The Directive is clear char the emphasis is on cbe idenrificarion of likely significant
enviroumencal effects. Th.is should embrace all types of effect and indudes, for example,
those that are positive/beneficial and negative/adverse, direct and indirect, and long
and short term, as well as cumulative effects. Identifying significant effects stresses the
need for an approach rhat is in proportion co the scale of the project that is being
assessed and the nature of its l.ikely effects. Judgement needs to be exercised at aU stages
in terms of the scale of investigation char is appropriate and proporrional. This does
not mc.::rn that effects should be ignored or their importance minimised but char the
ass�ssmcnt should be tailored co the particular circumstances in each case. This appues
to 'appraisals' of landscape and visual imp;1cts outside the formal requiremenrs of ETA
as well as those chat are part of a formal assessment.

1.17

Who is this guidance for?
The houstic perspective chat landscape professionals cake, coupled with the broad scope
of their interests as embodied in the Landscape Instirute's Royal Charter (Landscape
Institute, 20086) means thar the )' make a particularly valuable contribution ro EIA in
gener::il and to LVIA in parricubr, often pbying leading or key roks in rhe multidis
cipli:naty reams who ca.tr )' our EIAs. Ir is irnporranr that they are able ro demonstrate
rhe highest professional standards and chac their work should offer exemplars of good
praccice. While there bas been continuous improvement in the standard and content
of Environmental Stacements - which a.re the documents resulting from rhe process of
EIA- as experience has grown, there is still a clear need for sound, reliable and widely
accepted advice on good practice for all aspects of EIA. Good practice in LVlA is key
to this and also applies as much to 'appraisals' carried out informally as ro con
trilYutions ro the 'appraisal' of development proposals and planning applications.

1.18

As wicl1 the previous editions, th.is guidance is tl1erefore aimed primarily ar practitioners
and is designed ro help achieve quali ty and consistency of approach, to raise standards
i.n this imponanr area of professional work and so co ensure rbar change in rbe landscape is considered in an effecrive wa>' rhar helps co achieve sustainable development

1.19
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objectives. The intenrion is co encourage good practice and achieve greater consistency
in the use of terminology and in overall approach.
1.20

The guidance concentrates on principles while also seeking to steer specific approaches
where there is a ;:,;eneral consensus on merhods and techniques. It is not intended to be
prescriptive, in that it does not provide a derailed 'recipe' that can be followed in every
situation. It is always the primary responsibility of any landscape professional carrying
out ao assessment tO ensure that the approach and methodology adopted are appro
priate tO the particular circumstances.

1.21

Although aimtd mainly at chose carrying out LVlAs, the guidance should also be of
value tO or.hers who have an interest in understanding more about the importance of
landscape and visual amenity issues, about the role of LVIA and about the way that it
is carried out. They may include:
• developers, members of professional development project teams and other organ
isations who own or manage bnd and may be involved in projects chat have the
potential to change the landscape and visual amenity;
• other professionals involved in assessing the consequences of change for ocl1er
aspects of the envi.ronment;
• planners and or.hers within local government and the government agencies who may
be the recipients of reports on the consequences of change and development and be
required tO review them;
• politicians, amenity societies and the general public who may be i.□volved in deci
sions abour proposals for change and development;
• th.osc pro\·iding education and training in LVIA as one of a range of tools and
techniques contributing to landscape rlanning and dc::.ign;
• students and oth1.:rs wishing t0 learn about the process of LVIA.

1.22

While written primarily in the context of the UK, it is recognised that previous editions
of the guidance bavc also been used in other pans of the world. The aim has heen to
make the advice specific enough tO meet the needs of UK practitioners while at the
same time avoiding too much detail about particular legislation which will make it of
less \·alue elsewhere.

1.23

If this guidance is used beyond rhe UK, it will be important to remember that concepts
and definirions vary and approache:. must be tailored to lucal circumstances and legis
lation. There is a focus on rhe overall approach :rnd methods rather than the specifics
of their application in particular places or co particular types of development. More
specific guidanc1.: may exist for certain types of development, such as roads for exam
ple, in which case :1.ccounr will need to be rnken of both the general and the specific
guidance.

Organisation and structure of the guidance
1.24

Given the clifferent needs of the professional and the wider audiences the guidance is
organised in two parts, as follows:
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1 Introduction
Part 1: Introducrioo, scope and context is aimed mainly ar a wider audience wirh a
more general interest in the topic, although it also contains material of relevance to
practitioners. It provides an introduction to LVIA, in the context of some of the ch:rnges
char have raken place since 2002. Ir secs the scene but is not concerned with the prac
ticalities of acmally ca.rrying out LVIA.
Chapter 1: Introduction - chis chapter - gives a brief introduction to LVIA and its
relationship with EIA and SEA, introducing some key terms and describing the
audience at which the guidance is aimed.
Chapter 2: Definitions, scope and contexr describes the introduction of the European
Landscape Convention, and definitions of landscape, seascape and townscape. Ir
discusses the role of LVIA in dealing with landscape change in the context of
sustainable development, the role of professional judgement and che relationship
of LVJA co the design process.
Part 2: P.rinciples, processes and presentation is the core of the practical guidance. It
sets out fundamental principles and provides guidance on methods, procedures and
technical issues.
Chapter 3: Principles and overview of processes outlines the process of LVIA and
places it in the context of wider ElA processes. It provides a framework for che lacer
chapters on assessing landscape effects and visual effects by setring our the general
approach co the core sreps of describing the baseline, identifying the effects and
assessing their significance.
Chapter 4: The proposed development, design and mitigation describes what chose
involved in carrying our LVIA need co know about the development or change thar
is proposed and discusses the derail of approaches to mitigati.on, which may become
part of the scheme proposals through the icerati.ve design process.
Chapte.r 5: Assessment of landscape effects describes how the general approach and
processes apply when assessing landscape effects.
Chapter 6: Assessment of visual effects describes how the general approach and
processes apply when assessing visual effects.
Chapter 7: Assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects describes ways of
approaching the issue of cumularive landscape and visual effects.
Chapter 8: Presenting information on landscape and visual effects summarises
approaches to presenting material about LVIA whether as a chapter in an
Environmental Statement or as a standalone document.
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Summary advice on good practice
• LVJA may be carried out either formally, as part of an Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) or a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA), or informally as a contribution to
the 'appraisal' of development proposals and planning applications. Both are important
and the broad principles and the core of the approach are similar in each case.
• Anyone involved in carrying out an LVIA, whether as part of an EIA or not, must
ensure that they are fully familiar with the current legislation, Regulations and
guidance documents that may be relevant to the specific case they are dealing with.
• This guidance recognises a clear distinction between the impact, as the action being
taken, and the effect, being the result of that action, and recommends that the terms
should be used consistently in this way. 'Impact' should not be used to mean a com
bination of several effects.
• The emphasis on likely significant effects stresses the need for an approach that is
proportional to the scale of the project that is being assessed and the nature of its
like·ly effects. This applies to 'appraisals' of landscape and visual impacts outside the
formal requirements of EIA as well as those that are part of a formal assessment.
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•
•
•
•
•

What does landscape mean?
The importance of landscape
Landscape cha,nge and sustainable development
The role of LVIA
Professional judgement in LVIA

What does landscape mean?
2.1

The UK has signed and ratified the Emopean Landscape Convention (ELC) since 2002,
when the lase edition of this guidance was published. The recognition that government
has c.hus given co landscape matters raises the profile of this important area and
emphasises che role chat l:rndscape can play as an intq�racing framework for many
areas of pol.icy. The ELC is dc.�igned ro achieve improved approaches co i:be planning,
management and protection of land:...:apcs th.roughout Europe and co put people at the
heart of th.is process.

2.2

The ELC adopts a definition of landscape char is now being widely used in many
different siruations and is adopred in th.is gL1idance: ·Landscape is an area, as perceived
by r�·ople, whose character is the result of rhe acrion and interaction of natural and/or
human factors' (Council of Emope, 2000). This definition reflects the chinking chat
emerged in the UK in the lace 1980s and early 1990s and was summarised in the 2002
guidance.: on Landscape Characccr Assessment. The i.ndusive nature of landscape was
ca pcured tJ1ere i_n a paragraph seating that:
Landscape is about ch.e relationship between people and place . le provides the
setting for our day-co-day lives. Th� term does not mean just special or designated
landscape� and it does not only apply to che countryside. Landscape can mean a
small patch of urban wasteland as much as a mountain range, and an urban park
as much as an expanse of lowl:i.nd plain. It results from the way chat different
components of our environment - both natural (the influences of geology, soils,
climate, flora ond fauna) and culrural (rhc historical and current impact of land
us..:, scttleme::nt, endosw·e and urh.cr h.um;111 interventions) - interact together and
are perceived hy us. People's perceptions turn land into the concept of landscape.
(Swanwick and Land Use Consultants, 2002: 2)

2.3

This guidance embraces chis broad interpretation of what landscape means and uses
it throughout. le is not only concerned wirh landscapes rhac are recognised as bei.ng
spe..:i::tl or valuable, but is also about the ordinary and rhe everyday - the landscapes
where people live and work, and spend their leisure time. The same approach can be
taken in all these different land c::1pe serrings, provided chat full attention is given co
the particular characteristics of eoch place.

2.4

The imporrance ot rhe ELC definition is chat it moves beyond rhe idea that landscape
is onlv a matter of aesrhecics and visual amenity. Insread it encourages a focus on
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landscape as a resource in its own right. Ir provides an integrated way of concep
tualising our surroundjngs and is i.ncreasingly considered to provide a useful spacial
framework for thinking about a wide range of environmeural, land use and develop
mem issues.
The ELC definition of landscape is inclusive. Arrick 2 of the European Landscape
Convention scare� char
Subject to the provisions contained in Arr.icle 15, chis Convention applies to the
entire territory of the Parcies and covers natural, rural, urban and peri-urban

r

Figure 2.1A-D The European Landscape Convention definition of
landscape is inclusive and covers natural, rural, urban and
peri-urban areas. It indudes land, inland water and marine
areas
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areas. Ir includes land, inland water and marine areas. Ir concerns Landscapes tbat
might be considered outstanding as "veil as everyday or degraded landscapes.
(Council of Europe, 2000)
The definition therefore applies, among other things, to:
• all types of rural landscape, from high mountains and wild countryside to urban
fringe farmland (rural landscapes);
• marine and coastal landscapes (seascapes);
• the landscapes of villages, towns and cities (townscapes).
2.6

Rural landscapes bave been the main focus of attention for a number of years. Now
both townscape and seascape lrnve also emerged as particular sub-sets of 'landscape'
for consideration. This guidance is equally applicable to all forms of landscape and
does not separate townscape and seascape out for special treatment. However, for
clarity the following paragraphs ddint: these terms. All LVIA work needs to respond
to the particular context in which ir rakes pl::ice. Whether rhe project is located in a
rural, an urban or a marine conrex--r, am:orion will need to be paid to the distinctive
character of the area and reference made to any relevant specific guidance.

Chapter 5 sets out how the different forms of landscape are assessed to provide
baseline descriptions for LVIA.

Townscape
2.7

'Townscape' refers to areas where rhe built environment is dominant. Villages, towns
and cities often make important contributions as elements in wider-open landscnpes
bur townscape means rhe landscape within rhe built-up area, including the buildings,
the relationships between chem, rhe different types of urban open spaces, including
green spaces, and rhe relarionsbip between buildings and open spaces. There are
important relationships with the hisroric dimensions of landscape and townscape, since
evidence of rhe way that villages, towns and cities change and develop over rime con
tributes to their current form and ch:1racrer.

Seascape
2.8

The importance of coasrs and seasc:1p�-.., :11, r:1rt of our marine eoviroomenr has increas
ingly been acknowledged, not least due tu the growing pressures being placed upon
them by new forms of dcvdnprnent, notably aquaculture, offshore wind farms, tidal
energy schemes and rhe devel,opment of coast�,I risk management defences. The defi
nition of landscape from the European Landscape Convention includes seascapes and
marine environments. As the UK Marine Policy Statement indicates, 'seascape should
be taken as meaning landscapes with views of the coast or seas, and coasts and rhe
adjacent marine environment with cultural, historical and archaeological links with
each other' (HM Government, Northern Ireland Executive, Scottish Government and
Wc:bhAssembly Government, 2011: 21).
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Figure 2.2 'Townscape' means the landscape within the built-up area,

including the buildings and the relationships between them

figure 23 'Seascape' means landscapes with views of the coast or seas,
and coasts and the adjacent marine environment
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This definirion includes rhe mccring point of land and sea bur also encompasses areas
beyond the low w�ner mark, �md so includes both areas near to the shore and the open
sea. Any assessmeur of r.he landsc;;1pe and visual effects of change in marine and coasral
environments should carefully consider the rdarionsh.ip benveen land and se:i. in coastal
areas and also cake account of pos�ible requirements tO consider the open sea.

Relationship to green infrastructure
2. 10

Green infrastructure has come to the fore since the publication of the second edition
of chis guidance. It refers co networks of green spaces and watercourses and water
bodres chat connect rural areas, villages, towns and cities. Such networks are increas
ingly being planned, designed and managed to achieve multiple social, en vironmencal
and economic objectives. Green infrascruccu.re is not separate from the Lrndscape but
is pare of it and operates at what is sometimes referred to as the 'landsc1pc scale'. It is
generally concerned witl1 sites anJ linking networks that an� sec within tl1e w1der
context of the surrounding landscape or townscape. LVIA will often need to address
the effects of proposed development on green infrastructure as vvell as the potential
the development may offer to enhance it.

The importance of landscape
2.11

As the ELC makes clear, particular arrencion needs to be given to landscape because
of the importance chat is attached to it by individuals, communities and public bodies.
Landscape is importaor because it provides:
•
•
•
•
•

a shared resource which is important in its own right as a public good;
an environment for flora and fauna;
the setting for day to day lives - for living, working and recreation;
opportw1.ities for at:sthecic en joymenc;
a sense of place and a sense of hisrory, which in rurn can contribute to individual,
local, national and European idenricy;
• continuity with the past tbroug-h its relarive permanence and irs role in acting as a
cultural record of rhe past;
• a source of memories and assoctarions, which in turn may contribute to wellbeing;
• inspiration for learning, as well :1s for art and ocher forms of creativity.

2.12

In addition landscape provides economic be□e.fics, both directly by providing an essen
rial resource co support livelihoods, especially in agriculture, forestry and ocher land
management activities, and in recn:ation and tourism, as well as indirectly ch.rough its
now widely acknowledged benefits for health and wellbeing.

Landscape change and sustainable deveropment
2.13

Landscape is not unch:rnging. \;[any different pressures have progres�ively altered
familiar landscapes over time and will conrinue co do so in the future, cre,1ting nJ.:w
landscapes. Today many of these drivers of change arise from rhe requirement for
development to meet the needs of a growing and changing population and economy.
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They include land management, especially farming and forestry, and many forms of
development, including (among many ochers): new housing; commercial developments;
new forms of energy generation including wind turbines; new infrastructure such as
roads, railways and power lines; and extraction of minerals for a variety of uses.
In the last thirty years there has been growing emphasis on the need co accommodate
such change and development in ways that are sustainable. Definitions of �ustainable
development have been extensively debated but according to the widely accepted
definition in the Brundtland report this means 'development that meets the needs of
tbl.: present without compromising the abil.ity of future generations to meet their own
needs' (World Commission on Environment and Dl.:velopment, 1987). It is broadly
agreed that it involves finding an appropriate ba.lance between economic, social and
environmental matters, and rhat protecting and enhancing the natural, built and
historic environment is an important pare of chis.

2.14

As a technical process LVIA has an important contribution to make to che achievement
of sustainable developmenr. It cakes place in a concexr where, over ti.me, landscapes
evolve and society's needs and individual and com111u11ity attitudes change. This can
makt: the profrssional judgements about the significance of effects idenrified through
LVlA, and whether they are positive or negative, particularly challenging.

2.15

Climate change is one of the major factors likely to bring about future change in the
landscape, and is widdy considered as the most serious long-term threat co the natural
environment. The need for climate change mitigation and adaptation is now well
established at a policy level in the UK and beyond. There are many different ways in
which mirigacion and adaptation can be addressed and landscape profe�sionals are
directed to the Landscape lnsciture's policy documenr on climare change (Landscape
fnstirute, 2008a) when considering such matters. Sorne climate change mitigation and
adaptation projects may in themselves require EIA. Further information on climate
change and EI.A is available in IEMA guidance (e.g. IEMA, 2010a, 20106).

2.16

Tbere is some emphasis in the UK and elsewhere on appropriate rene, able energy
deYeloprn�nr a� a means of mitigating climate change. Renewable energy development
proposals are subject co the same LVlA process as any other type of develop111.ent
proposal, with the same need for careful siring, design and mitigation, and impartial
assessment of the landscape and visual effects. Ir is for the competent authority to judge
the balance of weight between policy considcrar.ions and the effects chat such proposals
may have.

2.17

1v

The role of LVIA
LYIA must ac.ldress both effects on landscape as a resource in its own riglit and effects
on views and visual amenity.

2.18

Effects on landscape as a resource
The ELC definition of landscape supports r.he need to deal with landscape as a resource
in its own right. In the UK chis particularly reflects the emphasis on landscape character
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Green
Infrastructure

An integrated approach to land use
Landscape Institute Position Statement

Landscape
Institute
n

,;-,,grc,,. •,l,.i:,

Figure 2.4 Landscape Institute position statement on green infrastructure
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rhar has developed since the 1980s. I.:rndscape results from the interplay of the physical,
nawral and cultural components of our surroundings. Different combinations of these
elements and their spatial distribution create tbe distinctive character of landscapes in
different places, allowing different landscapes to be m;.1ppeJ, analysed and described.
Character is not just about the physical elements and features that make up a landscape,
but also embraces the aesthetic, perceptual and experiential aspects of the landscape
that make different places distinctive.

Views and visual amenity
When tbe imerrelac:ionship between people ('human being�' or 'populac:ion' in the
language of the Directive and Regulations) and the landscape is considered, this introduces related but very different considerations, notably the views that people have and
c:heir visual amenity- meaning the overall pleasantness of the views they enjoy of their
surroundings.

2.20

Reflecting this distinction the two components of LYl.A are:

2.21

1. assessment of landscape effects: assessing effects on the landscape as a resource in
its own right;
2. assessment of visual effects: assessing effects on specific views and on rhe gcncr:-il
\'isual amen.iry experienced by people.
Tht: distinction between c:hese two aspects is very important but often misunderstood,
even by professionals. LVIA must deal with both and should be clear about the differenct: between them. If a professional assessment does not properly define them or
distingu.ish between them, then other professionals and members of the public are likely
to be confused.

2.22

Professional judgement in LVIA
Professional judgement is a very important part of LVJA. While there is some scope
for quantitative measurement of some relatively objective matters, for example the
number of trees lost to construction of a new mine, much of the assessment must rely
on yualitative judgements, for example about what effect the introduction of a new
development or land use change may have on visual amenity, or about the significance
of change in the character of the landscape and wberber ir is positive or negative.

2.23

The role of professional judgement is also characteristic of orher environmental topics,
such as ecology or culnual heritage, especially when it comes to judging nD'w sign.ifie:rnr
a particular change is. In all cases rhere is c1 need for rhe judgements that are madl' to
be reasonable and based on ck:1r and transparent methods so that the reasoning applied
at different stages can be traced c1nd examined by others. Professional judgements must
be hascd on both training and experience and in general suitably qualified and
experienced landscape professionals should carry our Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessments.

2.24

Even with qualified and experienced professionals there can be differences in rhe judgemcnts made. This may result from using different approach.es or different criteria, or

2.25
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from variation in judgements based on rhe same approach and criteria. Ideally, and
especially for complex projects, more than one person should be involved in the
assessment to provide checks and balances, especial.ly in idenr.ifying the likely significant
effects. If, for example, the professional judgements made on behalf of different inter
ested parties vary widely it is the decision makers in the competent authority who will
ulrimacely need ro weigh up the evidence and reach a conclusion.
2.26

Landscape professionals are likely to be closely involved in the development of the
scheme and its design. If they also undertake c.he LVIA, c.hey musr be able to rake a
sufficiently detached and dispassionate Yiew of the proposa.h- in the final assessment of
landscape and visual impact. In carrying out an LVIA t.he landscape professional must
always cake an independenr seance, and fully and transparently nddress both the nega
tive and positive effects of a scheme in a way that is accessible and reliable for all parries
concerned.

Summary advice on good practice
• LVIA should adopt the broad and inclusive ELC definition of landscape embracing,
among other things, seascapes and townscapes as well as all forms of rural landscape.
• LVIA will often need to address the effects of development on green infrastructure
and also the potential for enhancing it. Green infrastructure is not a separate con
sideration from landscape - rather it is part of it and should be treated as such.
• As a technical process LVIA has an important contribution to make to the achievement
of sustainable development, including assessment of proposals for mitigation of and
adaptation to climate change.
• LVIA must deal with and clearly distinguish between the assessment of landscape
effects, dealing with changes to the landscape as a resource, and the assessment of
visual effects, dealing with changes in views and visual amenity.
• Professiona-1 judgement is a very important part of LVIA. ideally, and especially for
complex projects, more than one person should be invol,ved i.n the assessment to pro
vide checks and balances. especially in identifying the significant effects likely to
influence decisions.
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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Introduction
Components of the LVIA process in relation to EIA
Site selection and consideration of alternatives
Screening
Scoping
Project description/specification
Baseline studies
Identification and description of effects
Assessing the significance of effects
Mitigation
Engaging with stakeholders and the public

Introduction
3.1

This chapter introduces the principles of LVIA and outlines rhe overall process. More
derail on how rhe key rares of rhe process are carried our specifically for landscape,
visual and cumlllativl'. clfrcts are included in Chapters 5, 6 :=.ind 7 respectively. Those
chapters should be read in conjuncrion with the overview in rhis chaprer.

3.2

LVIA can be carried out eithn as p:irt of a broader EI.A, or .JS ;.1 standalone 'appraisal'
of rhe likely landscape and visual effects of 3 proposed devdopment. The overall
principles and the core sreps i.n the process are rhe s:1me bur rhert: are specific and clearly
defined procedures in EIA whic.:b LVIA must fit within.
• As a part of an EIA, L\11A is normally carried out as a separate theme or topic study.
Landscape and visual marrers appear as eirher separare or combined sections of the
Environmental Scacemcnt, which presents the fi.oding-; of the ETA. Landscape and
visL1al issues may also make a contribution to ocher parrs of the EJA, such as site
selection and consideration of alternatives, and screening.
• As a srandalonc 'appraisal' the process is informal and there is more flexibility, but
the essence of the approach - specifying the naru1·e o.f the proposed change or
developmenc; describing the existing landscape and rhe views ;inJ visual amenity
in rhe area that may be affected; predicting rhe effects, alrhough nor their likely
significance; and consideri.ng how those effects might be mitigated - still applies.

Components of the LVIA process in relation to EIA
3.3

Table 3.1 summarises the main components of the impact assessmenr process. It shows
their role Ln LVIA carried our both in EIA and in landscape 'appraisals' ourwith the
EJA process. If one of the components is shown as 'not requ.ired', especially in landscape
'appraisal', chis does not me::111 that it is not sometimes appropriate to include th.is, par
ticularly for large or complex projects. The core components of the LVlA process are
highlighted. A flow chart of the EIA and LVIA process is given in Figure 3.1 (see p. 29).
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Table 3.1 Components of the EIA process and the role of LVIA
Component
of £/A
process

Brief description of action in this
part of the process

LVIA role in
EIA

LVIA role in
landscape
'appraisal'

Site
selection and
consideration
of alternatives

Identifies opportunities and
constraints relating to alternative
options and ma·kes comparative
assessments of them in order to
identify those with least adverse
(or indeed most beneficial) effects
and greatest potential for possible
mitigation and enhancement.

Required (but
alternatives
should not be
invented and
it is acceptable
if there are
none)

May not be
required but
considering
landscape to
inform site
selection is
good practice

Screening

Determines whether an EIA is
needed for the proposed
development.

Required by competent
authority

Not required

Scoping

Makes an initial judgement about
the scope of the assessment and of
the issues that need to be covered
under the individual topics or
themes. Includes establishment of
the relevant study area.

Required

Optional

Project
description/
specification

Provides a description of the
proposed development for the
purpose of the assessment,
identifying the main features of
the proposals and establishing
parameters such as maximum
extents of the development or sizes
of the elements. Normally includes
description of any alternatives
considered.

Required

Required

Baseline
studies

Establishes the existing nature of the
landscape and visual environment
in the study area, including any
relevant changes likely to occur
independently of the development
proposal. Includes information on
the value attached to the different
environmental resources.

Required

Required

Required

Required

Identification Systematically identifies and
describes the effects that are likely
and
to occur, including whether they
description
are adverse or beneficial.
of effects
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(
__1_a_b_l_e_3_.1_c_o_n_t_n_u_e_d_________________
___
Component
of EIA
process

Brief description of action in this
part of the process

LVIA role in
EIA

Assessing the
significance
of effects

Systematically and transparently
assesses the likely significance of
the effects identified.

Required

Mitigation

Makes proposals for measures
Required
designed to avoid/prevent, reduce
or offset (or compensate for) any
significant negative (adverse) effects.

__)

LVIA role in
landscape
'appraisal'
Not required

If required

Preparation
Presentation of the findings of the
assessment in written and graphic
of the
Environmental form.
Statement

Required

Appraisal
Report

Monitoring
and auditing

If required

If required

Monitors and audits the effects of
the implementation of the proposal
and of the mitigation measures
proposed, especially where they are
covered by conditions attached to
any permission that may be given.

Further details of these components, and of the role that landscape.: (md ,·isual issues
play in each, are summarised below.

Site selection and consideration of alternatives
3.4

If alternatives ace consitkrcd as parr of a development chat is subject co EIA, landscape
and visua.l considerations may play a pare in idencifying opporrunicies and constraints
relating to sire selection and nuking comparative assessments of rhe options in order
to idenrify those with lc:1sc :1dvc.:rsc (or indeed most beneficial) effect, :rnd greatest
potential for possible micig:1tion and enhancement. Ir is then important co:
• demonstrate how landscape and visual effects have been taken into considt:ration;
• explain the reasoning behind any decisions to reject any of the sites selected and
alcernacives considered in terms of rheir landscape and visual effecrs.

Screening
3.5

This step determines whether or not an £IA is required. The UK EIA Regulations set
our the types of project for which an EIA is always required, known as Schedule 1
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Screening (statutory EIA)
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(Figure 3.1 The EIA and LVIA process
.____

development. They also include a further list of projects, in Schedule 2, which may
require EIA if they are likely to have significant effects on the environment by virtue
of factors such as size, nature or location. The screening process considers the charac
teristics of the development, its location and the characteristics of potential impacts,
through reference to Schedule 3 of the Regulat�ons and other relevant guidance, to
decide whether or not an EIA is required.
The proposer of a scheme has the option to seek a screening opinion from the competent authority as co whether an £IA is required. The Regulations require chat when
decisions are made by the competent authority as to the need for an EIA, the criteria
to be taken into account include whether or not the development is in a location that
falls within a range of 'sensitive areas'. The Regulations indicate that these sensitive
areas include a variety of national landscape designations. These designations, and the
meaning of 'sensitivity' both in this context and in the broader context of landscape
planning, are discussed further in Chapter 6.

3.6

In contributing to the screening process rhe landscape professional may be called upon
to provide a professional opinion as to the landscape and visual considerations that

3.7
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may arise in the area likely to be affected by the scheme. In making any judgements
and providing such an opinion, it is important to adopt a structured and systematic
approach from the outset and record all actions undertaken, information gathered and
taken into consideracion, assumptions made, hm.itations, and opinions offered, together
with reasoned justifications.

Scoping
3.8

Defining the scope of the EIA study is one of the most critical parts of the process, i.n
that it sets the context for everything else that follows. Unless a screening opinion has
been sought, this may be the first opportunity for the competent authority and the
developers and their advisers to make contact and ideally it should mark the beginning
of an iterative dialogue. Early identification of particular concerns can 1ead to the
resolution of issues before an application is submitted.

3.9

Scoping is the procedure by which the key topics to be examined and the areas of likely
significant effects are identified. Under the Regulations, proposers of schemes may ask
the competent authority for an opinion on the information to be supplied in an
Environmental Statement. The objective of a scoping request is to identify what the
competent authority considers to be tbe main likely effects of the development and to
determi.ne the topics on which the Environmental Statement should focus. The com
petent authority must consult a defined range of bodies (referred to as 'the consultation
bodies') and consider the characteristics of the proposed development, the charac
teriscics of the development type concerned and the environmental features likely to
be affected.

3.10

An Environmental Statement is not necessarily rendered invalid if it does not cover all
the matters specified in the scoping opinion provided by the competent authority.
However, as the scoping opinion represents the considered view of the competent
authority, a Statement which does not cover all the matters specified in the opinion
will probably be subject to a request or requests for additional information. The fact
that rhe competent authority has given a scoping opinion does not prevent them from
requesting additional information at a later stage.

3.11

LVIA scoping should be expected to include several key matters, which should ideally
be discussed with landscape professionals in the competent authority as well as with
consultacion bodies and inreresr groups. Views from local people may also be sought,
for example through contact with parish and/or community councils. Key matters
include:
• the extent of the study area to be used for assessment of landscape and visual
effects (for details on how appropriate study areas are defined see Chapters 5 and
6 );
• sources of relevant landscape and visual information;
• the nature of the possible landscape and visual effects, especially those deemed most
likely to occur and be sig11ificant;
• the main receptors (the word used to mean those parts of the receiving landscape,
and the people able co view the proposal, that may be affected by the change) of
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the potential landscape and visual effects chat need to be addressed in the full
assessment, i_ncluding viewpoints that should be assessed;
• the extent and appropriate level of derail for the baseline studies that is reasonably
rct1u.iced to assess the Ja□dscape and visual effects of the proposed devdopment;
• methods to be used in assessing che likely significance of che effects chat may be
identified;
• che requirements with respect to the assessment of likely significant cumulative
landscape and visual effects.

Further details on all these matters can be found in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

Scoping for LVJA usually requires a desk study and familiarisation with che nature of
both the site and the proposed scheme and its possible effects, as well as consultations
with the competent authority and rhe main consultation bodies. An LVIA scoping
document can be produced to sec our the issues and provide a focus for tne competent
authority's consideration. Ir may also i_nclude brief details on methods, assessment techniques and the presentation of information to be included in the final Envi.ronmental
Statement. Although not mandatory, a scoping document can be a helpful way of providing information to the competent authority to inform their consulra cions with other
budies and to assist them in their considerations.

3.12

Project description/specification
An overall description of the charactl'riscics of the proposed development, sometimes
referred to as the 'project specification', makes an important contribution co an LVJA,
as well as co other environmental topics in an EIA. It provides the description of the
siting, layout and other characteristics and components of the development on which
che .landscape and visual assessment wi.11 be based. le also plays an important pace in
assisting understanding by all parries of exactly what is proposed. Knowledge and
understanding of the proposals will grow during the course of the project. Outline
information will be known at screening, and more detail at scoping and even more
detail will emerge through the assessment process.

3. 13

In incorporncing this information into rhl.'. final Environmental Statement, it is nor
usually necessary to repeat the information in individual sections of the Statement
dealing with particular topics. Rather it is important ro make sure chat the project
description provides all the information needed to identify its effects on particular
aspects of rhe environment. For LVJA it is important to understand, from the project
description, the essential aspects of the scheme that will potentially give rise co its effects
on the landscape and visual amenity.

3.14
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The key aspects of the project that need to be understood for LVIA are
described in Chapter 4.
Paragraphs 3.15-3.39 describe the steps that are the core of the LVIA process
illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Baseline studies
3.15

The initial seep in LVIA is co esrnblish rhe baseline landscape and visual conditions.
The information collected will, when reviewed alongside the description of the pro
posed development, form the basis for cbe identification and ckscription of the changes
chat will result in chc landscape and visual effects of the proposal:
• For the landscape b:iscline the aim is to provide a.n understanding of che landscape
in the area that may be affected - its conscituem elemenrs, ics character and the way
chis va_ries spatially, its geographic extent, its history (which may require its own
specialist study), its condition, the way the landscape is experienced, and the value
attached to it.
• For rhe visual baseline the aim is to establish the area in which the development
may be visible, the Jifferenc groups of people who may experience views of the
development, the pbces where they will be affected and the nature of the views and
visual amenity at chose points.

Details of baseline studies for assessment of landscape and visual effects are
provided in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.

3.16

The level of detail provided should be that which is reasonably required to assess tbe
ljkely significant effects. It should be appropriate and proportional to the scale and
rype of development and the type and sigruficance of the landscape and visu::i.l effects
likely co occur. It should also be appropriate co rhe different srnges of the assessment
process. For example, ;1t rhe site selection, scn:eniJ 1g and scoping stages a preliminary
desk-based sire appraisal ffi8.}" be adequate using primarily, for example, landscape
design ations, existin� Landscape Character Assessments, information about h.istoric
landscapes and known sires of recreational interest. Once the rrefcrred site has been
selected more comprehensive and detailed baseline studies are usually requ.ired.

3.17

Principal sources of background information include ch-e com recent auchoriry, rhc
consultation bodies and local special interest groups and org:rnisations. It is important
that the information assembled is considered alongside information &om ocher parallel
studies, such as cultural heritage and ecology studies, to ensure an integrated approach.
The EIA co-ordinator will usually play an important pact in facilirating such integration
across the topic areas.
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Identification and description of effects
Once the key aspects of the proposed development that are relevant to landscape and
visual effects have been determined, and the baseline conditions established, the Likely
significant effects can be predicted. There is no formulaic way of doing chis. Ir is a matter of systematic thinking about rhe range of possible interactions between components
of the proposed development, covering its whole life cycle (for example: for built
devdopment, usually construction, operation and decom.missionjng stages; for mineral
extraction, usually operation, restoration and aftercare stages), and the b::iseline landscape and visual resource.

3.18

Some possible effects will already have been identified during the screening and/or scoping processes. Some m::iy have been judged unlikely to occur or so insignificant that it
is not essencial to consider them further - chis is sometimes refcrn::d to as the 'scoping
our' of effects. Others may have been addressed by amendments to the scheme design
through the iterative design/assessment process - either being designed out altogether
or rendered not significant. Both situations must be made clear in rhe final Environmental
Starc.:ment, so th;)t then.: is transparency about how the landscape and visual considerations have influenced the fina.l design, when compared to earijer, alrernativt design
iterations. Other than an y effects that are considered and eliminated at an earlier point,
likely significant effects must be considertd in the assessment stage of LVIA.

3.19

Jn most cases it will be essential

3.20

to

give detailed consideration to both:

• effects on the landscape as a resource (rhe landscape effects); and
• effects on views and visual amenity as experienced by people (the visual effects).
Sometimes there may be likely significant effects on the landscape resource but the
development may be in a location that does nor affect visual amenity significantly. It
is also possible, although less common, that there may be likely significant effects on
visual amenity without effects on the landscape resource.
Pn:Jicting what effects are likely depends upon careful cons.ide.ration of the different
components of the development at different stages of its life cycle, and idenci,fication

LANDSCAPE EFFECTS
Effects on landscape as a
resource

VISUAL EFFECTS
Effects on views and visual
amenity

',

'

,

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

(
Fi_g_u_re_3_.4_- _L__
a _e_a _n_d_v_is_u_a_l_e_ff_ e_c_ts_______________,)
a n_d_s_c_p
__
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of rhe receptors chat will be affected by chem. In LVIA there muse be identification of
both:
• landscape receptors, including the constituent elements of the landscape, its specific
aesthetic or perceprna.l qualities and the ch�racter of the Landscape in different areas;
and
• visual receptors, that is, the people who will be affected by changes in views or
visual amenity at di.fferenc places.
The effects are identified by establishing and describing the changes resu.lting from the
different components of r.be developmem and tht.: r1.:sulci.ng effects on individual
landscape or visual receptors.
3.22

The Regulations specify that an ElA must consider the direct effects and any indirect,
secondary, cumulative, short-, medium- and loog-term, permanent and temporary, posi
tin: and ncgatiYe effects of the development. This means that in LVIA thought must
be given co whether the likely significant landscape and visual effects:
• result directly from the develupment itself (di.rect effects) or from consequential
change resulting from the development (i.odirect and secondary effects), such as
alterations to a drainage regime which might change the vegetarian dowostream
with con cqucnces for rhe landscape, or requirements for associated development,
such as a requirement for mineral extraction to supply material or a need to upgrade
utilities, borh of which may themselves have further landscape and visual effects;
• are additional effects caused by the proposed development when considered in
conjunction with other proposed developments of the same or different ,ypes
(cumulative effects);
• are likely to be shorr term or co carry on over a longer period of time;
• arc likely to be permanent or temporar)', in which case their duration, as above, is
importa_nc;
• are judged to be positive (beneficial) or negative (adverse) in their consequences for
landscape or for views and visual amenity (this is sometimes referred to as the
'valency' of the �ffecc but as this word has a formal definiti-on relating to chemistry
it is best avoided).

Assessment of the significance of effects takes account of the nature of the
effects, as well as the nature of the receptors. These topics are discussed in
Paragraphs 3.23-3.36 and in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

Cumulative effects are discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
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Assessing the significance of ef ects
The EIA Directive and UK Regulations refer co projects likely co have significant effects
on the environment. This means mac identifying and describing chc dfrccs of a project
is not enough in itself. They muse also be assessed for their significance. This i1i :1 key
pare of the LVIA process and is an evidence-based process combined with professional
judgement. It is important thar the basis of such judgements is transparent and under
scaod:1ble, so chat the underlying assumptions and reasoning can be underscood by
others.

3.23

LVlA, in common with other copies in EIA, tends ro reJy on linking judgemencs about
the sensitivity of rhe receptor and about the magnitude of the effects co arrive at conclusion s about the significance of the effects. These rerms are effecrively a shorthand

3.24

EIA significance terminology
The State of EIA Practice in the UK (IEMA, 2011 b: 60-62) discusses the
evaluation of significance in ·EIA, recognising that it is a complex and often
subjective process. The factors used to evaluate significance relate to both the
effect and the receptor. Ongoing IEMA research into significance has identified
that problems can arise where s.eparate topic assessments use the same or
similar terminology in the evaluation of significance, but define these terms
differently. Partly in response to this, and also to aid the simple communication
of the complexity of significance evaluation, the terms magnitude and sensi
tivity have become shorthand in EIA practice for the range of factors relevant
to each effect (e.g. probability, reversibility, spatial extent, etc.) and receptor
(e.g. value, importance, susceptibility, resilience, etc.). This shorthand termi
nology can generate its own problems, particularly when it appears to be the
basis for the evaluation of significance and stakeholders perceive that a wider
range of factors has not been explicitly considered in assessing the significance
of effects. This lack of transparency reduces the quality of the EIA's findings
and can lead to objections from stakeholders that cause delays to the con
senting process.
To improve transparency in EIA practice and increase discussion around the
complex interaction of factors leading to the determination of a significant
effect, IEMA promotes the use of new overarching terminology related to the
two components of significance evaluation:
1. nature of receptor (to replace the shorthand 'sensitivity');
2. nature of effect (to replace the shorthand 'magnitude').
For further detail of the rel'ationship between the nature of the effect and the
nature of the receptor please see Figure 6.3 in IEMA (2011 b).
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way of describing rhe wider array of factors that underlie the nature of the receptor
likely to be affected (sensitivity) and rhe narure of the effect likely to occur (magnitude).
Further background to this is given in Box 3.1. Landscape professionals shouJd assess
the nature of a landscape or visual receptor's sensiti\'ity by combining judgements about
its susceptibility to change arising from the specific proposal with judgements about
the value attached to the receptor. When considering the nature of a predicted effect
its magnitude shouJd be determi.ned by combining judgements about matters such as
the: siLe and scale of rhe change, the extent of the area over which ir occurs, whether
it is reversible or irreversible and whether it is short or long teem in duration. It is
important co note chat in this approach each iudgemcnt already combines several
separate judgements.
3.25

A step-by-step process, as iJJustrated by Figun; 3.5, should allow the identification of
significant effects to be as transparent as possible, provided that the effects are identified
and described accurately, the basis for the judgements at each stage is explained and
the different judgements are combined in easy to follow ways.

Step 1: Assess against agreed criteria
3.26

Tht initial step should be to consider each effect in terms firstly of its sensitivity, made
up of judge1nenrs about:
• the susceptibility of the receptor to the type of ch;:tngL' arising from the speci fie
proposal; and
• the value attached to the receptor;
and secondly irs magnitude, made up of judgements about:
• cbe size and scale of the effect - for example, whether there is complete 1oss of a
particular element of the landscape or a minor change;
• the geographical extent of the area that will be affe�red; and
• the duration of the effect and its reversibility.
Consideration of all these criteria should feed into a comprehensive assessment of sig
nificance.

In Chapters 6 and 7 the meanings of 'sensitivity' and 'magnitude' are defined
as they relate to landscape effects and to visual effects respectively.

3.27

In as:,essing the identified effects against these criteria, two key principles should nor
mally apply:
1. Numerical scoring or weighting of criteria should be avoided, or at least treated
with considerable caution, since it can suggest ;;i spurious level of precision in the
judgeme.11ts and encourage inappropriate mathen-1::itical combi.ning of scores.
2. Word scales, with ideally three or four but a maximum of five categories, are pre
ferred as the means of summarising judgements for ca�h of the contributing criteria.
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For each
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effect
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receptor
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of effect
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Combine to assess
sensitivity of
receptor
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magnitude of effect

�

Combine to assess
significance of
effect

+

-

Final statement of
significance of effects

Figure 3.5 Assessing the significance of effects

The words used will usually be specific for eac h criterion - for example the value
of landscape receptors could be categorised as international, national, regional, local
authority or local community, while rhe duration of the effect might be caregorised
as s.hort term, medium te.rm or long rerm, wirh each specified in years. The scales
that are used tend to vary from project to project but they should be appropriate
to the nature, size and location of rhe proposed development and may need to be
consistent across the different topic areas in rhe EIA.
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Step 2: Combining the judgements
3.28

The next step is to combine the separate judgements on the individual criteria. The
rationale for the overall judgement must be clear, demonstrating:
• how susceptibility to change and value together contribute to the sensitivity of the
receptor;
• how judgements about scale, extent and duration conuibute to the magnitude of
the effects; and
• how the resulting judgements about sensitivity and magnitude are combined to
inform judgements about overa.11 significance of the effects.

3.29

Combining judgements should be as transparent as possible. It is common practice to
arrive at judgements about the significance of effects simply by combining the judge
ments about the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of the effect. This can
be useful but is also an oversimplification unless it is made clear how the judgements
about sensitivity and magnitude have themselves been reached.

3.30

There are several possible approaches to combining judgements, including:
• Sequential combination: The judgements against individual criteria can be succes
sively combined into a final judgement of the overall likely significance of the effect,
with the rationale expressed in text and summarised by a table or matrix.
• Overall profile: The judgements against individual criteria can be arranged in a table
to provide an overall profile of each identified effect. An overview of the distribution
in the profile of the assessments for each criterion can then be used to make an
informed overall judgement about the likely significance of the effect. This too
should be expressed in text, supported by the cable.

3.31

Both of these methods have been advocated by different ELA guidance documents and
both can meet the requirements of the Regulations provided chat the sequence of judge
ments is clearly explained and the logic can be traced. The approach adopted in an
LVIA wiJl often be influenced by the overall approach in an ELA and the EIA co
ordinator will often seek internal consistency within a project.

Step 3: Judging the overall significance of the effects
3.32

The Regulations require that a final judgement is made about whether or not
each effect is likely to be significant. There are no hard and fast rules about what
effects should be deemed 'sig11ificant' but LYIAs should always distinguish clearly
between what are considered to be the significant and nou-significant effects. Some
practitioners use the phrase 'not significant in EIA terms' to describe those effects
considered to fall below a 'threshold' of significance but chis can potentially confuse
since the phrase has no specific meaning in relation to the EIA Regulations (IEMA,
20116: 61).

3.33

It is not essential co establish a series of thresholds for different levels of significance
of landscape and visual effects, provided that it is made clear whether or not they are
considered significant. The final overall judgement of the likely significance of the
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predicted landscape and visual effects is, however, ofren summarised in a series of
categories of significance reflecting combinations of sensitivity and magnitude. These
tend to vary from project to project bur they should be appropriate to the nature, size
and location of the proposed development and should as far as possible be consisrent
across the different topic areas i.n the ETA.
When drawing a 'distinction between levels of significance is required (beyond signi.ficant/nor significant) a word scale for degrees of significance can be used (for example
a four-point scale of major/moderate/minor/negligible). Descriptions should be provided for each of the categories to make clear what they mean, as well as a clear
explanation of which categories are considered to bL: significant and whjch are not. It
should also be made clear that effects nor considered to be significant will not be
completely disregarded.

3.34

In reporting on the significance of the identified effects the main aim should be to draw
our the key issues and ensure that the significance of the effects and the scope for
reducing any negative/adverse effects are properly understood by the public and the
competent authority before it makes its decision. This requ.i.res clear and accessible
explanations. The pottntial pitfalls are:

3.35

• over-reUance on matrices or tabular summaries of effects which may not be accom
panied by clear narrative descriptions;
• failure ro distinguish between the significant effects that are likely to influence the
eventual decision and those of lesser concern;
• losing sight of che most glaringly obvious sigrufic:rnr effects because of the complexity of the assessment.
To overcome these potential problems, there should be more emphasis on narrative
text describing the landscape and visual effects and the judgements made about their
significance. Provided it is weH written, chis is likely to be most helpful to non-experts
i.n aidi.ng understandi.ng of che issues. It is also good practice to include a final statement
summarising the significant effects. Tables and matrices should be used to support and
summarise descriprive cexr, not ro replace it.

3.36

Mitigation
Measures which are proposed co pcevent, reduce and where possible offset any sign.i.ficant adverse cffcc::rs (or ro avoid, reduce and if possible remedy identified effects),
iocluding bndscape and visual effects, should be described. The term 'mitigariuu' is
commonly used co refer co these measures; however, ic is not a term used in che EIA
Regulations although i,r is used in some specific legislation, such as che Electricity Ace
198·9, and in guidance. Mitigation mL:;;1sures are not necessarily required in landscape
appraisals carried out for projects not subject co EIA procedures, although some local
authorities may request them and even i.f they do not it is nevertheless often helpful co
think about ways of dealing with any negative effects identified.

3.37

As EIA practice has evolved the cerminology used to refer co mitigation measures
has been adapted; for example, it has become common p,ractice to use che term

3.38
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3 Principles and overview of processes
'compensate' instead of 'offset'. While the rermino1ogy of the ETA Regulations rakes
precedence, the alternatives may be used provided they are explained. Borh terms are
referred to in this guidance.
Enhancement is nor a formal requirement of the Regulations. It is often referred ro
incorrectly as an outcome of proposed mitigation measures - for exarnphc where planting is proposed to mitigate landscape and/or visual effects bur will also achieve an
t:nhance1m:nt of t11e baseline condition of the landscape. In practice enh,incl·menr is
not specifically related to mitigation of adverse landscape and visual effects but means
any proposals rbat seek to improve the landscape and/or visual amenjry of the proposed
development sire and its wider setting beyond its baseline condition.

3.39

Mitigation and enhancement are lboth closely related to the develop ment
proposal and: its design. Both are discussed in further detail in Chapter 4.

Engaging with stakeholders and the public
1n general rhe ElA procedures only formally require consultation with the public at the
stage of submission and review of the Environmental Statement, although in some c:1ses
there may be a reqwremenr for pre-application consultation. NeVl .:rtheless there are
considerable benefits to be gained from involving the public i.n early discussion of the
proposals and of the envi.roumental issues that may arise. This can make a positive
contributjon to scopi.ng the landscape and visual issues.

3.40

Since the last edition of this guidance was published there has been growing l!mphasis
on consulrntion and public involvement in ETA. This has arisen pri.ncipally from the
ratification by the UK in February 2005 of the Aarhus Convention (UNECE, 1998),
which encourages widespread, timely and effective participation in environ.mental
decision making, and has been reinforced by changes in legislation on planning and
related matters that place greater emphasis on loca1 communities.

3.41

Consultation is an important part of the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
process, relevant to many of the stages described above. lt ha,; a role in g:ithering
specific information about the site, and in canvassing the vie,,·s of the public on the
proposed development. It can be a valuable tool in seeking understanding and agreement :1bouc the key issues, and can highlight local interests and values which may
othenvise be overlooked. With commitment and engagement in a genuinely open
and responsive process, consultation can also make a real contribution to scheme
design.

3.42

The timing of engagement with the public and other interested parries will depend
upon many factors, including the nature of the development, but, in general, the e:1rlicr
the better. Wdl-organised and timely consulracion and engagement wirh both stakeholders and public can bring benefits to a project, i.ncluding improved understanding
of what is proposed and access to local environmental information that might otherwise

3.43
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Figure 3.7A-8 Example of a comprehensive strategy for mitigating landscape effects
during the operational life of a coal surface mine, complemented by
specific measures for ultimate ecological enhancement
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not have been available to tbe assessment. This can be of bene.6.c to LVIA in providing
better understanding of the landscape and of local attitudes to it. In its most useful
form, participation in consultation will improve the quafity of the information influ
encing the scheme design, and may result in positive changes to the design.
Successful engagement will be assisted by the following good practice principles, which
although not specific to LVlA should provide a starting point for practitioners involved
in LVIA, both within and without the ELA procedures.

3.44

• Consultation must be genuine and open. The temptation to make the most o.f
consultation for information gathering while being reluctant to disseminate infor
mation should be resisted.
• The timing of consultation should be carefully planned to prevent premature dis
closure, which might encourage blight or make developers commercially vulnerable.
There may be occasions where controlled release of information or con.6.demiality
safeguards are required.
• Requests for participation by stakeholders and the public should be rime1y. There
is no poin,t i.n seeking ideas and views if it is actually too late for the scheme design
to be modified, but equally it is difficult for people to respond if consulced too early
when the proposals are not sufficiently far advanced for the range of implications
to be clear.
• Sufficient time must be allowed for those consulted to be able to consider and act
on the information provided.
• The objectives of consultation should be clearly stated. Information presented to
consultees should be appropriate in content and level of detail, clearly identifying
those issues on which comment is being sought.
Methods of engaging with different groups should be carefully considered and appropriate. The approach to consultation is likely to be common across all the EIA topics
and determined by the ELA co-ordinator, and LVIA consulcation will need to .fit in with
chis. There i.s also a greac deal of gu.idance available on appropriate consultation and
participation techniques, which should be consulted where appropriate. 1

Summary advice on good practice
• LVIA can be carried out either as part of a broader EIA which considers the likely sig
n,ificant landscape and visual effects, or as a sta,n dalone 'appraisal' of the possible
1-andscape and visual effects of a proposed development.
• The overalll principles and the core steps i'n the EIA and 'appraisal' processes are the
same, but there are specific and clea,rly defined procedures in EIA which LVIA must
fit within.
• As a part of an EIA, landscape and visual issues are dealt with in a separate topic
assessment but may also make a contribution to other parts of the EIA, such as site
selection and consideration of alternatives, and screening.
• lin a standalone 'appraisal' the process is informal and there is more flexibility, but
the essence of the approach still applies.
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If alternatives are considered as part of a development that is subject to El-A,
landscape and visual considerations may play a part in identifying opportunities and
constraints relating to site selection and in maki,ng comparative assessments of the
options.
In contributing to the screening process the landscape professional may be caMed
upon to provide a professional opinion as to the landscape and visual issues that may
arise in the area likely to be affected by the scheme.
For LVIA, scoping should be expected to consider the extent of the study area(s);
sources of information; the possible effects that might occur; the main receptors to
be considered; the extent and the appropriate level of detail for the baseline studies;
methods to be used in assessing significance; and the approach to assessment of
cumulative landscape and visual effects.
Establishing the baseline landscape and visual condi•tions will, when reviewed
alongside the description of the development, form the basis for the identification
and description of the landscape and visual effects of the proposal.
Identifying landscape and visual effects requires systematic thinking about the

range of possible interactions between aspects of the proposed development and the
baseline landscape and visual situation.

In most cases it wiH be essential to give detailed and equal consideration to both
effects on the landscape as a resource (see Chapter 5) and effects on views and visual
amenity as experienced by people (see Chapter 6).
AM types of effect should be identified, and for each effect a judgement shou.ld be
made about whether it is positive/beneficial or negative/adverse.
Assessing the si.gnificance of landscape and visual effects is a matter of
judgement. It is vital that the basis of such judgements is transparent and understand
able, so that the underlying assumptions and reasoning can be examined by others.

A step-by-step approach should be taken to make judg.e ments of significance,
combining judgements about the nature of the receptor, summarised as its sensitivity,
and the nature of the effect, summarised as its magnitude.
The contribution of judgements about the individual criteria contributi,ng to
sensitivity and magnitude should be clear, and the approach to combining all the
judgements to reach an overall judgement of significance should be as transparent
as possible.
LVIAs should always distinguish clearly between what are considered to be the
significant a:nd non-significant effects.
It is not essential to establish a series of thresholds for different levels of significance
of landscape and visual effects, provided that it is made clear whether or not they
are considered significant.
If, however, more d·istinction between levels of significance is required a word scale
for degrees of sig,nificance can be used (for example a four-point scale of rmajor/
moderate/minor/negligible).
Reporting on the assessment of the significance of the identified effects in LVIA
should aim to provide information in a manner that will help decision makers.
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To ensure that the reasoning behind the judgements is clear there should be more
emphasis on narrative text describing the landscape and visual effects and the judge
ments made about their significance, with tables and matrices used to support and
summarise the descriptive text, not to replace it. The key issues must be made clear.
In accordance with the EIA Directive and relevant country Regulations, mitigation
measures should be proposed to prevent/avoid, reduce and where possible offset/
remedy any significant adverse landscape and visual effects identified. It has become
common practice to use the term 'compensate' instead of 'offset'.
Enhancement is not a formal requirement of the Regulations. 'Enhancement' means
any proposals that seek to improve the landscape of the site and its wider setting
beyond its baseline condition, and is not specifically related to mitigation of adverse
landscape and visual effects.

Well-organised and timely consultation and engagement with both stakeholders
and public can bring substa.ntial benefits to a project.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the proposed development
LVIA and the design process
Consideration of alternatives
Describing the proposals
Stages in the project life cycle
Mitigation of landscape and visual effects
Enhancement
Securing implementation of mitigation and enhancement measures

Understanding the proposed development
4.1

Information about the proposed development needs to be assembled, considered in
relation to its relevance for assessment purposes, kept under review during the planning
and design stages of a project, updated where appropriate and then 'fixed' to enable
the assessment of r::ffects to be finalised. This information is needed for LVIA as well
as for other ropics within an ETA. It should include, as a minimum:
• a description of the project chat is sufficiently detailed for assessment purposes;
• information about alternatives that have been considered, where relevant;
• information concerning relevant stages in the project's life cycle including, as appro
priate, construction, operation, decommissioning and rescoracion/reinscacemenc
stages.

4.2

The assessment of likely effects must be based on a description of the development
rhac is sufficiently detailed to ensure chat the effects can be clearly identified, although
the level of derail provided will vary from project to project. It is now established
in case law that the project must be defined in suificienr detail, even in an outline plan
ning application, co allow i-cs effects on the environment to be ideoti_fied and assessed.1
This acknowledges that details of a projecr may evolve over a number of years, but
that this must be within clearly defined parameters established through the planning
process.

4.3

An ETA prepared in these circwnstances must similarly recognise that the project may
evolve, within the agreed parameters, and be able to identify the likely significant effects
of such a flexible project. Within the defined parameters the Jevel of detail of the pro
posals must be such as to enable proper assessment of the likely environmental effects
and consideration of the necessary mitigation. It may be appropriate to consider a range
of possibi-licies, including a reasonable scenario of maximum effects, sometimes referred
to as the 'worst case' situation. Mitigation proposals will need to be adequate to cope
with the likely effects of this worst case. Separate issues may arise in projects involving
multi-stage consents, involving a principal decision and then an.ocher implemenring
decision, usually relating to planni_ng conditions. The effects on the environment must
be identified and assessed at the time when the principal decision is considered but
assessment of effects that ate not idemifiable then must be undertaken at a subsequent
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stage. Multi-stage EJA is still an evolving area of practice but voluntarily leaving for
later assessment effects that could have been identified ear Lier is nor acceptable.
Where the landscape professional considers chat key data on project characceriscics

is lacking, it will be necessary to add a caveat to the assessment. If going further and

4.4

estimating whar is likely tO occur, perhaps based upon a reasonable maximum effects
or 'worst case' scenario, then the assumptions on wb.ich such judgements may be based
should be made explicit. The sources of information used in the assessment should also
be clearly sec out and, prior co finali�ing the assessment and the Environmental
Stateme.m, there should be communication witb the ElA co-ordinacor ro ensure the
information used is up to dace, co agree the scope of any maximum effects or 'worst
case' scenario that is to be used and co ensu.re chat different topic assessments are using
consistent assumptions about the proposal. If they are not the Environmental Statement
will need co explain and justify any such v:uiations.

LVIA and the design process
Design plays an increasingly important part in the development planning process. This
has been emphasised by the introduction of statutory requirements for the production
of design statements, or design and access scacemenrs, for many planning proposals i_n
different parts of th1: UK. Sucb statements explain the design principles and concepts
underpinning the proposal and the process through which it has evolved. This includes
the ways in which the context of the development, inclnding the landscape, has been
appraised or assessed and how the design of the development takes that context into
account in relation to its proposed use.

4.5

EIA itself can be an important design tool. It is now usually an iterative process, the
stages of which feed into the planning and design of the project. The iterative design
and assessment process has great strength because it links the analysis of environmental
issues with steps co i_mprove the siting, layout and design of a particular scheme. Site

4.6

Design Development

Design Freeze

Assessment

'

Stakeholders

Final Agree-d Design

F_ _dbackl_o_o_p_s _in_d_es_i_g_n _______ _
(.__F_i_g_u_re_- _4�1. -ee
_ _______.)
_ _ _ _ _
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planning and derailed design, as well as initial appraisal of a development projccr in
the screening and scoping stages, arc informed by and respond ro the ongoing assess
ment as the environmental constraints and opportunities are revealed i.n progressively
greater detail and influence each stage of decision making. This approach can result in
more successful and cost-effective developments and can reduce the time required to
complere the assessment. Such an iterative approach is appropriate to a.ny form of new
development of whatever scale or rype and applies equally to informal 'appraisal' of
proje...:tS falling outside che ElA requirements.
4.7

Landscape profession;,ils should be involved as early as possible in this iterative
approach ro ensure that the likely landscape and visual effects of a proposal play an
important p:1rr in the evolution of a development proposa.l. This is good practict: as it
aLlows Jnalysis of the bodscape and visua.l character of a site and its context, and
approaches ro siting and design, to mi.nimise possible landscape and visua.l effects early
in the process. Projects may otherwise progress to a stage ,vhcre the opportunity to
minimise effects can no longer be realised by the rime the landscape professiona I
becomes involved. It is better to get the siting and design right first than ro rely on
costlr mitigation measun.:s. Eady invo)vemem also allows opporrunitic:s for landscape
enhanct'ment co be identified before the design has progressed coo far.

4.8

Once the preferred development option has been selected, the landscape professional
iniri::illy works with the design ream to scope the range of possible effects in mo.re detail.
Then, as the scheme is developed more fully, work continues to identify and describe
the l:rndscape and visual impacts thar are likely co occur, co propose appropriate
measures co avoid or reduce the adverse effects and, if possible and appropriate, to
promote potential benefits. This may result in a modified scheme design, allowing
further cycles of impact prediction and mitigation until nothing further can be done
in the design stages.

4.9

Research has shown that the iterative design approach to ElA is now common among
practitioners and ics value is widely recognised (IEMA, 20116). Ir can, however, give
rise to diffic1.tltie.s in deciding whether or nor likely effects chat have been avoided
through the design process should still be included in the final Environmental
Statement. Some argue that they should be, i.n order co demonstrate how envi.conrnencJI
considerations have influenced �cheme design co achieve bercer final solutions. On the
other hand, this co some degree conflicts wirh the need to coocencrare on the sign.ificant
envi.ronmentaJ effects of the development as proposed.

4.10

Landscape profession a.ls will need co find ways of dealing with rhis issue in preparing
material for inclusion in the final Envirorunental Statement. There is no simple solution
but useful approaches are:
• To include in the Environmental Scaremenc a section or sections related ro 'Design
Development' or 'De,ign Evolution', where the process of early avoidance or reduc
tion of landscape and visual impacts through the adoption of particular siring and
design approaches as integral pares of che proposed development is clearly
explained. This should clearly show the approach taken to avoiding or minimising
adverse landscape and visual effects, and how rhese consider:uions have been bal
anced against ocher development considerations to reach che development proposal
which forms che basis for the LVIA and other topic assessments in rhe EIA.
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• To include in the Environmental Statement simple tables that summarise the possible
effects identified in the early stages of the project development alongside the mea
sures incorporated into the design to overcome them. If dealt with briefly in this
way, the desire for transparency about all srages of rhe design and about the inco.r
poration of mitigation measures would be met.
These approaches are not mutually exclusive and may support each other, but a balance
is needed to ensure that the Environmental Statement does not become excessively long
and the focus is still on the significant effects of the final scheme as submitted.

Consideration of alternatives
lt is not a requirement that alternatives should be identified and considered. However,
if they have been (and it is considered that they should be., as a means of achieving
potentiaJJy more sustainable development) then an outline description should be
provided of any alternatives considered, together with an indication of the main reasons
(including environmental reasons) for the final choice. The iterative design and assessment process can be helpful in providing evidence that such alternative sites and/or
designs have been assessed in terms of their landscape and visual effects. It is therefore
important to:

4.11

• record how the scheme has developed throughout the life of the project;
• demonstrate how landscape and visual effects have been taken into account;
• show why some alternative options have been rejected on the basis of landscape
and visual considerations.
The landscape professional should usually expect to advise on a number of different
alternatives, which might include:

4.12

• alternative locations or sites;
• different approaches in terms of scheme design, or the size/scale/orientation of the
proposed development;
• alternative sire layouts, access and servicing arrangements;
• a 'do minimum' scenario that may be a genuine alternative to the development
proposed - i,t might, for example, include only essential maintenance and improve
ment work.
Depending on the type of study that is being carried out and the stage reached in the
assessment process, more than one project alternative may be taken forward for com
parative assessment, with a derailed project description required for each alternative.
The most common examples of this occur in the field of linear development, such as
transport infrastructure, long-discance gas or wacer pipes, grid connecrions and flood
risk management structures along rivers. In such cases appraisals of alternative routes
are frequendy undertaken before a decision is made on the preferred option. A more
detailed assessment is then carried out of the chosen route. Other types of project can
also benefit from a similar hierarchical approach to the consideration of alternatives.
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Describing the proposals
The project description/specification should provide a clear arrd concise but also comprehcnsive descripti-on of the developmcM proposal. As a minim.Lull it should describe
the siting, layout and characteristics of the proposed development. The project descrip
tion/specification, which is the common point of reference for all topics addressed, is
usually a separate section of the Envirorrm ental Statement. Only particularly relevant
features and aspects of the project need to be rc.:ported on separately in the part of the
Environmental Statement dealing with the assessment of landscape anJ visual effects.

4.14

It is essential that the development proposals are clearly presented and illustrated.
Idea II )' this requires:

4.15

• easy-to-read proposal maps at a size appropriate ro the scale of the development,
together with other selected drawings, which may include cross sections;
• for complex projects or those of long duration, for example power stations or major
mineral workings, a series of drawings showing the situation at different stages,
such as construction, operation, and decommissioning, or different phases in the
development;
• illustrations that will help the reader to gain a proper understanding of what is
proposed, including:
- layout plans of the main design elements, access and site circulation, land uses,
contours and site levels;
- cross sections and elevations of buildings and other important elements, includ
ing key dimensions;
- the proposed landscape framework including landform and planting;
- appropriate sketches, phorornontages or other forms of visualisation.

Good practice in presenting landscape and visual effects in the Envir onmental
Statement is described, more fully in Chapter 8.

Stages in the project life cycle
The characteristics of projects, and hence the possible landscape and visual effects they
may have, are likely to vary throughout the life of the project. The construction,
operation, decomm.issioniog and restoration/reinstatement phases of a developm�·nt
are usually ch:iracrerised by quire different physical elements and acti\'ities. A separate,
self-contained description of the development at each stage in the life cycle is therefore
needed ro assist in understanding the scheme and then in prediction of landscape and
visual effects.
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Construction stage
4.17

Depending on rhe narure of the project, the relevant information for the construction
srage could include:
• rhe locarion of site access and haul routes (which are likdy to differ from permanent
access proposals), movement of traffic and machinery;
• che type of machinery co be used, including size and, where relevant, colour;
• the positions and scale of cut, fill, borrow, disposal and ocher working areas;
• the origin and nature of materials and locations for stockpiles;
• cbe type and location of construccion equipment and plane;
• the provision of utilities, such as water, drainage, power and lighting, including the
nature and times of temporary site lighting when work is in progress;
• the scale, location and nature of temporary parking, and on-site accommodation;
• measures for the temporary proceccion of existing features and temporary screening;
• the programme of work, including any proposed phasing of construction.
For minerals projects che construction phase is equivaJent to che prel.iminary or site
establishment stage, and may include establishment of features such as soil storage or
screening bunds and mounds, and water treatment areas.

Operationa.l stage
4.18

The aspects of the operariona l stage which may be most relevant co che Landseape and
Visual Impact Assessment could iuc:lude:
• the phasing of the development over the operational �c::tge;
• the location, scale and design of buildings, structures, mineral processing plant and
ocher features, i.ncluding choice and coJour of maceria Is;
• for minerals projects, which include both surface and underground mines, features
such as rl1e excavation void and its phasing, and overburden, spoil oc quarry waste
storage mounds;
• details of servicing arrangements, storage areas, infrastcuccure/utilities and/or other
structures;
• access arrangements and traffic movements;
• lighting;
• car parking;
• the noise and movement of vehicles in so far as they may affect perceprions of
tranquillity in rhc landscape;
• visible plumes from chimneys;
• signage and boundary crearmenr(s);
• outdoor activities thar may be visible;
• rhe operational landscape, including landform, structure planri.ng and hard land
seape fea rn..res;
• land managemenr operations and objecrives.
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Decommissioning and restoration/reinstatement stage
This stage may also give rise to landscape and visual effects. Important aspects couJd
indude:

4,19

• decommissioning and site restoration activities (inclurung for example demourion,
deconsrrncrioo, and dismantling of buildings and structul'es, and backfilling of voids
and laodform restoration for minerals projects), movement of materials and plant
around the site and temporary access arrangements;
• residual buildings and structures;
• after-use potential and plans;
• the disposal or recycling of wastes and residues.

Information requirements
For each of these stages in the project life cycle and, where relevant, for the various
scheme components, a range of qualitative and quantitative information will be valuable in giving a proper and proportionate understanding of what is proposed, to assist
in assessments of landscape and visual effects. The information needed may include:

4.20

•
•
•
•
•
•

areas under dilierent uses;
dimensions of major plant, buildings and structures, and landform features;
volumes of material;
numbers of scheme components such as houses and parking spaces;
the design of scheme components (including layout, scale, s ryle and clistinctiveness);
the form of scheme components (including shape, bulk, pattern, edges, orientation
and complexiry);
• materials (including information concerning texture, colour, shade, reflectivi ry and
opacity);
• operational characteristics, including plumes and moving structures;
• movements of plant, materials, veh.icles and people, both consrruction workforce
and occupants, during operation.

While it is a requirement that the development is described in sufficient detail to enable
the effects to be identified and assessed i,t is also recognised that it is often difficult to
provide accurate and complete information on all the varied aspects of a development
proposal (see Paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3 for further information). In that case the assump
tions made should be stated.

Mitigation of landscape and visual effects
In accordance with rhe EIA Regulations, measures proposed to prevent/avoid, reduce
and where possible offset or remedy (or compensate for) any significant adverse
landscape and visual effects should be described. In practice such mitigation measures
are now generally considered to fal.l into three categories:
l. primary measures, developed through the iterative design process, which have
become integrated or embedded into the project design;
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2. standard construction and operational management practices for avoiding and
reducing environ.mental effects;
3. secondary measures, designed to address any residual adverse effects remaining after
primary measures and standard construction practices have been incorporated into
the scheme.
The primary mitigation measures and the construction and operac:ional management
practices should ideally be included in the project description/specification (and also
in the design and access statement for the project). So too should the possible effects
identified early on and the design responses that have been introduced, for example
modifications to siting, access, layout, buildings, structures, ground modelling and
planting. Ir can be expected that both these types of mitigation measUie will definitely
be implemented as they are to be an integral part of the scheme. They could therefore
be secured by conditions on a consent (discussed in Par:igraph 4.41).

4.22

Secondary mitigation measures are those that are not built into the final development
proposals and are considered in relation to tbe assessment of the landscape and visual
effects of the scheme as the means of addressing the significant adverse effects identified. As they are not incorporated in the scheme being assessed, there will need to
be caseful consideration of how they can be secured. In an ideal world, applying
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment as an iterative planning anJ design tool
would allow all necessary and desirable micig.arion to be incorporated into the project
design, such that secondary mitigation shouJd not prove necessary. This will not always
be possible but that should not discourage the landscape professional from crying to
achieve such an outcome.

4.23

The three forms of mitigation to address significant adverse effects form what has been
termed the 'mitigation h.ierarchy' and good practice should aim co achieve mitigation
at the highest possible level in this hierarchy. The ideal strategy is one of prevention/
avoidance. If this is not possible, alternative strategies, first of reduction and then of
offsetting/remedying (or compensating for) the effects, may need to be explored,
depending on individual circumstances. Some of the main issues associated with these
d.ifferem strategics ace outlined below.

4.24

Prevention/avoidance
Some likdy significant adverse landscape and visual effects can he prevented ot avoided
through careful planning, siting and design. In many cases time and costs may be
reduced if significant environmental constraints can be identified and avoided during
the early stages of scheme development. This may be achieved by the selection of a site
that can rnore readily accommodate the proposed development or through innovative
design within the selected site. This is closely related to the consideration of alternatives
outlined in Paragraphs 4.11-4.13, and will often be dealt with as part of the design
process and reported in the project description.

4.25

Reduction
If potentially significant adverse effects cannot be prevented or avoided, the strategy
should be co reduce those that remain as far as possible. Jn general the emphasis should
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Positive

N<>
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Reduce
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Figure 4.4 The mitigation hierarchy (from IEMA, 2011 b)

be on modifying scheme design through successive iterations co reduce adverse effects.
Sympathetic treannenr of extL'rnal areas can, in some circumstances, help the
integration of a new dcYelopmenc i.nro the surrounding landscape, but measures chat
are simply added on co a scheme as 'cosmetic' landscape works, such as screen planting
designed co reduce the negative effects of a.n otherwise fixed scheme design, are the
least desirable. It should a.lso be remembered chat well-designed new development can
make a positive contribution to the landscape and need not always be hidden or
screened.
4.27

Mitigation measures chat may help co reduce potentially negative landscape and visual
ef.feccs include, but a.re not limited to:
• adjustment of site levels;
• use of appropriate form, derailed design, materials and finishes where it is neither
desirable nor practicable co scn:cn bui.ldings and associated development-in these
circumstances, the design of rhe srructu.res and materials, colour creannents and
cexrural finishes should be selected co :1id i11tegration with the surroundings;
• alrerarions co landforms (including creation of bunds or mounds) cogecher with
structure planting on and/or off site;
• avoiding or reducing obtrusive light - lighting for safety or security purposes may
be unavoidable and may g.ivc rise to significant adverse visual effects; i.n such cases,
consideration should be given to different ways of minimising light pollution and
reference should be made to appi:opriare guidance, such as that provided by the
Institution of Lighting Professionals {ILP, 2011).

4.28

All of the adverse landscape and visual effects that are considered likely to occur
throughout the project life cycle (including its construction, operation, decom
missioning and restoration/rcin'-taremenr stages) may be considered for mirigarion
where thjs is possible. However, the emphasis should be on those effects considered co
be significant as this is the focus of the srarntory requirements. Mitigating a significant
adverse effect may reduce its severity or airer its nature while also possibly reducing
its signi ficance.
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4.29

Mitigation measures can somerimes themselves havt: :-idverse effects on landscape or
on visual ameni ry, as well as on other matters such as culnu·al heritage or ecology, and
their planning and desi.gn needs careful consideration. They should be designed to fir
with the existing character of the landscape where this is a desirable landscape
objective, respecting and building upon local landscape distinctiveness, for example in
use of materials tbat are locally de.rived. They should also respond, where possible, ro
landscape objectives that may have been set in development or management plans or
strategies for the area.

4.30

In addition, mitigation measures for effects in other topic areas may have additional
consequences for the landscape and for views and visual ameniry. The iterative design
process should allow these to be assimilated and their additional effects taken inro
account i.n the overall mitigation strategy. For example, cu.Ivens and other featmes
required to maintain safe passage for wildl.ife could themselves be visually intrusive.
Design measures can ensure both their effectiveness in mitigating adverse ecological
effects and their appropriateness in terms of fit with bndscape character, where
appropriate. Simibrly, landscape or visual mitigation may require planting where the
design considerations would also include rhe ecological acceptabiliry of the species
used. The EIA co-ordinator may have a role in ensuring that such reciprocal effects of
mitigation measures on other topic areas a.re taken into account.

4.31

Mitigation measures, especially planting schemes, are nor always immediately effective.
Advance planting can help to reduce the time betwel.'n rhe development commencing
and the planting becoming established. If such planting forms part of the scheme design
it should be included i.n the design and access statement and in rhe project description.
Where planting is intended ro provide a visual screen for the development it may be
appropriate to assess the effects for different seasons and periods of time (for cxampl.e,
at year 0, representing the start of the operational stage, year 5 and year 15) in order
to demonstrate the contribution to reducing the adverse effects of the scheme at differ
ent stages. In such projections the assumptions made about growth rates of planting
shou.ld be dearly stated.

Offset, remedy or compensate
4.32

Where a significant adverse la.ndscape or visual effect cannot be avoided or markedly
reduced, consideration should be given to any opportw1iries co offset, remedy or com
pensate for such unavoidable effects. Here the aim should be, as far as possibl.e, to
replace Like with lik1: or, where this is nor possible, to provide features of equivalent
value. To achieve this, a reLable asse: sment is needed of che narure, extent and value
of rhe resource that would be lost or damaged {drawing upon baseline information
supplemented with additional material where necessary).

4.33

Ir is debatable whether full offsetting of adverse effects is possible. For example, a new
area of woodland may eventually offset the loss of an existing highly valued mature
woodland in visual and landscape character terms, but it is unlikely that ir would
compensate for the loss of established habitat or amenity value in the period becween
its establishment and its full development. Similarly loss of an :irea of ancient woodland
cannot, by definition, be compensated for other than in timescales extending over
generations. Therefore, offsetting and compensation should generally be regarded as
measures of last resort.
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Ir is increasingly common for offsetting measures to be offered chat are nor closely
related co the losr or damaged features. Such measures may sometimes be actively
sought by local commWliries or local authorities to offset unavoidable negative effects.
They might include, for example, rhe provision of new local amenity areas, parks or
green spaces, or the creation or provision of a work of art. Such measures should norm:11ly be linked to the development i.n some way. The terms 'offset' and 'compensation'
shuuld not be confused with 'enhancement' (which is discussed in the next section).

4.34

Enhancement
While mitigation is linked to significant adverse landscape and visual effects, enhancemenr is not a requirement of rhe EIA Regulations. Ir means proposals that seek to
improve the landscape resource and rhe visual amenity of the proposed development
sire and its wider setting, over and above irs basdine condition. Enhancement may take
many forms, including improved land management or restoration of h.istoric landscapes, h::ibitats and other valued features; enrichment of impoverished agricultural
landscapes; measures to conserve and improve the attractiveness of town centres; and
creation of new landscape, habirar and recreational areas. Th.rough such measures envi
ronmental enhancemeut can make a very real contribution to sustainable development
and the overall quality of the environment.

4.35

Ideally, enhancement _proposals should not be an 'afterthought' in project development
but sbuuld be an integral part of the design of a development proposal, seeking to
identify from an early stage opportunities to enhance the baseline conditions and
integrate these proposals into the overall development project. If they can be brought
sensibly into the project planning and design stage and rhen form part of the overall
proposal, they may legirimately be assessed as part of r.he proposal. Depending on
circumstances, they may in turn give rise to further positive effects that should be
identified and assessed.

4.36

Enhancement proposals should be based on a sound baseline assessment of the landscape and visual amenity of the area and of any trends likely to bring about future
change. The following questions could usefully be considered, but local circumstances
may vary and different questions may also be relevant:

4.37

• Can the development help improve the visual amenity of the area?
• Can it help to restore, reconstruct or provide new local landscape character and
local distinctiveness?
• C:rn it assist in meeting landscape management objectives for the area?
• Can it help address specific issues and/or opportunities, for example restoration 0£
damaged or derelict land, opportunities for habita t improvement and cl1e scope for
cultural heritage benefit?
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Securing imp1ementation of mitigation and

enhancement measures
4.38

It is essential co demonstrate chat any measures included as part of the mitigation
proposed to respond ro adverse landscape and visual efkcts can be delivered in practice.
This may be considered a pa.rt of the assessment of effects and taken into accounr by
decision makers. Similar considerations apply ro enhancement measures proposed for
inclusion in the scheme, where a furn commitment to and method of delivery musr be
included.

4.39

If mitigation or enhancemenr measures are material factors likely to influence the
outcome of a project proposal then a judgement needs to be made about whether they
are technically achievable, practically deliverable and likely to be sustainable in rhe
future. This should begin with technical considerations - for example, whether like
for-like replacement habitat crt::1tion measures can be realised successfully. Expert
scientifi c, technical and dc:sign advice may be required ro mJke sure rhar such proposals
are well founded and where pos�ible based on successful precedents. However, it is
important that such proposals do not give rise co a fu:rrher round of impacts and effects
with respect to other copies in the :1ssessment, for example cultural heritage. It would
be councerprocluctive if 'successful' replacement or compens:1tion in one quarter gave
rise ro significant adverse effects in anorher.

4.40

Ways in which the micig:icion measures, and any agreed enhancement proposals, will
be delivered in practice an.: now commonly dealt with through an Environmental
Management Plan (EMP). An EMP is defined as 'a practical tool for managing the
effects of a specific projcc.:t in the post-consent phase, typically in the run up to, and
during, the construction phase of a project, and potentially into rhe operational phase'
(IEMA/Land Use Consultants, 2008: 1). Such plans, which may also appear under
other names, can be started during the design scages of a project, bur at the larest should
be available after consent has been given bur before rhe start of consr.rnction. In wider
EIA practice it is incre:1singly argued char EMPs should form part of the Environmental
Statement. They should ideally make clear how mitigation and enhancement is to be
achieved and may extend to identifying who is responsible and the timing of implemen
tation. This might include any measures to mitigate adverse landscape and visual effects
that may be proposed on bnd outside the site, provided ir can be demonstrated that
there is a reasonabl� chance of securing their delivery - for example off-site planting
proposals secun.:d by legal agrt:cmenc.

4.41

On-sire mirigarioo mt:<1smes designed t0 reduce adverse landscape and visual effects
can often be secured thJough conditions attached ro a consent, provided char the miri
garion is described in a way rhar aJlows this. They should, for example, be clear and
specific, and compliance with rhe condition must be possible. 2 The competent authority
should make sure char all rhe promised mitigation measures are, where appropriate,
covered by conditions or, if this is not the case, by suitable legal agreement. Relevant
conditions should be able to be monirorcd, and it shouJd be made dear who is to imple
ment and monitor the measures that are put forward. Enhancement measures not
included in the development proposal can also be secured through conditions but may
be better incorporated into planning obligations that are agreed as pan of the consent
procedures.
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Figure 4.6 Extract from an example of an Environmental Master Plan
gathering tog·ether all the environmental commitments
including landscape and other mitigation measures, and
forming part of an Environmental Management Plan

Mitigation measures should be linked tO suitable specifications and performance
standards, covering for example the establishment, management, maintenance and
moniroring of new landscape fearures. They should describe what is required for mitigation ro be effective, in sufficient detail ro allow conditions ro be drafted and/or for
detailed schemes to be submitted for approval before implementation. Assumptions
about plant growth or other changes over time should be realistic and not over optimistic. The design concept for rhe mitigation has to have a good chance of being
achieved in practice co be taken seriously by rhe competent authority. This requires not
only a good understanding of the design of the mitigation bur also the conditions and
pressures in which that mirigation wi.11 have to survive.
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4.43

Some form of contingency planning m:1y be desi.rable, in tbe event that mitigation
measures should prove co be unsuccessful. It can be helpful co seek technical advice co
review the wording describing mitigation and enhancement measures, as failures in
language and understanding can hinder their effective implementation. In short, mitiga
tion of landscape and visual effecrs is most likely co be successful if it is appropriate,
feasible and effectively communicated.
Unavoidable Significant Environmental Effect
Does the opportunity e11ist to mitigate the negative or enhance the positive effect?

Is the opportunity realistic?
Take account of any financial, operational, political,
programme. or societal constraints.

In the case of a negative
effect is compensation
needed?

Is the mitigation/enhancement likely to be effective given
previous experience?
AND
Are stakeholders confident that it wlll su"eed?
In the case of novel solutions consider the results of
UK pilots or experience from outside the UK.

When considered against the significance of the
environmental effect is the opportunity worth the
costs associated with its uptake 7
Develop appropriate
compensation.
Gain a commitment to:
implement the compensation/mitigation/
enhancement activity; and
monitor the implementation to verify its success.
This should be set out in the Environmental
Management Plan, including a clear indication of who
will be responsible for meeting these commitments.

Highlight any uncertainty
related to commitments.
Re-evaluate significance,

Residual Environmental Effect

Figure 4.7 Mitigation/enhancement decision tree {from I EMA/Land Use
Consultants, 2008)
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Summary advice on good practice
• Information about the development that is of relevance to the assessment of
landscape and visual effects needs to be assembled, kept under review during the
planning and design stages, updated where appropriate and then 'fixed' to enable
the assessment to be finalised.
• The assessment of likely effects must be based on a description of the development
that is sufficiently detailed to ensure that the effects can be clearly identified. Where
on:ly outline information about the scheme is ava·ilable, parameters withi,n which the
development may evolve must be established.
• Where the landscape professional considers that key data on project characteristics
is lacking, it will be necessary to add a caveat to the assessment to make this clear,
or to state the assumptions made or the parameters adopted.
• EIA can be an important design tool and is usually an iterative process, the stages of
which feed into the planning and design of the project.
• Landscape professionals should be involved as early as possible in this iterative process
to ensure that the likely landscape and visual effects play an important part in the
evolution of a development proposal.
• An outline description of the main alternatives considered should be provided
together with an indication of the main reasons for the final development choice,
including why some alternative options have been rejected on the basis of landscape
and visual considerations.
• The project description/specification should provide a clear and concise but also com
prehensive description of the development proposal. It is usually a separate section
of the Environmental Statement and only particularly relevant features and aspects
of the project need to be reported on separately in the part of the Statement dealing
with the assessment of landscape and visual effects.
• Construction, operation, decommissioning and restoration/reinstatement phases of
a development can have quite different physical characteristics, so a separate, self
contained description of the development at each stage in the life cycle may be
needed to assist in the prediction of landscape and visual effects.
• In accordance with the EIA Regulations, measures proposed to prevent/avoid, reduce
and, where possible, offset or remedy (or compensate for) any significant adverse
landscape and visual effects shou,ld be described.
• In practice mitigation measures are now generally considered to fall into the
categories of: primary measures, developed through the iterative design process and
integrated or embedded into the project design; standard construction and opera
tional management practices; and secondary measures specifically intended to
address significant residual adverse effects but not built into the final development
proposa-ls.
• Prevention/avoidance, reduction, and offset, remedy or compensation together form
what has been termed the 'mitigation hierarchy'. Good practice should aim to achieve
mitigation at the highest possible level in the hierarchy, so the ideal strategy is one
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of prevention or avoidance. If this is not possible, alternative strategies, first of
reduction and then of offset, remedy or compensation, may need to be explored.
Mitigation measures, from the LVIA or other topic assessments in the EIA, can them
selves have adverse effects on the landscape or on visual amenity, or on other matters
such as cultural heritage or ecology. Their planning and design needs careful consid
eration, taking into account their potential effects.
Where the strategy is to offset, remedy or compensate for such unavoidable effects
the aim should be, as far as possible, to replace like with Uke or, where this is not
possible, to provide features of equivalent value.
While mitigation is linked to significant adverse landscape and visual effects, enhance
ment is not a requirement of the EIA Regulations. Enhancement means proposals
that seek to improve the landscape resource and the visual amenity of the proposed
development site and its wider setting in comparison with the existing baseline
conditions. Ideally enhancement should be an integral part of the design of the
development proposal and not an 'afterthought'.
It is essential to demonstrate that any measures included as part of the mitigation of
adverse landscape and visual effects, and any proposed enha,ncement measures, can
actually be delivered in practice. The best way to achieve this is through the inclusion
of a draft Environmental Management Plan in the Environmental Statement.
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•
•
•
•
•

Scope
Establishing the landscape baseline
Predicting and describing landscape effects
Assessing the significance of landscape effects
Judging the overall significance of landscape effects

Scope
5.1

An assessment of landscape effects deals with rhe effects of change and development
on landscape as a resource. The concern here is with how rhe proposal will affect the
elements rhar make up the landscape, rhe aesthetic and perceptual aspects of the
landscape and its distinctive character. Scoping should cry co identify the full range of
possible effects. But discussion with the consenting authority and stakeholders during
the scoping process may conclude chat some effects are unlikely to be significant and
therefore do not need co be considered further. All ocher possible effects must be
considered in derail in the assessment process.

5.2

Scoping should also identify the area of landscape chat needs to be covered in assessing
landscape effects. This should be agreed with the competent authority, but it should
also be recognised that it may change :is the work progresses, for example as a result
of fieldwork, or changes ro the proposal. The study area should include the site itself
and the full extent of the wider landscape around it which the proposed development
may influence i.n a significant manner. This will usually be based on the exrenr of
Landscape Character Areas likely ro be significantly affected either di.reedy or indi.recrly.
However, it may also be based on the extent of rhe area from which the devc:lopmenc
is potentially visible, defined as the Zone of Theoretical Visibility, or a combination of
rhe rwo.

See Chapter 6 for discussion of Zones of Theoretical Visibility.

Establishing the landscape baseline
5.3

Baseline studies for assessing landscape effects requ.i.re a mix of desk study and field
work to identify and record rhe character of rhe landscape and the elements, features
and aesthetic and perceptual f:-tcrors which contribute to ir. They should also deal with
the value attached ro the landscape (see Paragraph 5.19). The methods used should be
appropriate to the comext into which rhe development proposal will be introduced
and in line with current guidance and terminology.
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Figure 5.1 Steps in assessing landscape effects
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Use of landscape character information as a baseline for assessing the landscape effects of a Resource Recovery
Facility
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Landscape Character Assessment
5.4

In ru.ral landscapes, as defined in Chapter 2, Landscape Character Assessment (LCA)
is the key cool for understanding the landscape and should he used for baseline studies.
There is a well-established and widely used method for LCA, which is set out in current
guidance documents.1 This should be used to identify and describe:
• the elements that make up the landscape in the sntdy area, including:
- physical influences - geology, soils, la.ndform, drainage and water bodies;
- land cover, including different types of vegetation and patterns and rypes of tree
cover;
- the influence of hum;in :1ctivi ry, including land use and management, the char
acter of settlements and buildings, and pattern and rype of fields and enclosure;
• the aesthetic and perceptual aspects of the landscape - such as, for example , its
scale, complexity, openness, tranguilli ry or wi.ldness;
• the overall character of the landscape in the study area, including any distinctive
Landscape Character Types or areas that can be identified, and the particular combi
nations of elements and aesthetic and perceptual aspects chat make each distinctive,
usually by identification as key characteristics of the landscape.
Townscape character assessment

5.5

LVIA in urban contexts requires a good understanding of townscape (as ddined in
Chapter 2, Paragraph 2.7) and there are now accepted techniques of townscape
character assessment which can help ro achieve this. Landscape professionals involved
in LVIA should participate in such assessments, although joint working with architects,
planners or urban designers will be required in some cases. The nature of townscape
requires particular understanding of a range of different factors that together distin
guish different parts of towns and citic:s, including:
• the conrext or setting of the urban area and its relationship to the wider landscape;
• the topography and its relationshjp to w·ban form;
• rhe grain of the btti.lr form and its relationship to rusroric patterns, for example of
bw·gage plots;
• the layout and scale of the buildings, density of development and building types,
including architectural qua.lities, period and materials;
• the patterns of land use, both past and present;
• the contribution co the landscape of water bodies, water courses and ocher water
features;
• che nature and location of vegetation, including the different types of green space
and tree cover and their relationships co bui.lJings and streets;
• the types of open space and the character and qualities of the public realm;
• access and connectivity, including streets and footways/pavements.
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Figure 5.3 Townscape character assessment as part of the baseline for LVIA of an urban development
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Seascape character assessment
5.6

Where LVIA is carried our in coasr.al or marine locarions basel.i.ne srudies musr take
accounr of seascape, as defined in Chapter 2 (Paragraphs 2.8 and 2.9). Methods to
assess the characrer of seascapes, similar to the assessment methods for terrestrial
landscapes, are being developed and practitioners should refer to the lacesr available
guidance. It is important to take account of the particula.r characteristics and qualities
of rhe marine and coasral environment, including rhose associated with the natural
environment, culrural ;111d social ch.aracteristics, and perceptual and aesthetic qualities.
These will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

coastal features;
views to and from the sea;
particular qualities of the open sea;
the importance of dynamic changes due to weather and tides;
change in seascapes due ro coastal processes;
culrural associations;
contributions of coastal features to orientation and navigation ar sea.

Links to cultural heritage and historic landscape character
5.7

The relationship between landscape and historic landscape matters is close. The fuse is
concc;rned with the landscape as it is today. The second is concerned with how the land
scape came to be as it is, dealing with historic dimensions such as 'rime depth' and his
rorical layering-the idea of landscape as a 'palimpsest', a much wrirrcn-over manuscript.

5.8

Hisroric landscape characterisation is complementary rn Landscape Character
Assessm1.:nt. It looks at the material remains of the past and perceptions and inter
pretations of rhem, in urder to help us understand the present-day landscape. In rowns
and cities rhis characterisation and other hisroric envi.ronment srud.ies can help to
provide good understanding of the historic time depth of towoscapes and flesh out
descriptions of townscapl:'. character with fuller expbnacion of the layers of history
that underpin it. Since th<.: st:cond edition of this guidance there have been significant
advances in. the assessment of historic landscape character, and in seascape and
townscape characterisation, along with publication of related guidance and maps.

5.9

The history of the landscape, its historic character, che interaction berween people and
places through time, and the surviving features and their settings may be relevant ro
rhe LVIA baseline stuclies, as well as the cultural ht-rirage topic. The evaluarion needs
to consider boch the historic landscape characterisation and the L:indscape Character
Assessment. The LVTA also needs to address rhe fact that many historic fe;atures archaeological remains, buildings and designed landscapes - are important in their
own right as weU as feacmes of the landscape.

5.1 O

Landscape professionals should make good use of existing historic landscape infor
mation, and collaborate with historic rnvironment specialists, who will be collating or
recording snch information for the cultural heritage part of the EIA. This collaboration
will allow the landscape baseline information to reflect a full understanding of the
hiscoric characteristics and features of coda y's landscape.
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figure 5.4 Historic buildings often contribute to the character and quality
of townscapes

The sharing of relevant baseline information should not be confused with the need for
separate cultural heritage appraisals such as historic landscape characterisation and
assessment or historic townscape appraisal, or there will be a clanger of both double
handling and inappropriate judgements by non-experts. It is particularly important
that responsibilities are clear in considering any effects on the settings and views for
historic buildings, Conservation Areas and other heritage assets.

5.11

Using existing character assessments
Many parts of the UK are already covered by existing character assessments at different
scales. There is a hierarchy of assessment, from broad-scale national or regiona.l assessments, through co more detailed local authority assessments, to in some cases quite
fine-grain local or community assessme11ts. Although usually prepared for different
original purposes, existing assessments can also contribute to LVIA. The first step in
preparing the landscape baseline should be to review any relevant assessments that
may be r1vaibble at different levels in this hierarchy. Those published and adopted by
competent authorities a.re usually the most robust and considered documents. Use
should also be made of r1ny existing historic characterisation studies to provide
information on the time depth dimension of the landscape.

5.12

Existing assessments must be reviewed critically as their quality may vary, some may
be dated and s01111.: may not be suited to the task in hand. Before deciding to rely on
information from an existing assessment a judgement should be made as to the degree
to which it will be useful in informing the LVIA process.

5.13
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Figure 5.5 Where Landscape Character Assessments are not available, as in some parts of Wales, project-specific character
areas can be derived, for example in Wales from an analysis of LANDMAP and other information, and structured
site surveys

5 Assessment of landscape effects
It should be reviewed in rerms of:
• when it was ca.rried out and the extent ro which the landscape may have changed
since then;
• its status, and whether or not it has been formally adopted, for example, as supple
mentary planning guidance;
• the scale and level of derail of the assessmenr and rherefore its suitability for use in
the LVIA, while noting that larger-scale assessments can ofren provide valuable
context;
• any other matters which might limit the reliability or usefulness of the information.
Justification sbou.ld be provided for any departure from the fi.nd.i.ngs of an existing,
established LCA.
It is essential co decide at the outset what scale of character assessment information is
needed to provide a basis for the LVIA and then ro jL1dge the value of existing assessmencs
againsr this. Broad-sea.le assessments at national or regional level can be helpful in setting
the landscape context, but are unli.kely to be helpful on thei.r own a:, the basis for LVIA
- they may be coo generalised to be appropriate for the particular purpose. Local
authority assessments will provide more useful information about the landscape types
char occur in the study area. Ideally both should be used together in the following ways:

5.14

• Broad-scale assessments set the scene and reference can be made to the descriptions
of relevant character types or areas to indicate the key characteristics that may be
apparent in the smdy area.
• Local authority assessments provide more derail on the types of landscape that occur
in the study area. They can be mapped co show how the proposals relate co chem
and the descriptions and definition of key characteristics can be used ro inform the
description of the landscapes that may be affected by the proposal.
Existing assessments may need co be reviewed and interpreted co adapt them for use
in LVIA - for example by drawing our more clearly the key chara,creriscics chat are
most relevant to the proposal. Fieldwork will also be required to check the applicability
of the assessment chr.oughout the study area and to refine it where necessary, for example by identifying variaticrns in character at a more detailed scale. Completely new
supplementary Landscape Character Assessment work covering the whole study area
will only be required when there are no existing assessments or when they are available
but either have serious limitJtions that restrict their value or do not provide information
at an appropriate level of detail.

5.15

Even where there are useful and relevant existing Landscape Character Assessments
and historic landscape characterisations, it is still likely that it will be necessary to carry
out specific and more detai.led surveys of the sire itself and perhaps its immediate setting
or surroundings. Th.is provides the opportunity to record the specific characteristics of
this more limited area, buc also to analyse co what extent the sire and its immediate
surroundings conform co or are different from the wider Landscape Character
Assessments that exist, and to pick up other characteristics that may be important in
considering the effects of the proposal.

5.16
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5.17

Where new landscape surveys are required, either of the whole srndy area or of the sire
and its immediate surroundings, they should follow recommended methods and up
to-date guidance. Survey information may be recorded in a variety of ways bur good
records are essential. This is especially so in LVIA as the landscape baseline may eventu
ally be used in a public inquiry where other parries could request access to field records.

5.18

Evidence about change in the landscape, including i.n its condition, is an important
pan of the baseline. The condition of the cl.i.ffcrenc land�cape types and/or area� and
rheir constituent parts should be recorded, and any l.:vidence of current pressures
causing change in rhe landscape documented, drawing on previous reports and data
sources as well as field records.

Establishing the value of the landscape
5.19

As part of the basdine description the value of the potentially affected landscape should
be established. This means the rclati,·e \'alue that is attached co different landscapes
by society, bearing in mind that :1 landscape may be valued by different stakeholders
for a whole ,·ariety of n:asons. Considering value at the baseline stage will inform later
judgcrnt:nts about the signili.canu; of effects. Value can apply to areas of landscape as
a whole, or ro the i.nd.ividual elements, features and aesthetic or perceptual dimensions
which contribute to the character of the landscape. LAND MAP in Wales, for example,
evaluates eat:h area for each of its .fin· :ispecrs or layers. Landscapes or rlteir component
parts may be valued at the commu.niry, local, national or international levels. A review
of existing landscape designations is usually the starting point in understanding
landscape value, bur the vaJue anached to undesignared landscapes also needs to be
carefully considered and individual elcml:nts of the landscape - such as trees, buildings
or hedgerows - may also have value. All need ro be considered where relevant.

Geological Landscape
Landscape Habitats
Historic Landscape

LANDMAP:
5 Aspects

Cultural Landscape
Visual and Sensory

Landscape Character Areas
Figure 5.6 In Wales, landscape information is found in LANDMAP,

providing data on five aspects of the landscape which can be
combined (with other information) to define Landscape
Character Areas
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Figure 5.7 A review of existing landscape designations is usually the starting point in understanding landscape value
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5.20

Information that will contribute to understanding value might include:
• information about areas recognised by statute such as (depending on jurisdiction)
National Parks, National Scenic Areas, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty;
• information about Heritage Coasts, where relevant;
• local planning documents which may show che extent of and policies for local
landscape designations;
• information on the status of i.n dividual or groups of femures such as, for example,
Conservation Areas, listed buildi.n gs, Tree Preservation Orders, irnporrant
hedgerows, cultural h.ericage elements such as h.istoric landscapes of various forms,
archaeological sires of importance and other special historical or cultural heritage
sires such as battlefields or historic gardens;
• arc a.nd literature, including tourism literature and promorfonal material such as
postcards, which may indicate the value attached to the identity of particular areas
(for example 'Constable CoLLntry' or speciaJly promoced views);
• material on landscapes of local or community interest, sucl1 as local green spaces,
village greens or allotments.

5.21

International and national designations

Incernarionally acclaimed landscape· may be recognised, for example as World Heritage
Sires, and parcicular planning polic:ic.:s may apply to them. Nationally valued landscapes
are recog n ised by designation, which have a formal statutory basis char varies in
different parts of che UK. They include:
• National Parks in England, Wales and Scotland;
• Areas of Outstanding Natural Bec1ury in England, Wales a n d Northern lreland2 ;
• National Scenic Areas in Scotland.

Figure 5.8 A listed building within a historic designed landscape
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Across the UK there is also a variety of designations aimed at aspects of the historic
environment (such as Conservation Areas and listed buildings) and non-statutory recognition of particular types of environment (such as Heritage Coasts). An LVIA should
consider the implications of the full range of statutory and non-statutory designations
and recognitions and consider what they may imply abo ut landscape value.

5.22

The criteria and terms used in making statutory designations vary and may not always
be explicitly stated. If a project subject to LVIA is in or near to one of them, it is important that the baseline study should seek to understand the basis for the designation and
why the landscape is considered to be of value. Great care should be taken to understand what landscape designations mean in today's context. This means determining
to what degree the criteria and factors used to support the case for designation are
represented in the specific study area.

5.23

Desk study of relevant documents will often, although not always, provide information
concerning the basis for designation. But sometimes, at the more local scale of an LVIA
study area, it is possible that rhe landscape value of that specific area may be different
from that suggested by the formal designation. Fieldwork should help ro establish how
the criteria for designation are expressed, or not, in the particular area in question. At
the same time it should be recognised that every part of a designated area contributes
to the whole in some way and care must be taken if considering areas in isolation.

5.24

Local landscape designations
In many parts of the UK local authorities identify locally valued landscapes and recognise chem through local designations of various types (such as Special Landscape Areas
or Areas of Grear Landscape Value). They are then incorporated into planning documents along with accompanying planning policies that apply in those areas. As with
national designations, the criteria chat are used to identify chem vary, and similar con
siderations apply. It is necessary to understand the reasons for the designation and to
examine how the criteria relate co the particular area in question. Unfortunately many
of these locally designated landscapes do nor have good records of how they were
selected, what criteria were used and how boundaries were drawn. This can make it
difficult to get a dear picture of the relationship between the study area and the wider
context of the designation.

5.25

Undesignated landscapes

The fact that an area of landscape is not designated either nationally or locally does
not mean that it does not have any value. This is particularly so in areas of the UK
where in recent years relevant nati,onal planning policy and advice has on the whole
discouraged local designations unless it can be shown that othe.r approaches would be
inadequate. The European Landscape Convention promotes the need co take account
of all landscapes, with less emphasis on the special and more recognition that ordinary
landscapes also have their value, supported by the landscape character approach.

5.26

Where local designations are not in use a fresh approach may be needed. As a starring
point reference to existing Landscape Character Assessments and associated planning
policies and/or landscape srracegies and guidelines may give an indication of which
landscape types or areas, or individual elements or aesthetic or perceptual aspects of
the landscape are particularly valued. A seated strategy of landscape conservation is
usually a good indicator of this.

5.27
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In cases where there is no existing evidence ro indicate landscape value, and where
scoping dfacussions suggest char iris appropriate, value should be determined as part
of the baseline study through new survey and analysis. This requires definition of the
criteria and facrors rhat are considered to confer value on a landscape or on irs com
ponents. There are a number of possible options:
• Draw on a list of those facrors rhat are generally agreed to influence value {see Box
5.1). They need to be interpreted to reflect the particular legislative and policy
context prevailing in particular places. The list is not comprehensive and other
factors may he considered important in specific areas.
,e Draw up a list of criteria and factors specific to the individual project and !andscape
context.
• Apply a form of the ecosystem services approach, although this is a cross-cutting
and integrating approach and is likely to encroach on othe.r themes or topics in the
EIA. Although there is interest in this approach, experience of using it in EIA is
limited, although it is under active consideration (!EMA, 2012a).

Range of factors that can help in the identification of
valued landscapes
• Landscape qu
. ality (condition): A measure of the physical state of the
landscape. It may include the extent to which typical character is repre
sented in individual areas, the intactness of the landscape and the condition
of individual elements.
• Scenic quality: The term used to describe landscapes that appeal primarily
to the senses (primarily but not wholly the visual senses).
• Rarity: The presence of rare elements or features in the landscape or the
presence of a rare Landscape Character Type.
• Representativeness: Whether the landscape contains a particular charac
ter and/or features or elements which, are considered particularly important
examples.
• Conservation interests: The presence of features of wildlife, earth sci.ence
or archaeological or historical and cultural interest can add to the value of
the landscape as well as having value in their own right.
• Recreation value: Evidence that the landscape is valued for recreational
activity where experience of the landscape is important.
• Perceptual aspects: A landscape may be valued for its perceptual qualities,
notably wildness and/or tranquillity.
• Associations: Some landscapes are associated with particular people, such
as artists or writers, or events in history that contribute to perceptions of
the natural beauty of the area.
Based on Swanwick and Land Use Consultants (2002)
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In practice one option, or a combination of the firsr rwo options, is likely to be most
effecrive. There are several key points to consider in deciding how ro approach this:

5.29

• There cannot be a standard approach as circumstances will vary from place to
place.
• Areas of landscape whose character is judged to be intact and in good condition,
and where scenic quality, wildness or eranquitlity, and natura I or culturaJ heritage
fcatL1res make a particular contribution co the landscape, or where there are impor
tant associations, are likely co be highly valued.
• Many areas that wi.U be subject co LVIA will be ordinary, everyday landscapes. In
such areas some of the possible criteria may not apply and so there is likely co be
greater emphasis on judging, for each landscape rype or area, representation of
typic1I character, the intactness of the la.ndscape and the condiri()n of the elements
of the landscape. Scenic quality may also be relevant, and wi.ll need co reflect factors
such as sense of place and aesthetic and percepmal qualities. Judgements may be
needed about which particular components of the landscape contribute most to its
value.
Individll:il components of the landscape, including particular landscape features, and
notabk aesthetic or perceptual qualities can be judged on their importance in their
own right, including whether or not they can realistically be replaced. They can also
be judged on their contribution co the overall character and value of the wider
landscape. For example, an ancient hedgerow may have high value in its own right but
also be important because it is part of a hedgerow pattern that contributes sign.i.fi.cancly
co landscape character.

5.30

Assessme.m of the value attached to the landscape should be carried out within a cleady
recorded and transparent framework so that decision making is clear. Fieldwork can
either be combined with the Landscape Character Assessment work, as described
above, or be carried out at a later stage. Field observations supporting the assessment
sho·uld be clearly recorded using appropriate record sheets, and records should as far
as possible be retained in an accessible form for future reference. If there is reliance on
previous assessments, for example carried out by a local authority as part of a wider
Landscape Character Assessment or landscape management strategy, th.is must be made
clear and such information should be c.reared in a critically reflective way.

5.31

A role for consultation
In making the assessment of l:indscape value it is important where possible to draw on
information and opinions from consultees. Consultation bodies will usually give an
expert view as well as provid�ng relevant existing information. Consultations with local
people or groups who use the landscape in different ways may, where practicable, also
suggest the range of values chat people attach to the landscape. Scoping discussio11s
with the compete.nt authoriry should help co determine the reasonable extent of such
consultation.
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Reporting on the baseline situation
5.33

�Then review of t:xiscing assessments and any new surveys are complete, and evid1.:nce
about landscape value has been assembled, a landscape baseline report should be
prepared. It should be a clear, well-strucrured, accessible report supported by illus
trations where necessary and should:
• map, describe and illustrate the character of the landscape at an appropri:nc level
of detail, covering both the wider scucly area and the site and irs immediate sur
roundings, dividing it inco Landscape Character Types and Areas as appropriate;
• identify and describe the individual elements and aesthetic and perceptual aspects
of the landscape, particularly emphasising rhose that are key characteristics con
tributing to the distinctive character of the landscape;
• indicate the condition of the landscape, including tbe condition of elements or
features such as buildings, hedgerows or woodland.
The aim should be to describe the landscape as it is at rhe rime but also to consider
what it may be like.: in the furnre in cbe absence of the proposal. This means projecring
forward any trends in change and considering how they may affect the landscape over
time, c1ccepting thJt chis involves a degree of speculation and uncertainty.

Predicting and describing landscape effects
5.34

Once the base.line inform::ition about the landscape is a\'ailable chis can be combined
with understanding of rhe derails of the propost:d change or development chat is co be
iocrodnced into tht: landscape to idenc.ify and describe tbe landscape effects.
• The fuse step is to identify the components of the landscape that a.re likely to be
affected by the scheme, often referred co as the landscape receptors, such as overall
character and key characteristics, individual elements or features, and specific
aesthetic or perceptual aspects.
• The second seep is to identify interactions between these landscape receptors and the
different components of the developmem at all its different stages, including conscruc
rion, operation and, where relevant, decommissioning and restoration/reinscaccmen.c.

5.35

The effects idenrified ac rhe scoping stage should all be reviewed and amell(kd, if
necessary, in the light of any additional information :1.vaihble. New ones may also be
identified as a resulr of rhe additional information obtained through consultation,
baseline study and iterative dcvelopmenc of the scheme design. The effects on lc1ndscape
should embrace a II rhe different types identified by the Regulations, namely the direct
effects and :my indirect, secondary, cumulative, shore-, medium- and long-term, per
manenr and temporary, positive and negative effects of the development (as described
in Paragr3ph 3.22). They a.re likely co include:
• change in and/or partial or complete loss of elements, features or aesthetic or pe.r
cepcu::il aspects chat com.ribuce ro the character and distinctiveness of the landscape;
• addition of new elements or features that will influence the character and dis
tinctiveness of the landscape;
• combined effects of these changes on overall cha.racrer.
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Figure 5.9 Plan illustrating the effects of a proposed flood wall, showing partial and complete loss of trees and the location
of the proposed development alongside visual receptors and designations
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5.36

AH effects that are considered likely to take place should be described as fully as possible:
• Effects on individual components of the landscape, such as loss of trees or buildings
for example, or addition of new elements, should be identified and mapped (and if
appropriate and helpful quantified by measuring the change).
• Changes in landscape character or quality/condition in particular places need to be
described as fully as possible and illustrated by maps and images that make clear,
as accurately as possible, what is likely to happen.
Good, clear and concise description of the effects that are identified is key to helping
a wi-de range of people understand what may happen if the proposed change or devel
opment takes place.

5.37

One of the more challenging issues is deciding whether the landscape effects should be
categorised as positive or negative. It is also possible for effects to be neutral in thei.r
consequences for the landscape. An .informed professional judgement should be made
about this and the cri,teria used in reaching the judgement should be clearly stated.
TI1ey might .include, but should not be restricted to:
• the degree to which the proposal fits with existing character;
• the contribution to the landscape that the development may make in its own right,
usual.ly by virtue of good design, even if it is in contrast to existing character.
TI1e importance of perceptions of landscape is emphasised by the European Landscape
Convention, and others may of course hold different opinions on whether the effects
are positive or negative, but this is not a reason to avoid making th.is judgement, which
will ultimately be weighed against the opinions of others in the decision-making process.

Assessing the significance of landscape effects
5.38

The landscape effects that have been identified should be assessed to determine their
significance, based on the principles described in Paragraphs 3.23-3.36. Judging the
significance of landscape effects requires methodical consideration of each effect iden
tified and, for each one, assessment of the sensitiviry of the landscape receptors and
the magnitude of the effect on the landscape.

Sensitivity of the landscape receptors
5.39

5.40

Landscape receptors need to be assessed firstly in terms of their sensitivity, combining
judgements of rheir susceptibility to the type of change or development proposed and
the value attached to the landscape. In LVIA sensitivity is similar to the concept of
landscape sensitivity used in the wider arena of landscape planning, but it is not the
same as it is specific to the particular project or development that is being proposed
and to the location in question.

Susceptibility to change

This means the abiliry of the landscape receptor (whether it he the overall character
or quality/condition of a particular landscape type or area, or an individual element
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and/or feature, or a particular aesthetic and perceptual aspect) co accommodate the
proposed development wirhour undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline
situation and/or rhe acb.ievement of landscape planning policies and strategies.
The assessment may take place i.n siruarions where there are existing landscape sensirivicy a.nd capaciry studies, which have become increasingly common. They may deal
with the general rype of development that is proposed, in which case they may provide
useful preliminary background information for the assessment. But they cannot provide
a substitute for the individual assessment of the suscepribiliry of the receprors in relation
to change arising from the specific development proposal.

5.41

Some of these existing assessments may deal with wha.t has been called 'intrinsic' or
'inherem' scnsiciviry, without reference ro a specific rype of development. These cannor
rel.iably inform assessment of the susceptibility to change since they are ca tried out
withou-r reference ro any particular ty pe of development and so do nor relate co the
specific development proposed. Since landscape effects in LVIA are particular to both
the specific landscape in question an<l the specific nature of the proposed development,
the assessment of susceptibility rnust be tailored to rhe project. le shou.ld nor be recorded
as part of the landscape baseline bur should be considered as part of rhe assessment of
effects.

5.42

Judgements about the susceptibility of landscape receptors to change should be
recorded on a verbal scale (for example high, medium or low), but rhe basis for rhis
must be clear, and Jinked back ro evidence from the baseline study.

5.43

Value of the landscape receptor

The baseline srudy will have established the value attached co the landscape receptors
(see Paragraphs 5.19-5.31), covering:

5.44

• the value of the Landscape Character Types or Areas char may be affected, based
on review of any designations at both national and local levels, and, where there
are no designations, judgrmenrs based on. criteria rbat can be used co esrablish
la11dscapc value;
• the value of individual conrriburors to landscape character, especially t.he key
characteristics, which m::iy include individual elements of the landscape, pa.rricu.lar
landscape features, notable aesthetic, perceptual or experiential qualities, and
combi.nations of these contributors.
The value of the landscape receptors will to some degree reflect landscape designations
and rbe lt-vel of intporcance which they signify, although there shoul-d nor be overreliance on designarions as the sole indicator of value. Assessments shouJd reflect:
• internationally valued landscapes recognised as World Herirnge Sires;
• nationally valued landsc<1pes (National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty,
National Scenic Areas or ocher equivalent areas);
• locally valued landscapes, for example local authori.ty landscape designations or,
where these do nor exist, landscapes assessed as being of equivalent value using
clearly stated and recognised criteria;
• landscapes that are nor nationally or locally designated, or judged co be of equivalent
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value using clearly srared and recognised criteria, bur are nevertheless valued at a
commun.ity level.
5.46

There can be complex rdationships between the value a reached co landscape receptors
and their susceptihili ty co change which are especially important when considering
changc within or close to designated landscapes. For example:
• An internationally, naciona.Lly or locally valued landscape does not automatically,
or by definition, have high susceptibility to all rypes of change.
• It is pnlisib.k.- fur an internationally, nationally or locally important landscape to
have relatively low susceptibility to change resulting from the pani.cular type of
development in quest.ion, by virtue of hoth the chara cteristics of the landscape and
the nature of roe proposal.
• The p:1rticul:ir type of change or development proposed may not compromise the
specific basis for the value attached to the landscape.

5.47

Landscapes that are nationally designated (National Parks and Areas of Outstanding
Natural Bc'.auty in Engbnd and Wales and their equivalents in Scotland and Northern
Iceland) will be accorded the highest value in the assessment. If the area affected by
the pcoposa I is on the margin of or adjacent to such a designated area, thought may
be given to the extent to whicb it demonstrates the characteristics and qualities char
Jed co tbc dcsigna rion of the area. Boundaries are very i.mporranr in defining the extent
of designated areas, bur they often follow convenient physical features and as a result
there may be land outside the boundary that meets the designation criteria and land
inside that does nor. Simil::tr principles apply to locally designated landscapes bur here
che difficulty may be that the characterist.ics or qual.ities char provided the basis for
their designation are nor always clearly set down.

Magnitude of landscape effects
5.48

Each effect on landscape receptors needs co be assessed in terms of its size or scale, the
geographical extent of the a.rea influenced, and its duration and reversibility.

5.49

Judgemencs are needed about the size or scale of change in the landscape that is likely

Size or scale

to be experienced as a result of each effect. Th.is should be described, and also
caregorised on a verbal scale char d.isri.nguishes rhc :1mount of ch:1nge but is noc overly
complex. For example, the effecr of borh loss and addition of new features may be
judged as major, moderate, minor or none, or other equivalent words. The judgements
should, for example, take account of:

• the extent of exis6ng landscape elements that will be lost, the proportion of the
coral ex rent char chis represents and the contribution of chat element co the chacacrer
of the landscape - in some cases this may be quantified;
• the degree to which aesthetic or perceptual aspects of the bndscape are altered either
by removal of existing components of the landscape or by addition of new ones for example, removal of hedges may change a small-scale, intimate landscape inro
a large-scale, open one, or introduction of new buildings or taJI structures may alter
open skylines;
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• whether the effect changes the key characteristics of rhe landscape, which are critical
co its distinctive charactec.

Geograph;cal extent

The geographical area over which the landscape effects will be felr muse also be considered. This is distinct from the size or scale of the effect - there may for example be
moderate loss of landscape elements over a large geographical area, or a major addirioo
affecting a very localised area. The extent of the effects will vary widely depending on
the nature of the proposal and there can be no hard and fast rules about what categories
. ough this will
to use. In general effects may have an influence at the following scales, airh
vary according to th. e nature of the project and not all may be relevant on every occasion:
•
•
•
•

5.50

ar rhe site level, within the development site itself;
ac the !eve.I of che immediate setting of the sire;
at the scale of the landscape type or character area within which the proposal lies;
on a larger scale, influencing severa I landscape types or character areas.

Duration and reversibility of the landscape eff&ts

These are separate but Ji.nked considerations. Du.ration can usually be simply judged
on a scale such as short term, medium term or long term, where, for example, short
te.rm rnight be zero to five years, medium term five to ten years and long term ten to
twenty-five years. There is no fixed rule on these definitions and so in each case it must
be made dear how the categories are defined and the reasons for this.

5.51

Reversibility is a judgement about the prospects and the practicality of the particular
effect being reversed io, for example, a generarion. This can be a very imporwnc issue for example, while some forms of development, like housing, can be considered permanent, ochers, such as wind energy developments, are often argued to be reversible since
thc.:r have a limited (jfe and could eventually be removed and/or the land reinstated.
Mineral workings, for example, may be partiaUy reversible in that the landscape can be
restored co something sirni.lac co, but not the same as, the original. If duration is included
in an assessment of the effects, the assumptions behind the judgement muse be made clear.
Duration a_nd reversibility crn sometimes usefully be considered cogether, so rh:-it a temporary or partially reversible effect is linked co definition of how long that effect will last.

5.52

Judging the overall significance of landscape effects
To draw final conclusions abou·c significance, the separate judgements about the sensiciviry of the lwdscape receptors and the magnitude of the landscape effects need to be
combined to allow a final judgement to be made about whether each effect is significant
or not, as required by the .Kegulations, following the principles set out in Chapter 3.
The rationale for the overall judgement must be clear, demonstrating how the
assessments of sensitivity and magnitude have been linked in determining the overall
significance of each effect.

5.53

Signi.ficance can only be defined in rela.tion co each development and its specific locarion. le is for each assessment co determi.ne how the judgements about the landscape
receptors and landscape effects should be combined to arrive at significance and to

5.54
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explain how the conclusions have been derived. There may also be a need to adopt a
consistent approach across all the EIA topic areas and the EIA co-ordinator will need
to be involved i.n the decisions on suitable approaches.
5.55

As indicated i.n Chapter 3 (see Paragraph 3.30) there are two main approaches ro
combining the indjviduaJ judgements made under the different contributing criteria
(although there may also be others):
1. They can be sequentially combined: suscepribility to change and value can be
combined i.nto an assessmenr of sensirivity for each receptor, and size/scale,
geographical extent and duration and reversibility can be combined into an assess
ment of magnitude for each effect. Magnirude and sensiriviry can then be combined
to assess overall significance.
2. All the judgements against the individual criteria can be arranged in a t;ible ro
provide an overall profile of each identified effect. An overview can then be taken
of the distribution of the judgements for each criterion to make an informed
professional assessment of the overall significance of each effect.

5.56

There are no hard and fast mies about what makes a significant effect, and there cannot
be a standard approach since circumstances vary with the location and landscape
context and with the type of proposal. At opposite ends of a spectrum it is reasonable
ro say that:
• major loss or irreversible negarive effects, over an extensive area, on elements and/or
aesthetic and perceptual aspecrs that are key ro rhe character of nationally valued
landscape.:� are likely ro be of the greatest sign.ifi:ance;
• reversible negative effects of short durarion, over a restricted area, on elements
and/or aesthctic and perceptual aspects that contribure to bur are nor key

Loss of mature or diverse landscape
elements, features, characteristics,
aesthetic or perceptual qualities
Effects on rare. distinctive, particularly
representative landscape character
Loss of lower-value elements, features,
characteristics, aesthetic or perceptual
qualities

More significant

Loss of new, uniform, homogeneous
elements, features, characteristics,
qualities
Effects on areas in poorer condition or
of degraded character
Effects on lower-value landscapes

Less significant

b----------------'(_.I
( Figure 5.10 Scale of significance
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characteristics of the character of la.ndscapes of community value are 1-ikely ro be
of the least significance and may, depending on the circumstances, be judged as nor
significant;
• where assessmenrs of significance place landscape effects berween rhese extremes,
judgements must be made about whether or nor rhey are significanc, wirh full
explanations of why these conclusions have been reached.
Where landscape effects are judged to be significant and adverse, proposals for preventing/avoiding, reducing, or offserting or compensating for chem {referred to as
mitigation) should be described. The significant landscape effects remaining after
mitigation should be summa.rised as the .final step in the process.

Further detail on mitigation is provided in Paragraphs 4.21-4.43.

Summary advice on good practice
• An assessment of landscape effects should consider how the proposal will affect the
elements that make up the landscape, its aesthetic and perceptual aspects, its dis
tinctive character and the key characteristics that contribute to this.
• Scoping should try to identify the range of possible landscape effects to be con
sidered, but a decision can be made, in discussion with the competent authority,
whether any are not likely to be significant and therefore do not need to be con
sidered further.
• Scoping should also identify the area of landscape that needs to be covered in assess
ing landscape effects. The study area should indude the site itself and the extent of
the wider landscape around it which it is likely that the proposed development may
influence. This will normally be based on the extent of Landscape Character Areas
likely to be significantly affected either directly or indirectly, but the Zone of
Theoretical Visibility developed as part of the assessment of visual effects (see Chapter
6) may also inform the decision.
• Baseline landscape studies shoU'ld be appropriate to the context into which the
development proposal will be introduced and in line with current guidance and termi
nology for Landscape Character Assessment, townscape character assessment and
seascape character assessment. as relevant.
• Baseline studies for LVIA should ensure that, working with experts if necessary, cul
tu-ral heritage features and relevant aspects of the historic landscape are recorded
and judgements made about their contribution to the landscape, townscape or
seascape. Assessment of the effects of development on historic aspects of the land
scape must, however, be dealt with in the cultural heritage topic of an EIA and not
as part of the landscape and visual topic.
• The first step in preparing the landscape baseline should be to review any relevant
existing assessments that may be available. Existing assessments must be reviewed
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critically as their quality may vary, some may be dated and some may not be su,ited
to the task in hand.
It is essential to decide at the outset what scale of character assessment information
is needed to provide a basis for the LVIA and then to judge the value of existing
assessments against this.
Existing assessments may need to be reviewed and interpreted to adapt them for use
in LVIA, and fieldwork should check the applicability of the assessment throughout
the study area and refine it where necessary.
Where new landscape su.rveys are required, either of the whole study area or of the
site and its immediate surroundings, they should folfow recommended methods and
up-to-date guidance.
Evidence about change in the landscape is an important part of the baseline. The
condition of the landscape and any evidence of current pressures causing change in
the landscape should be documented.
The value of the landscape that may be affected should be established as part of the
baseline description. This will inform judgements about the significance of the effects.
A review of existing landscape designations is usually the starting point in under
standing landscape value, but the value attached to undesignated landscapes also
needs to be carefully considered and individual elements of the landscape - such as
trees, buildings or hedgerows - may also be valued.
A landscape baseline report should set out the findings of the baseline work. It should
be clea-r, well structured, accessible and supported by appropriate illustrations. The
aim should be to describe the landscape as it is at the time but also to consider, if
possible, what it may be like in the future, without the proposal.
To identify and describe the landscape effects the components of the landscape that
are likely to be affected by the scheme, often referred to as the 'landscape receptors',
should be identified and interactions between them and the different components
of the development considered, covering all the types of effect required by the
Regulations.
The effects identified at the scoping stage should all be reviewed in the light of the
additional information obtained through consultation, baseline study and iterative
development of the scheme design. They should be amended as appropriate and new
ones may also be identified.
An informed professional judgement should be made about whether the landscape
effects should be categorised as positive or negative (or in some cases neutral), with
the criteria used in reaching this judgement clearly stated.
The landscape effects must be assessed to determine their significance, based on
the principles described in Chapter 3. Judging the significance of landscape effects
requires methodical consideration of each effect that has been identified, its magni
tude and the sensitivity of the landscape receptor affected.
To draw final conclusions about significance the separate judgements about sensitivity
and magnitude need to be combined into different categories of significance,
following the principles set out in Chapter 3.
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The rationale for the overal-I judgement must be clear, demonstrating how the judge
ments about the landscape receptor and the effect have been linked in determining
overall significance.
A clear step-by-step process of making judgements should allow the identification of
significant effects to be as transparent as possible, provided that the effects are
identified and described accurately, the basis of the judgements at each stage is
explained and the effects are clearly reported, with good text to explain them and
summary tables to support the text.
Final judgements must be made about which landscape effects are significant, as
req,ui, red by the Regulations. There are no hard and fast rules about what makes a
significant effect, and there cannot be a standard approach since circumstances vary
with the location and landscape context and with the type of proposal.
Where landscape effects are judged to be significant and adverse, proposals made
for preventing/avoiding, reducing, or offsetting or compensating for them (.referred
to as mitigation) should be described. The significant landscape effects remaining
after mitigation should then be summarised as the final step in the process.
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•
•
•
•
•

Scope
Establishing the visual baseline
Predicting and describing visual effects
Assessing the significance of visual effects
Judging the overall significance of visual effects

Scope
6.1

An assessment of visual effects deals with the effects of change and development on
the views available to people and their visual am.eniry. The concern here is with assess·
ing how the surroundings of individuals or groups of people may be specifically affected
by changes in the content and ch;1racter of views as a result of the change or loss of
existing elt:mcnts of the landscape and/or introduction of new elements.

6.2

Scoping should identify the area that needs to be covered in assessi.ng visual effects,
the range of people who may be affected by these effects and the related viewpoints
in the study area that will need to be examined. The study area sbould be agreed with
the competent authority at the outset and should consider the area from which the
proposed development wiLI potentially be visihle. The emphasis muse be on a reasonable
approach which is proportional to che scale and nature o( the proposed development.
At the scoping stage the srudy area will only be definc<l in a preliminary way and is
likely to be modified as more detailed analysis is carried out, in discussion with the
competent a urhority.

See Paragraphs 6.6-6.23 for more detail on mapping areas of visibility and on
visual receptors and representative viewpoints.

Establishing the visual baseline
6.3

Baseline studies for visual effects should establish, in more detail than is possi.ble i.n
the scoping stoge, the area in which the development may be visible, the different
groups of people who may expctiL:nce views of the development, the viewpoints
where they will be affected and the nature o( the vic,vs at those points. Where possible
it can also be useful ro establish the approximate or relative □umber of differenr
groups of people who will be affected by che changes in views or visual amenity,
while at the same time recognising that assessing visuaJ effects is not a quantitative
process.

6.4

These factors are all interrelated and need to be considered in an integrated way rather
than as a series of separate seeps. It is aJso impottant to be aware that visual baseline
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Define scope of
assessment
� • study area
• range of people
and places that
may be affected

Describe
characteristics of
proposal

-

'.

Establish the visual baseline
identify extent of possible
visibility (ZTV)
• identify people who may be f-+
affected
identify views and viewpoints

•

.

Identify visual
receptors and select
representative,
illustrative and
specific viewpoints

Identify
interactions
between proposal
and visual
receptors

I,

Identify and
describe likely
visual effects
and, for each
effect ...

!

Judge
susceptibility
of visual
receptor to
specific
change

Judge
size/scale of
visual effect

Judge
duration of
visual effect

Judge
reversibility
of effect

'
Combine to
judge sensitivity
of visual receptor

Combine to judge
magnitude of
visual effect

-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

+
'�

Judge value
attached to
particular
views

-,

Combine to assess
significance of
visual effect

I-

I'

�Final statement
of likely significant
visual effects

-

Propose measures
to mitigate adverse
effects

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

► .J

Figure 6.1 Steps in assessing visual effects
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figure 6.2 A site context plan identifying public rights of way, registered parks and gardens, an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Conservation Areas. People visiting or using any of these may be visual receptors
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data may require updating ar inrervals, parricuJarly ro reflect modi.ficacions ro rhe design
as a result of rhe irerarive design process.
Interrelationships with the cultural heritage ropic area need ro be borne in mind when
developing the visual baseline and identifying visual effects. Specialist input from
cultural heritage professionals is likely to be required to interpret the range of relevant
ct1ltural heritage studies th.:tt may help ro idenrify important viewpoi.nts. Development
proposals may, for exampli..:, have visu.:tl effects on the settings of l1eritage assers, including important views to and from those assets - setti11gs a.re defined as 'the surroundings
in which a herirage asset is experienced' (English Heritage, 2011). Where there are
heritage assets in the vicinity of rhe proposed development rheir settings will need ro
be raken into account whl:n mapping visibility and defining important views that may
be altered by the proposal. ln urban areas there may be particular interest in straregic
views relating to heritage assets, landmarks and other key views and vistas that may
have been defined by cultural heritnge experts. 1 Some townscape assessments can also
help with this.
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Mapping visibility
Land thar may potentially be visually connected with the development proposal - that
is, areas of land from which ir may porenrially be seen - must be identified and mapped
at rhe outset, bearing in mind the comments in Paragraph 6.2 about reasonableness
and proportionality. Visibility mapping is an important rool in preparing rhe visual
effects baseline but does nor in irs own righr idenrify the effects. It can also play an
important part in the d,i.fferenr stages of the iterative design process. Ir can, for example,
contribute to the early srages of site design and assessment co determine rhe potential
visibility of a site compa.red co a similar developmenr located on an alternative site. It
can also be used co help in the considerarion of concept layout and design alternatives
in response co rhe pon:ncial visibility of different options.

6.6

There are cvvo main approaches co mapping visibility:

6.7

1. Manual approaches use map interpretation, cross sections rhrough the site in
relation ro its surroundings and visual envelope mapping on site. This means
stancling at the location of the development and looking out ro identify and map
the land that is visible from that and ocher points within the site. This can establish
the outer limit or visual envelope of the land chat may be visual ly connected wir11
the proposal. These methods are time consuming and involve a degree of subjectivity
since they depend on judgements made by the surveyor and do not allow for the
face u1at the highest point of the development is likely co be well above the surve}'or's
eye line. Neve.rthelc:s-:, they can still be helpfol in initial scoping and for smaller
projects, includiog appraisals ourside EIA.
2. Digital approaches use elevation data to create a digital terrain model of the study
area and calculate inter-visibility between points or along lines radiating out from
rhe development locuriun, ro construct a map showing the area from which rhe
proposal may rheorerically be visible.
Use of digitally mapped areas of visibility has increasingly become the norm since the
previous edition of chis guidance was published, although it is less commonly used in
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urban areas bt:cause of the difficulty of mapping and modeLLng accurately the buildings
and structures char would influence potential visibility. The map products of this process
are referred to as either the Zone of Visual influence (ZVI) or rhe Zone of Theoretical
Visibility (ZTY). The second of these (ZTV) is now recommended since it makes clear
that the area so defined only shows land from which the proposal may theoretically
be visible. Thar is, ir treats the world as 'bare earth' and does not take account of poten
tial screening by vegetation or buildings. Desk srudy, using digi cal methods, should
i-dentify the ZTY for the development proposal and, where appropriate, should be
constructed using multiple-point analysis, combining ZTY maps for different parts of
the proposal.
In the case of linear developments such as road or rail schemes the ZTV must be constructed for a sequence of points along the road, a process that can now easily be carried
out digitally (see Figure 6.5). In addition, the height of structures such as bridges or
gantries, and of vehicles that will use rhe route, should be built imo the ZTY con
struction so that the visibility of all aspects of the proposal is considered.

6.9

The ZTY mapping is the desk study component of the visibility analysis. In reality
many fact0rs other rhan terrain will influence actual visibility. Orher landscape components that may affect visihiliry, for example buildings, walls, fences, trees, hedgerows,
wood.land and banks, can in theory be added co digital models th:it are based on terrain
but this is difficult to achieve accurately, especially for a large study area. Their effects
are best judged by field stirveys chat can examine and record their location, size an.cl
extent, and their effect in screening visibihty at key points. Landmarks in the vicinity
of the site can be useful as reference points when looking towards the site to identify
its location in the vi.ew, and public viewpoints chat may have views of the site and proposed development can be idenrifi.ed and the extent of the views checked. Site surveys
are therefore essential to provide an accurate baseline assessment of visibility.

6.10

Both ZTY mapping and site suxvey should assume that the observer eye height is some
1.5 to 1.7 metres above ground level, based on the midpoint of average heights for
men and women. The assumed eye height used must in any case be clearly stated. Tbe
effects of distance on views muse also be considered - for example parts of the ZTY
that are most distant from the proposal may be omitted from rhe final visual effects
baseline if it is judged chat visibility from this distance wilil be extremely limited. This
wi·IJ vary with rhe type of project and must be agreed with the competent authority.

6.11

For some types of development the visual effocts of lighting may be an issue. In these
cases it rna�' he important ro carry out n.ighc-rjmc 'darkness' surveys of the existing
conditions in ordn to ass{'ss the potentia.1 effects of lighting and these effects need to
be taken into account in generating the 3D mode] of the scheme. Quantitative assessment of illumination levels, and incorporation into models relevant to visual effects
assessment, will require i.nput from Lighting engineers, but the visual effects assessment
will also need to include qualitative assessments of the effecrs of the predicted light
levds on night-rime visibility. The visibility survey and definirion of ZTYs may need
co be r1.:vicwed and updated as siting, layout and design proposals are progressively
refined and lighting effects become dearer.

6.12
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Figure 6.6 View over the South Wales valley town of Rhymney, showing
the contrast of urban lighting in the valley and the darkness of
the enclosing ridges

Receptors of visual effects
6.13

The ZTV identifies land that, theoretically, is visually connected with the proposal and
this is refined by site survey to confirm the extent of visibility. But in parts of this
area there will be rebrively few people to experience the effects of rhe proposal
on views. The baseline studies must therefore identify the people with.in the area \\'ho
will be afit:cred by the changes in views and visual amenity - usually rcfened to as
'visual receptors'. They rn:1y include people living in the area, people who work there,
people passing through on road, rail or other forms of transport, people visiting
promoted landscapes or attractions, and people engaged in recreation of different types.

6.14

People generally have differin·g responses to changes in views and visual amenity
depending on the context (location, time of day, season, degree of exposure to views)
and pu.rpose for being in a particular place {for example recreation, residence or
employment, or passing through on roads or by other modes of transport). During
passage through the landscape, certain activities or locati0ns may be specifically
associated with the experience and enjoyment of the landscape, such as the use of paths,
courist or scenic routes a.nd associated viewpoints.

6.15

The rypes of viewers who will be affected and the places where they will be affected
should be identified. Where possible an estimate should aJso be made of the numbers
of rhe different types of people who might be affected i.n e�ch case. Where no furn data
are available this may simply need to be a relative judgement, for example noting com
paratively few people i.n one place compared with many in another.
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6 Assessment of visual effects
� Residential
� - Commercial, offices
���� � Mainly retail
� Eduu1tional, institutions etr

Ll

Public open space
Gardens

f:,j Stream, river
� Mainroads
• • National Cyde Network Route 4
• • Other cycle routes
Public footpath
Bridleway
• • Long distance footpath
� Landmark buildings
� The railway corridor
� Significant tree cover

Fi g ure 6.7 Mapping the locations of potential visual receptors in an urban
context

Viewpoints and views
The viewpoints from 1.vhicb the proposal will actually be seen by these different groups
of people should then be identified (bur see Paragraphs 6.18 and 6.19 for derail on
selecting viewpoints). They may include:

6.16

• public viewpoims, including areas of L:tnd and buildings providing public access in England and Wales, this includes different forms of open access land, and public
footpaths and bridleways; in Scotland, a range of recognised paths also exists, while
access rights apply to most land and inbnd water;
• transport routes where rhere may be views from private vehicles and from different
forms of public transport;
• places where people work.
In some instances it may also be appropriate co consider private viewpoints, mainly
from residential properties. In these cases rhe scope of such an assessment should be
agreed with the competent authority, as must the approach to idenr.ifying representative
viewpoints since ir is impractical to visit ail properties that might be affected. Effects
of development on private property are frequently dealt with mainly through 't:esidenrial amenity assessments'. These arc separate from LVIA although visual effects
assessment may sometimes be carried our as part of a residential amenity assessment,
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figure 6.8 Plan showing a range of viewpoints around a proposed urban developmen t to be used for photographs of
existing views

6 Assessment of visual effects
in which case this will supplement and form part of the normal LVIA for a project.
Some of the principles set our here for dealing with visual effects may help in such
assessments but there are specific requirements in residential amenity assessment.
The viewpoints to be used in an assessment of visual effects should be selected initially
through discussions with the competent authority and other interested parties at the
scoping stage. But selection should also be informed by the ZTV analysis, by fieldwork,
and by desk research on access and recreation, including footpaths, bridleways and
public access land, tourism including popular vantage points, and distribution of
popula.tion.

6.18

Vi·ewpoints selected for inclusion in the assessment and for iJ lustration of the visual
effects fall broadly into three groups:

6.19

1. representative viewpoints, selected to represent the experience of different types of
visual receptor, where larger numbers of viewpoints cannot all be included indi
viduaJ:ly and where the significant effects are unlikely to differ - for example, certain
points may be chosen to represent the views of users of particular public footpaths
and bridleways;
2. specific viewpoints, chosen because they are key and sometimes promoted view
points within the landscape, including for example specific local visitor attractions,
viewpoints in areas of particularly noteworthy visual and/or recreational amenity
such as landscapes with statutory landscape designations, or viewpoints with par
ticular cultural landscape associations;
3. il'lustrative viewpoi,IilJts, chosen specifically to demonstrate a particular effect or spe
cific issues, which might, for example, be the restricted visibility at certain locations.
The selection of the final viewpoints used for the assessment should take account of a
range of factors, including:

6.20

• the accessibility to the public;
• the potential number and sensitivity of viewers who may be affected;
• the viewing direction , distance (i.e. short-, medium- and long-distance views) and
elevation;
• the nature of the viewing experience (for example static views, views from settle
ments and views from sequential points along routes);
• the view type (for example panoramas, vistas and glimpses);
• the potential for cumulative views of the proposed development in conjunction with
other developments.

Issues relating to the cumulative effects of proposals are covered in Chapter 7.

The viewpoints used need to cover as wide a range of situations as is possible, reasonabLe and necessary to cover the likely significant effects. It is not possible to give
specific guidance on the appropriate number of viewpoints since this depends on the
context, the nature of the proposal and the range and location of visual receptors. The
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emphasis must always be on proportionality in relation to the scale and nature of the
development proposal and its likely significant effects, and on agreement with the com
petent authority and consultation bodies.
6.22

In addition to fixed views, the viewpoints should also, as far as possible, cover impor
tant sequential views along key routes and transport corridors. Viewpoints should
cover both near and more distant views, though not so distant as to be meaningless,
unless it is useful to demonstrate the influence of distance. And they should cover tl1e
full range of different rypes of people who may be affected. The detailed location of
each viewpoint should be carefulJy considered and should be as typical or representative
as possible of the view likely to be experienced there. The details of viewpoint locations
should be accurately mapped and catalogued and the direction and area covered by
the view recorded. The information should be sufficient for someone else to return to
the exact location and record the same view.

6.23

At each agreed viewpoint baseline photographs should be taken to record the existing
views. The Landscape Insticuce has published separate technical guidance on phowg
raphy and phocomoncage in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (Landscape
Institute, 2011), which should be consulted when taking baseline photographs.
Additional useful information is also available from ocher somces.2

Combining the baseline information
6.24

The completed visual baseline should focus on information char will help to identify
significant visual effects. Visual receptors, viewpoints and views chat have been

Existing View
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Figure 6.9 The deta,ils of viewpoint locations should be accurately mapped and catalogued and
'-

the direction and area covered by the view recorded
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6 Assessment of visual effects
identified as unlikely to experience signi£canr visual effects either at the scoping stage
or i.n establishing the baseline should not be included in derailed reporting but should
be noted, with reasons given for their exclusion. A baseline re porr should combine
in.formation on:
• the type and relative numbers of people (visual receprors) Likely co be affected,
making clea.r the activities they are likely to be involved in;
• the locac.ion, nature and characteristics of the chosen representative, specific and
illustrative viewpoints, with details of the visual receptors likely co be affected at
eacb;
• the nature, composition and characteristics of the existing views experienced at
these viewpoints, including direction of view;
• the visua.l characteristics of the existing views, for example the nature and extent
of the skyl-ine, aspects of visual scale and proportion, especially with respect co any
particular horizontal or vertical emphasis, and any key foci;
• elements, such as landform, buil,dings or vegetation, which may interrupt, filter or
otherwise influence the views.

Photography and
photomontage in
landscape and visual
impact assessment
Landscape
Institute

Advice Nole 01/l

Figure 6.10 Landscape Institute technical advice note
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6.25

The potential extent ro which rl1e sire of the proposed development is visible from sur
rounding areas (the ZTV), r.he chosen viewpoints, rhe types of visual receptor affected
and the nature and direction of views can all be combined in well-designed plans.
Existing views should be illustrated by photographs or sketches \Vith annotations added
ro emphasise any particularly imporr::int compoui.:nrs of each view and ro help viewers
understand what they a. r e looking at. Jr is important to i.ndude rechnjcal information
about the photography used to record che basdine, including camera derails, dace and
rime of photography aud weather conditions.

Predicting and describing visual effects
6.26

Preparation of the visual baseline is followed by the systematic identification of likely
effects on the potential visual receptors. Considering the different sources of visual
effects alongside the principal visual receptors that might be affected, perhaps by means
of a table, will assist in the initial idenci£cacion of likely significant effects for forrher
srndy. Changes in views and visual amenity may arise from built or engineered forms
and/or from soft landscape elements of the development. Incre::i.singly, attention is being
paid co the visual effects of offshore developments on what may be perceived to be
valued coastal views.

6.27

In order to assist in description and comparison of the effl'ctS on views it can be helpful
co consider a range of issues, which might include, bur are nor restricted to:
• the nature of the view of the development, for example a full or partial view or only
a glimpse;
• the proportion of the development or parricular features that would be visible (such
as full, most, small part, none);
• the distance of the viewpoi.nr from the development �rnd whether the viewer would
focus on the development due ro its scale and proximity or whether the development
would be only a small, mi.nor element in a panoramic view;
• whether the view is stationary or transient or one of a sequence of views, as from
a footpath or moving ve11icle;
• the nature of the changes, which must be judp;ed individually for each project, but
may include, for exnmple, changes in the existing skyline profile, creation of a new
visual focus i.n the view, introduction of new man-made ohjecrs, changes in visual
simplicity or complexi ty, a!rernrion of visual scale, ::ind change co the degree of visual
enclosure.

6.28

Consideration should be given to the seasonal diffc.rcnces i.n effects arising from che
varying degree of screeniug and/or filtering of views by vegetnrion that ,.,viii apply in
summer and winter. Assessments may need to be provided for both the winter season,
with least leaf cover and therefore rninimum screeni.ng, and for fuller screening i.n
summer conditions. Discussion with rhe competent authority will help ro determine
whether the emphasis should be on the maximum visibility scenario of the winter con
dition of vegetation, or whether both summer and winter conditions should be used.
The riming of che assessment work and t.he project programme wiU aJso in.£luence the
practic::1hty of covering more than one season.
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6 Assessment of visual effects

As with landscape effects an informed professional judgement should be made as to
whether the visual effects can be described as positive or negative (or in some cases
neutral) in their consequences for views and visual ameni:ty. This will need to be based
on a judgement about whether the changes will affect the quality of rbe visual experience for those groups of people who will see the changes, given the nature of the
existing views.

6.29

Methods of communicating visual effects are covered in Chapter 8.

Assessing the significance of visual effects
The visual effects chat have been identified must be assessed to determine their
significance, based on the principles described in Paragraphs 3.23-3.36. As with landscape effects, this requires methodical consideration of each effect identified and, for
each one, assessment of the nature of the visual receptors and the nature of the effect
on views and visual amenity.

6.30

Sensitivity of visual receptors
It is important to remember at the outset that visual receptors are all people. Each
visual receptor, meaning the particular person or group of people likely to be affected
at a specific viewpoint, should be assessed in terms of both their susceptibility to change
in views and visual amenity and also the value attached to particular views.

Susceptibility of visual receptors to change

The susceptihility o.f different visual receptors to changes in views and visual amenity
is main,ly a function of:

6.31

6.32

• the occupation or activity of people experiencing the view at particular locations;
and
• the extent to which their attention or interest may therefore be focused on the views
and the visual amenity they experience at particular locations.
The visual receptors most susceptible to change are gen.eral,Jy likely to include:

6.33

• residents at home (but see Paragraph 6.36);
• people, whether residents or visitors, who are engaged in outdoor recreation, includ
ing use of public rights of way, whose attention or interest is likely to be focused
on the landscape and on particular views;
• visitors to heritage assets, or to other attractions, where views of the surroundings
are an important contributor to the experience;
• communities where views contribute to the landscape setting enjoyed by residents
in the area.
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Travellers on road, rail or other transport routes tend to fall into an intermediate
category of moderate susceptibility to change. Where travel involves recognised scenic
routes awareness o.f views is likely to be particularly high.
6.34

Visual receptors likely to be Jess sensitive to change include:
• people engaged in outdoor sport or recreation which does not involve or depend
upon appreciation of views of the landscape;
• people at their place of work whose attention may be focused on their work or
activity, not on their surroundi_ngs, and where d1e setting is not important to the
quality of working life (although there may on occasion be cases where views are
an important contributor to the setting and to the quality of working life).

6.35

This division is nor black and white and in reality there will be a gradation in sus
ceptibility to change. Each project needs to consider the nature of the groups of people
who will be affected and the extent to which their attention is likely to be focused on
views and visual ameniity. Judgemenrs about the susceptibility of visual receptors to
change should be recorded on a verbal scale (for example high, medium or low) but
the basis for this must be clear, and linked back to evidence from the baseline study.

6.36

The issue of whether residents should be included as visual receptors and residential
properties as private viewpoints has been discussed in Paragraph 6.17. If discussion
with the competent authority suggests that they should be covered in the assessment
of visual effects it will be important to recognise that residents may be particularly
susceptible to changes in their visual amenity - residents at home, especially using
rooms normally occupied in waking or daylight hours, are likely to experience views
for longer than those briefly passing through an area. The combined effects on a
number of residents in an area may also be considered, by aggregating properties within
a settlement, as a way o.f assessing the effect on the community as a whole. Care musr,
however, be taken first to ensure that this really does represent the whole community
and second to avoid any double counting of the effects.

6.37

Judgements should also be made about the value attached to the views experienced.
This shou lei rake account of:

Value attached to views

• recognition of the value attached to particular views, for example in relation to
heritage assets, or through planning designations;
• indicators of the value attached to views by visimrs, for example ch.rough appear
ances in guidebooks or on tourist maps, provision of facilities for their enjoyment
(such as parking places, sign boards and interpretive material) and references to
them i.n literature or art (for example 'Ruskin's View' over Lunedale, or the view
from the Cob in Porrhmadog over Traerh Mawr to Snowdonia which features in
well-known Welsh paintings, and the 'Queen's View' in Scotland).
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6 Assessment of visual effects

Magnitude of the visual effects
Each of the visual effects idenc.ified needs to be evaluated in terms of its size or scale,
the geograph.ica.l extent of the area influenced, and its duration and reversjbility.

Size or scale

Judging the magnitude of the visual effects identified needs to take account of:

6.38

6.39

• the scale of the change in the view with respect to the Joss or addition of features
in the view and changes in its composition, including the proportion of the view
occupied by the proposed development;
• the degree of contrast or integration of any new features or changes in the landscape
with the existing or remaining landscape elemcnrs and characteristics in terms of
form, scale and mass, line, height, colour and texture;
• the nature of the view of the proposed development, in terms of the rel.ative amount
of time over which it will be experienced and whether views wiil be full, partial or
glimpses.

Geographical extent

The geographical extent of a visual effect will vary with different viewpoints and is
Likely ro reflect:

6.40

• the angle of view in relation to the main activity of the receptor;
• the distance of the viewpoint from rhe proposed development;
• the extent of the area over which the changes would be visible.
Duration and reversibility of visual effem
As wirh landscape effects these are separate but linked considerations. Similar categories
should be used, such as short term, medium term or long term, provided that their
meaning is clearly stated with clear criteria for the lengths of time encompassed in each
case. Similar considerations related to reversibility apply, as set our in Paragraph 5.52.

6.41

Judging the overall significance of visual •effects
To draw final conclusions about significance the separate judgements about the
sensitivity of the visual receptors and the magnitude of the visual effects need to be
combined, to allow a final judgement about whether each effect is significant or not,
as required by the Rcgubtions, following the general principles set our in Chapter 3,
and also in Chapter 5 in relation to landscape effects. Signi_ficance of visual effects is
not absolute and can only be defined in relation co <:ach developmcnr and its specific
locarion. le is for each assessment co determine the approach and if necessary co adopt
a consim:uc approach across all the EIA topic areas.

6.42

As indicated in Cliaprer 3, rhere are rwo main approaches to combining the individual
judgements made under the criteria (although there may also be others):

6.43

1. T hey can be seguenr.ially combined into assessments of sensitivity for c;1ch receptor
and mag11itude for each effect. Sensitivity and magnitude can then b<.: combined to
assess overall significance.
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2. They ca.o. be arranged in a table ro provide an overall profile of each identified effect .
An overview can then be taken of the distribution of rhe assessments for each
criterion ro mJ.ke a.n informed professional judgement abom the overall assessment
of the sign.ifi.cance of rbe effect.
6.44

There are no hard and fast rules about what makes a significant effect, and there cannot
be a standard approach since circumstances vary "v·ith the location and conrexr and
with the type of proposal. In making a judgement about rhe significance of visual effects
the following points should be no red:
• Effects on people who are partic ularly sensitive to changes in views and visual
amenity are more likely ro be significant.
• Effects on people at recognised and important viewpoints or £rom recognised scenic
routes a re more likeJy ro be significant.
• Large-scale cha11ges which introduce new, non-characteristic or discordant or
imrusive elements inro the view are more likely to be significant than small changes
or changes involving features already present within the view.

6.45

Where visual effects are judged to be significant and adverse, proposals for preven ting/
avoiding, reducing, or offsetting or compensating for rhem (referred ro as mitigation)
shoLtld be described. The significant visual effects remaining after mitigation should be
summarised as rhe final step in rbe process.

Further details on mitigation is provided in Paragraphs 4.21-4.43.

Summary advice on good practice
• An assessment of visual effects deals with the effects of change and development on
the views available to people and their visual amenity.
• Scoping should identify the area that needs to be covered in assessing visual effects,
the range of people who may be affected by these effects and the related viewpoints
in the study a,rea that will need to be examined.
• The study area should be agreed with the competent authority at the outset and
should cover the area from which the proposed development will potentially be
visible. The emphasis must be on a reasonable approach which is proportional to the
scale and nature of the proposed development.
• Baseline studies for visual effects should establish, in more detail than is possible in
the scoping stage, the area in which the development may be visible, the different
groups of people who may experience views of the development, the viewpoints
where they will be affected and the nature of the views at those points.
• These factors are all interrelated and need to be considered in an integrated way
rather than as a series of separate steps.
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6 Assessment of visual effects
Interrelationships with the cultural heritage topic area need to be borne in mind
when developing the visual baseline and identifying visual effects. Specialist input
from cultural heritage professionals is likely to be required to interpret the range of
relevant cultural heritage studies that may help to identify important viewpoints.
Areas of land from which the proposed development may potentially be visible must
be identified and mapped at the outset of the assessment of visual effects.
Digitally mapped areas of visibility should be referred to as the Zone of Theoretical
Visibility (ZTV), making clear that the area so defined only shows land from which
the proposal may theoretically be visible.
Many factors other than terrain will influence actual as opposed to theoretical
visibility. Site surveys are essential to provide an accurate baseline assessment of
visibility.
Both ZTV mapping and site survey should assume that the observer eye height is some
1.5 to 1.7 metres above ground level, based on the midpoint of average heights for
men and women.
For some types of development the visual effects of lighting may be an issue. In these
cases it may be important to carry out night-time 'darkness' surveys of the existing
conditions in order to assess the potential effects of lighting.
The baseHne studies must identify the people within the area who will be affected
by the changes in views and visual amenity- usually referred to as 'visual receptors'
- and the viewpoints from which the proposal will actually be seen.
In cases where it is appropriate to consider private viewpoints from residential
properties the scope of such an assessment shou•ld be agreed with the competent
authority. Visual effects assessment may sometimes be carried out as part of resi
dential amenity assessments, in which case this will supplement the normal LVIA for
a project.
The viewpoints to be used should be selected in part through discussions with the
competent authority and other interested parties, initially at the scoping stage but
also informed by the ZTV analysis, by fieldwork and by desk research on access and
recreation.
Viewpoints selected for inclusion in the assessment and for illustration of the visual
effects may be chosen as representative viewpoints, specific viewpoints or illustrative
viewpoints, and should cover as wide a range of situations as is reasonable and
necessary to cover the likely significant effects. The emphasis must always be on
proportionality in relation to the scale and nature of the development proposal.
The detai,ls of viewpoint locations should be accurately mapped and catalogued and
the direction and area covered by the view recorded. The information should be
sufficient for someone else to return to the exact location and record the same view.
The Landscape lnstitute's technic al guidance on photography and photomontage in
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment should be consulted when taking baseline
photographs.
The completed visua,I baseline should focus on information that will help to identify
significant visual effects. A baseline report may combine all the key information about
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visual receptors, viewpoints and views, using text, maps and annotated photographs
and sketches.
Consideration of the different sources of visual effects alongside the principal visual
receptors that might be affected should al-low systematic identification of likely visual
effects.
An informed professional judgement should be made about whether the visual
effects should be categorised as positive or negative (or in some cases neutral), with
the criteria used in reaching this judgement clearly stated.
The visual effects that have been identified must be assessed to determine their
significance, based on the principles described in Chapter 3. This requires methodical
consideration of each effect identified and, for each one, assessment of the sensitivity
of the visual receptor and the magnitude of the effect on views and visual amenity.
Final judgements must be made about which visual effects are significant. as required
by the Regulations. There are no hard and fast rules about what makes a significant
effect, and there cannot be a standard approach since circumstances vary with the
location and context and with the type of proposal.
Where visual effects are judged to be significant and adverse, proposals for pre
venting/avoiding, reducing, or offsetting or compensating for them (referred to as
mitigation) should be described. The significant visual effects remaining after miti
gation should be summarised as the final step in the process.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Scope and definitions
What should cumulative effects include?
Types of cumulative effect
Assessing cumulative landscape effects
Assessing cumulative visual effects
Mitigating cumulative effects

Scope and definitions
7.1

Assessment of cumulative effects is required both by the EIA and the SEA Directives
and by the associated Regulations. Cumulative effects have been defined in a broad
generic sense as 'impacts that result from incremental changes caused by other past,
present or reasonably foreseeable actions together with the project' (Hyder, 1999: 7).

7.2

Cumulative landscape and visual effects must be considered in LVIA when it is carried
out as part of EIA. The 2002 edition of these guidelines defined cumulative landscape
and visual effects as those that:
result from additional changes to the landscape or visual amenity caused by the
proposed development in conjunction with other developments (associaced with
or separate to it), or actions that occurred in the past, present or are likely to
occur in the foreseeable future.
(Landscape Institute and IEMA, 2002: 85)

7.3

Since tbis definition was publjshed chere has been particular emphasis on exploring the
cumulative effects of wind farm development. This results both from the number of such
schemes requiring assessment and the potentially high level of visibility of these tall
structures, which means chat cumu1acive visual effects in particular may be more likely.
In Scotland considerable effort has been devoted to addressing defirucions and interpre
tations of cumularive landscape and visual effects specifically i:n relation to wind farms
and che resulting guidance has been used widely, and not only in Scotland. This defines:
• cumulative effects as 'che additional changes caused by a proposed development in
conjunction with other similar developments o,r as the combined effect of a set of
developments, taken together' (SNH, 2012: 4);
• cumulative landscape effects as effects that 'can impact on either the physical fabric
or character of the bndscape, or any special values attached to it' (SNH, 2012: 10);
• cumulative visual effects as effects that can be caused by combined visibility, which
'occurs where the observer is able to see two or more developmencs from one view
point' and/or sequential effects which 'occur when the observer has to move to
another viewpoint to see different developments' (Sl'IH, 2012: 11).

7.4

Trus is an evolving area of practice that is relevant co all forms of development and
land use change, not only to wind farms. It is not appropriate to prescribe the approach
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to such assessment since the issues related to cumulative effects depend on the specific
characteristics of both the development proposal and the location. Those involved in
assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects should ensure that they keep abreast
of relevant new guidance that may emerge in relation to particular forms of develop
ment and give careful thought to an appropriate approach. Such assessments can
become very substantial casks and chis makes it very important to agree the approach
on a case-by-case basis, depending on the specific project. The scope of cumulative
landscape and visual effects in particular must be agreed at the ou.tset, in discussion
wioch the competent auth-0ricy and consufracion bodies. The EIA co-ordinator will also
need to ensure that a consistent approach is adopted across different topic areas.
The challenge is co keep the task reasonable and in proportion to the nature of -rhe
project under consideration. Common sense has an important pare to play in reaching
agreement about the scope of the assessment. Where the competent authority and ocher
stakeholders are uncertain about the preferred approach the landscape professional
may have to exercise judgement about what is appropriate and proportionate and be
able co justify the approach taken. le is always important to remember that the emphasis
in EIA is on likely sign.ificant effects rather than on comprehensive catal-0guing of every
conceivable effect chat might occur. Carefully chinking through what significant cumulative landscape and visual effects are likely to be generated by the proposal should
atilow a sensible decision to be reached at the scoping stage.

7.5

What should cumulative effects include?
Although the broad definitions above, of cumulative effects in general and cumulative
landscape and visual effects in particular, are widely adopted, there are different inter
pretations of what should be included in a cumulative effects assessment. The EIA
Regulations require chat in describing the aspects likely to be significantly affected by
a development, consideration should be gi.ven to the interrelationships between the
different environmental factors. In EIA practice these potentially quite complex inter
relationships are increasingly being exami.necl as part of the assessment of cumulative
effects. They are then dealt with under the heading of within-project (or intra-proiect)
cumulative effects.·1

7.6

Where this interpretation is applied in an EIA, those conducting the LVIA may need
co consider possible Jinks between landscape and visual effects and effects i-dencified
in other topic areas - for example relationships between noise effects and visual effects,
both of wruch may be related to the line of sight between source and receptor, or
the effects of featun.'s created by hydrology mirigation measures on landscape character. Bue landscape professionals are unlikely to have to carry out a comprehensive
assessment of th.is type of within-project cumulative effect unless also acting as the £IA
co-ordin ator.

7.7

Of greater importance for LVIA are the cumulative landscape and visual effects that
may resuh from an individual proj,ect that is being assessed interacting with the effects
of ocher proposed developments in the area. These are often referred -ro in EIA practice
as inter-project or between-project cumulative effects. Dealing with them requires
decisions about what other proposals should be included. The two key questions are:

7.8
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l. What types of cumulative effect should be considered - should they be on,ly those
from projects of the same type as the main project under consideration or include
those from other types of development in the vicinity?
2. What past, present or future proposals should be considered, either for the same or
different types of development?

What types of development should be included?
7.9

Cumulative effects assessment can be relevant to any form of development. In order
to ensure a proportional response to the particular development proposal under con
sideration agreement should be reached in the scoping stage, through discussion with
the competent auchority and consultation boclies and judgement by the assessor, on
the scope of che cumulative effecrs assessment.

7.10

In most cases the focus of the cumulative assessment will be on the additional effect
of the project in conjunction with orher developments of the same type ( as, for example,
in the case of wind farms; see SNH, 2012). In some cases, development of another type
or rypes will be relevant and may help ro give a more complete picture of the likely
significant cumulative effects. For example, previous or planned road improvements
or developments such as energy-from-wasce facilities are likely to be rel.evant 'ocher
developments' when assessing cumulative effects in relation to a major urban extension.

7.11

The requirement for consideration of cumulative landscape and visual effects is a matter
for a,greemenr at the scoping stage of the assessment but could relate to one or a com
binarion of:
• other examples of the same rype of development;
• other types of development proposed within the study area, including those that
may arise as an indirect consequence of the main project under consideration;
• in the case of large, complex projects, different scheme components or associated
and ancillary development rhat in some cases may require their own planning
consent.2

7 .12

In consultation with the competent authority (who in mrn may liaise wi.th ocher con
sultation bodies} i.t is also necessary ro agree rhe geographic excent (or srudy area} over
which the cumulacive effects will be assessed. 3 The work involved in assessing cumu
lative effects wi!L require the use of information supplied by the competent auchori ry
and consultation bodies about other schemes being considered in the cumulative
assessment, especially those still in rhe consenting system. As discussed in Paragraph
7.5, agreement between a.II parties on the extent of such work should consider what is
reasonable and proportional in rhe circumstances.

Timescale of proposals for inclusion
7.13

T his section sets out how devel·opment proposals at different stages in che planning
process, whether of the same or different types, should be treated in assessing cumu
lative landscape and visual effects. Taking 'che project' to mean the main proposaJ char
is being assessed, it is considered that exis.cing schemes and those whi.ch are under
construction should be included in che baseline for boch landscape and visual effects
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assessments {the LV[A baseline). The baseline for assessing cumulative landscape and
visual effects should then include those schemes considered in the LVIA and in addition
potential schemes that are not yet present in the landscape bur are at various srages in
the development and consenting process:
• schemes with planning consent;
• schemes that are the subject of a valid planning application that has not yet been
determined.
Schemes that are at the pre-planning or scoping stage are not generally considered in
the assessment of cumulative effects because furn information on which to base the
assessment is not available and because of uncertainty about what wi.ll actually occur,
that is, it is not 'reasonably foreseeable'. But there 111:iy be occasions where such
schemes may be included i,n tbe assessment if the competent authority or consultation
bodies consider this to be necessary. Such a request should only be made if absolutely
necessary co make a realistic assessment of potential cumulative effects. Ir should be
noted thar in England and Wales guidance from the Pla110.iJ1g Inspectorate expLcitly
indicates that nationally significant infrastructure applications should consider this
aspect in scoping th,·ir cumulative effects (Planning lnspeccorate, 2012).

7 .14

The baseline for the LVIA itsdf will include evidence about change that may affect
the landscape in the future (as described in Paragraph 5.18). There may therefore
be some degree of overlap wirh the baseline for the cumulative cffrcts assessment.
The key is to ensure that the assessment is true to the spirit of the generic definition
of cumulative effects i.n dealing with 'other past, present or reasonably foreseeable
accions' but that it is again proportional and reasonable and focuses on likely significant
effects.

7.15

There is no doubt that stakeholders, including local commull.ities, will not draw artificial distinctions between what already exists or is under construction and is therefore
part of the LVlA baseline, and what may happen as a result of schemes chat may be
implemented in the futme. They will be concerned about the totality of the cumulative
effect of past, present and future proposals. Those assessing these effects should rdlect
these concerns as realistically as possible while still keeping the task to a manageable
scale. EIA co-ordinators will ultimately need to ensure that a consistent approach is
adopted throughout the EIA and that the assessment of cumulative landscape and visual
effects is in line with this. To re-emphasise the point made in Paragraph 7.5, the key
for all cumulative impact assessments is co focus on the likely significant effects and in
particular those likely to influence decision making.

7.16

Types of cumulative effect
There are m:rny different types of cumulative landscape and visual effect tbat may need
co be considered. They can inc.lude:
• the effects of an extension co an existing development or the positioning of a new
development such that it extends or intensifies the landscape and/or visual effects
of the first development;
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• the 'filling' of an a.tea with either the same or different types of development over
time, such that it may be judged to have substantially altered the landscape resource
and views or visual amenity;
• the interact.ions between different types of developme.nt, each of which may have
different landscape and/or visual effects and where the coral effect is greater rhan
the sum of the parts;
• incremental change as a result of successive i.ndividual developments such that the
combined bndscape and/or visual effect is significant even though the individual
effects may not be;
• temporal effects, referring to the cumulative impacts of simultaneous and/or
successive projects that may affect communities and localities over an extended
period of rime;
• effects of development which have indirect effects on ocher development, either by
enabling it - for example a road development enabling new warehouses to be
constructed at a roundabout- or disabling it -for example by sterilising land; both
may in turn have landscape and/or visual effects;
• landscape and/or visual effecrs resulring from :i future action that removes something
from tbe existing landscape which may have consequences for other existing or
proposed development - for example an existing woodland may be felled or a
building removed, and chis in rurn may reveal views of existing or proposed
developments that would otherwise remain scn:cned.
7 .18

Agreemenr should also be reached about wht:ther the cumulative effects assessment is
to focus primarily on the additional effects of che main project under consideration,
or on the combined effects of all rhc past, present and future proposa.ls together with
the new project. Some of chose involved may tend to favour a limited view focused on
the addiciona.l effects of the project being assessed, on top of the cumulative baseline.
Some stakeholders may however be more interested in the combined effects of al.I the
pasr, current and furure proposals, including cbe proposed scheme. Again discussion
will be needed at the scoping stage with the competenr authority and the consultation
bodies about what can reasonably be expected, especially as assessing combined effects
involving a range of different proposals at different stages in the planning process can
be very complex. Furthermore the assessor will not have assessed the other schemes
and cannot therefore make a fully informed judgement. A more comprehensive over
view of the cumulative effects must rest with the competent authority.

Assessing cumulative landscape effects
7.19

Cu.mu.larive landscape effecrs may resuJr &-om adding new types of change or from increas
i.ng or extending the effects of rhe main project when it is considered in isolation. For
ex.3.Inple, the landscape effects of the main project may he judged of reJarively low signifi
cance when taken on their own, bur when taken togetht:r with the effecrs of other schemes,
usually of rhe same type, the cumulative landscape effects may become more significant.

Defining a study area
7.20

As with other aspects of cumulative effects, it wil I be important to agree wich the com
petent authority and ocher stakeholders both rhe approach to defining a srudy area
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and the resulting proposed study area. The approach muse be reasonable and propor
tional in order to keep the cask manageable and ensure char rhe focus is on cumulative
landscape effects chat are W<ely co be significant.
7.21

There are three practical approaches:
1. Since the concern is with the accumulation of effects on landscape character and the
components that contribute to ir, the mosr logical way co define a srudy area may
be co use the boundaries of rhe Landscape Character Type(s) or area(s), or some
tquivalenr area, rbat the proposal sirs within. This allows judgements about when
rhc cumulative landscape effects of the main project together with other develop
mencs become such as to change the landscape charnccer in the area ro a significantly
different character, perhaps sufficient to create a new landscape type or sub-type.
2. Another approach is ro use the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) defined in
assessing the visual effects of the scheme itself and the areas of overlap with the
ZTVs defined for the cumulative visual effects assessment. This is likely to be
particularly useful when rhe development in question may be seen in conjunction
with ocher developments in r.he vicinity and so may influence 1::tndscape character,
even if rhc ocher project� are not in the same cbar:1cter area. In this case a combi
nar.ion of the two methods may be most appropri:.ite.
3. A study area may be suggested by rhe competent authority ancl/or stakeholders
based on one or both of the two approaches above, or on ocher local considerations,
i.nduding views expressed to the competent authority by local groups, and supported
by dear jusrificarion.

Establishing the baseline for cumulative landscape effects
The baseline information for rhe assessment will usually start from the baseline for
the main project being assessed bur chis may need ro be modi.fi.ed, in terms of both the
extent of the area covered and the content, to aHow for the inclusion of ocher schemes.
The process will be the same as that described in Chapter 5. For reasons of economy
and efficiency maximum use will need to be made of existing Landscape Character
Asst:ssmcnts but, imporranrly, new surveys may be needed if existing ones do nor meet
the speci.fic 1H.:cds of rhe assessment of cumulative effects.

7.22

If new surveys should be needed to cover the wider study area for cumulative effects,
they should follow the same procedures as rhe ba.,c:line survey for r.he main project
being assessed. The result should be a clear, wel I-structured and acces:;i.ble account of
the landscape of the wider study area, covering its character, any division of the landscape inro character cypes or areas, and identi..6cation of key characteristics that give
each hndscape its distinctive character.

7.23

See Chapter 5 for details of baseline studies for landscape effects assessment.

The baseline survey should also identify designated landscapes in the study area,
whether at international, national, regional or, where appropr.iate, loca.l levels. Where
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there are no designations an assessment should be made of the value attached to the
landscape using the same methods as for the main project assessment.

See Chapter 5 for details of how to assess the value of landscapes where no
formal designation exists.

Identifying the landscape effects and assessing their significance
7 .25

Once the range of developments co be considered and the extent of the study area have
been agreed and the landscape baseline established, a map and inventory of all the
relevant projects to be considered should be prepared. Enough must be known about
the nature of the other projects to allow their landscape effects to be predicted and
described. This will allow the effects of the main proposal being assessed to be set
alongside these of the additional projecrs and the c11_mulative effects identified.
Cumulative landscape effects, either additional or combined as agreed in scoping, are
likely to include effects:
• on the fabric of the landscape as a resnlt of removal of or changes in individual
elements or featrnes of the landscape and/or the introduction of new elements or
features;
• on the aesthetic aspects of the landscape - for example its scale, sense of enclosure,
diversity, pattern and colour, and/or on its perceptual or experiential aruibutes, such
as a sense of naturalness, remoteness or tranquillity;
e
on
the overall character of the landscape- as a result of changes in the la.ndscape
,
fabric and/or in aesthetic or perceptual aspects, leading to modification of key
characteristics and possible creation of new landscape character if the changes are
substantial enough.

7 .26

The cumulative landscape effects (as with the landscape effects of the principal scheme
under consideration) must be considered particularly in terms of consequences for
the key characteristics of the landscape in question. Judgements must be made about
the compatibility of rhe proposals being considered with the existing characteristics
of the landscape - for example irs scale and pattern - and whether or nor the character
of the landscape is changed co such a □ e:xteor chat it becom.es a new landscape type or
sL1b-type.

7.27

Tn order ro keep rhe task of assessing cumulative landscape effects co a reasonable and
manageable scale the prediction of dfccrs and assessment of their significance shou.ld
ideally progress in parallel so chat ir is clear chat the emphasis will always be on the
most sig1lificaot effects. The approach co assess.ing the significaJ1ce of cumulative
landscape effects should be guided by the same principles as the approach to the initial
project assessment. Ir should consider:
• the susceptibility of rhe landscape receptor to the type of change under considera
tion; for cumulative landscape effects it is possible that existing landscape sensitivity
studies that cover the study area could provide useful preliminary information, bur
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•
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only if they cover the specific ty pe of development included in the cumulative effects
assessment and the specific location in question;
the value attached co the receptor under consideration, reflecting in particular its
designation status, including internationally recognised and nationally designated land
scapes, locally design�ued landscapes and other valued components of the landscape;
the size or scale of the cumulative landscape effects identified;
the extent of the geographical area covered by the cumulative landscape effects
identified;
the duration of the cumulative landscape effects , including the timescales relating
to both the:: project being assessed and the ocher projects being considered, and c:he
extent to which the cumulative effects may be considered reversible.

The most significant cumulative landscape effects are likely to be chose chat would give
rise to changes in the landscape character of the study a.rea of such an extent as co have
major t:fft!cts on its key characteristics and even, in some cases, co transform it into a
different landscape type. This may be the case where die project being considered itself
tips the balance through its additional effects. The emphasis must always remain on
the main project being assessed and how or whed1er it adds co or combines with the
ochers being considered co create a significant cumulative effect.

7 .28

Assessing cumulative visual effects
Cumulative visual effects are the effects on views and visual amenity enjoyed by people,
which may result either from adding the effects of the project being assessed co the
effects of the. other projects on the baseline conditions or from their combined effect.
This ill.I)' n:sult from changes in the content and character of the views experienced in
particular places due co introduction of new elements or removal of or damage co
existing ones.

7 .29

Defining a study area
The study area for identifying potential cumulative visual effects may be defined by
creating ZTVs (see Paragraphs 6.8-6.12) for each project that has been identified for
inclusion. In theory, in those areas where the ZTVs overlap, people at identified viewpoints may be able co see one or more of the developments and will therefore potentially
experience cw11Ulativc visual effects. Acrual visibili.ry does, however, depend upon a
variety of factors, which can include topography, aspect, tree cover, buildings or ocher
visual obstructions, elevation, direction and distance of view, and weather and light
conditions.
T

7.30

The initial study area may include all the overlapping Z Vs of all the relevant projects.
This approach has been particularly important in assessing wind f arms, which can be
visible over considerable distances (see Figures 7.lA and 7.lB), and so the study areas
for cumulative effects can be very extensive. This may nor necessarily be the case for
ocher rypes of development.

7 .31

Tht! distance between the visual receptors or viewpoints and the various projects does
influence the magnitude of the cumulative visual effects and so feeds into judgements

7.32
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of their sign ificance. Depending on the ty pe of development it may be considered that
more distant views are not likely to be significant and the study area can be re<luced
accordin!;ly. As with cumubtive landscape effects, common sense must prevail in decid
ing on rhe extent of study area that is appropriate and discussion wirh the competent
authoriry and consu_lration bodies should assist in agreeing a reasonable arl'a to be
covered.

Establishing the baseline for cumulative visual effects
7.33

The starting point for the description of the visual baseline is likely to be the same
as for the visual effects assessment of rhe main projecr being considered, although
amendments may be needed as the assessment develops. Assuming that relevant visual
receptors and viewpoints have been identified and used in defining the srudy area, rhe
baseline should consider:
• the people likely to be affected at each locarion, the activiry they are involved in
(a.nd therefore rhcir susceptibi.liry to changes in views and visual amenity) and the
number, if this information is available, or relative number (as in Paragraph 6.15),
of chose involved;
• the extent, nature and characteristics of the views and visual ameniry enjoy ed by
those people at chose viewpoints.

Identifying the visual effects and assessing their significance
7 .34

As a number of separate <lcvdopmencs must be considered, there is interest in the way
in which they may be experienced. This is particularly relevant for wind farm cumu
lative visual effects assessment (see Table 7.1). Ac one viewpoint someone looking at
the view in one direction may see all the projects at the same rime, or someone turning
through cbe whole 360 degrees may see different developments in different directions
and sectors of rhe view in succession. Users of linear routes, especial.ly footpaths or
other rights of \.vay, or transport routes, may potentially see the different developments
revealed in succession as a series of sequential views. Both rypes of experience need co
be considered where they are relevant.

7.35

Each view must be recorded and described at each selected viewpoint and also for rhe
sequential views experienced on i.mportaoc linear routes, making clear the nature of
rhe views of aU rhe developments selecred for inclusion in the assessment and rhe con
criburion of the project being assessed. Where the projects have yet to be constructed
and may not even be fully designed, a judgement will have to be made about thei.r
appearance, making clear any assumptions made or information used.

7.36

The most significant cumulative visual effects may need to be iJJustrated by visualisa
tions co indicare the change in views a.nd visual amen.icy compared witb cbe appearance
of the project being assessed on its own. The visual receptors will already have been
identified and categorised in terms of their unportance and sensitiviry to change and
these assessments will be unchanged unless new ones have been added specifically for
the cumulative effects ass('ssment. The magnitude of the visual effects may, however,
be altL:red by the add.ition of other developments and judgements must be made about
chis. Thought must also be given co the way in which any sequential views will be
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Table 7.1 Types of cumulative visual effect (summary based on SNH, 2012)
Generic
Combined·

Occurs where the observer is
able to see two or more
developments from one
viewpoint.

Sequential

Occurs when the observer has
to move to another viewpoint
to see the same or different
developments. Sequential
effects may be assessed for
travel along regularly used
routes such as major roads or
popular paths.

Specific

Characteristics

In combination

Where two or more developments
are or would be within the
observer's arc of vision at the
same time without moving her/his
head.

In succession

Where the observer has to turn
her/his head to see the various
developments - actual and
visualised.

Frequently
sequential

Where the features appear
regularly and with short time
lapses between instances
depending on speed of travel and
distance between the viewpoints.

Occasionally
sequential

Where longer time lapses
between appearances would
occur because the observer is
moving very slowly and/or there
are larger distances between the
viewpoints.

experienced, including the duration of views of other devel,opments in combin;ition
with the project.
The approach to assessing the significance of cumulative visual effects should be guided
by tl1c sam� principles as the approach to the initial project assessment as set out in
Chapter 6. le should consider the following criteria:
• the susceptibility of rhe visual receptors char have been assessed ro cha.nges in views
and visual amenity;
• rhe value attached to rhe views they experience;
• che size or scale of rhe cumulative visual effects identified;
• the geographical extent of rhe cumulative visual effects identified;
• the duration of che cumulative visual effects, including the timescales relating ro
both the project being assessed and rhe orher projects being considered, and che
extent ro which che cumulative effects may be considered reversible.
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7.38

Higher levels of significance may a.rise from cumulacive visual effects related to:
• developments that are in close proximity to cbe mai.n projecr and are clearly visible
together in views from the selected viewpoi.nts;
• developments that are highly inter-visible, with overlapping ZTVs - even though
the i.ndividual developments may be at some distance from the mai.n project and
from individual viewpoints, and wht;n viewed individually not particularly signif
icant, cbe overaU combi.ned cumulative effect on a viewer at a particular viewpoint
may be more significant.

Mitigating cumulative effects
7.39

fn accordance with the Regulations mitigation of significant adverse cumulative
landscape and visual effects needs to be considered. However, the possible actions that
might be taken to mitigate such effects are some.,vbat different from mitigation mea
sures to address effects identified through the standard process of LVIA. As these effects
arise from a number of different developments they cannot necessarily be addressed
by measures related only to the main project being considered.

7 .40

There may be some scope fo.r reduci.ng cumulative effects through changes to the main
project bei.ng considered, for example by considering appropriate siting, by d,anging
the scheme layout or by more convention:il use of planting or screening in order to
avoid or reduce its contribution to the curnulativl! effects. However., d epending on the
type of projecr, such traditional approaches may only work for cwnulative visual effects
. stances and for <.:crtai.n visual receptors.
in certain ci.rctun

7.41

Beyond this, wider concerns a bout cu.mul:.1tive effects may need to be addressed through
measures such as:
• partnership working between developers, the consenting authority and sratutory
bodies to produce an agreed package of solutions;
• community compensation/offset packages, which may be Jinked to partnership
working;
• consenting authority action, where the cumularive landscape and/or visual effects
of the proposal combined with rhe cumulativ(; baseline lead to a need for the con
senting o.uthority to take broader. action, such o.s impJ.ememing an ovetarching
mi. tig:1tion programme or amending planning poJicics based on their judgement that
the effects on recepcors have reached or passed an acceptable threshold.

Summary advice on good practice
• Cumulative landscape and visual effects must be considered in LVIA when it is carried
out as part of EIA.
• As this is an evolving area of practice those involved in assessing cumulative landscape
and visual effects should ensure that they keep abreast of relevant new guidance
that may emerge for particular forms of development.
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The scope of cumulative landscape and visual effects must be agreed at the outset in
discussion with the competent authority and consultation bodies.
As the emphasis is on likely significant effects, careful thought should be given to
what significant cumulative landscape and visual effects are likely to be generated.
This should allow a sensible decision to be reached at the scoping stage, so that the
task is reasonable and in proportion to the nature of the project under con
sideration.
In EIA practice interrelationships between different environmental factors are
increasingly being examined under the headi·ng of within-project (or intra-project)
cumulative effects, and those conducting an LVIA may need to consider possible links
between landscape and visual effects and effects identified in other topic areas.
However, between-project (or inter-project) cumulative effects are usually of greater
importance for LVIA and dealing with them requires decisions about what other
projects o.r proposa,ls should be included.
The scoping stage of the assessment should determine whether a cumulative effects
assessment should consider other examples of the same type of development and/or
other types of development proposed within the study area, including those that may
arise as an indirect consequence of the main project under consideration, and/or, in
the case of large, complex projects, different scheme components or associated and
ancil'lary development that in some cases may require their own planning consent.
In terms of the timescale of proposals for inclusion, existing schemes and those under
construction should be included in the baseline for both landscape and visual effects
assessment (the LVIA baseline).
The baseline for assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects should include
those schemes and in addition potential schemes that are not yet present in the
landscape but are at various stages in the development and consenting process,
including schemes with planning consent and schemes that are the subject of a val·id
planning application that has not yet been determined.
Schemes that are at the pre-planning or scoping stage are not generalily considered
in the assessment of cumulative effects because of lack of certainty, but there may
be occasions where such schemes may be induded if the competent authority or
consultation bodies consider this to be necessary.
Decisions about what projects to i,nclude should consider what is reasonable and pro
portiona-1 in the circumstances but also try to anticipate concerns that may be raised
by the public about cumulative effects.
Cumulative landscape effects may result from adding new types of change or by
increasing or extending the effects of the main project when it is considered in
isolation. The key for all cumulative impact assessments is to focus on the likely
significant effects and in particular those likely to influence decision making.
A study area for cumulative landscape effects can be defined by using: the boundaries
of the Landscape Character Type(s) or Area(s), or equivalent, that the project sits
within; or the ZTV defined in assessing the visual effects of the scheme itself and areas
of overlap with the ZTVs of projects defined for the cumulative visual effects assess
ment; or an area suggested by the competent authority and/or stakeholders.
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Cumulative landscape effects must be considered particularly in terms of conse
quences for the key characteristics of the landscape in question.
The most significant cumulative landscape effects are likely to be those that would
give rise to changes in the landscape character of the study area so as to result in
significant effects on its key characteristics and even, in some cases, to transform it
into a different landscape type.
The study area for identifying potential cumulative visual effects may include the
overlapping ZTVs for all of the relevant projects to be considered.
The starting point for description of the visual baseline is likely to be the same as for
the visual effects assessment of the main project being considered, although amend
ments may be needed as the assessment develops.
The view must be recorded and described at each selected viewpoint and also for the
sequential views experienced on important linear routes, making clear the nature of
the views of all the developments selected for inclusion in the assessment and the
contribution of the project being assessed.
Where the projects have yet to be constructed and may not even be fully designed,
a judgement will have to be reached about their appearance, making clear any
assumptions made or information used.
The most significant cumulative visual effects may need to be iHustrated by visual
isations to indicate the changing views and visual amenity compared with the
appearance of the project being assessed on its own.
The approach to assessing the significance of cumulative landscape and visual effects
should be guided by the same principles as those for the assessment of the landscape
and visual effects of the project itself.
Mitigation of significant adverse cumulative landscape and visual effects needs to be
considered but cannot necessarily be addressed by measures related only to the indi
vidual project being considered. Consideration may need to be given to partnership
working, to community offset/compensation packages and to consenting authority
action, such as implementing an overarching mitigation programme or amending
planning policies.
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lntroduction
8.1

This chapcec provides information on presentation techniques that may be used to com
municate the results of landscape and visual assessments. The same broad principles
apply where LVTA i.s carried out as:
• pare of an EIA, and presented in a similar way to other environmental topics landscape and visual effects usually appear either as separate or combined sections
of the Envii:ornnental Statement;
• a standalone 'appraisal' presented as a separate report to accompany a planning
application - this will contain the same ty pe of information as for an ETA but at a
level of detail which is appropriate co the scale and nature of the proposed devel
opment.
Where LVIA is undertaken as part of an EIA the approach to presentation should be
discussed with the EIA co-ordinator to ensu.re the content included in the main text of
the Environmental Statement is proportionate and appropriate to the significance
of the findings of the LVIA.

8.2

Whether the LVIA is part of an Environmental Statement or a standalone document
the presentation techniques must be carefully chosen and appropriately applied.
These documents are generally subject to close scrutiny and may need to be explained
and substantiated at a public inquiry. On the other hand the effort required to pro
duce appropriate illustrative material, especially visualisations to show the proposed
changes, must be kept in proportion to the natnre of the proposed developmenr.
Landscape appraisals of smaller projects are unlikely to merit rhe same level of rechnical
visualisation as larger projects subject to EIA. The approach to presentation and
the level of sophistication required in the i.Uustration of change should be discussed
and agreed with the competent authority at the outset. Final production of an
Environmental Statement should hear in mind rhe needs of those who will wish to read
it, ensuring:
• ease of dissemination, which may favour electconic rather than paper copies for
some audiences;
e, ease of reference by thoughtful naming of files;
• appropriate font size and graphics to enable reading on screen; and
• attencion to file sizes to aid access to illustrations, while still maintaining legibility.
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Structure and content of a landscape and visual
impact report
The structure and content of a report on the assessment of landscape and visual effects
will follow a broadly similar pattern in each case, but there will be variations reflecting,
for example, the scope of work agreed with the competent authority and consultees
and the likely significance of the landscape and visual resources affected. In an EIA,
agreement will be needed on how cumulative landscape and visual effects are to be
covered - either as part of a separate cumulative effects section of the Environmental
Statement or as a sub-section of the chapters dealing specifically with landscape and
visual effects.

8.3

In view of the clear djfferences between landscape effects and visual effects and the
potential for them to be confused, it is good practice to report on them separately. They
may either be coveted in two separate chapters of the Environmental Statement or in
two clearly distinguished parts of the same chapter. The choice will depend on the
complexity of the proposal and the issues that it raises. Relevant appendices, maps and
illustrations should also be similarly distinguished. Care should be taken to ensure chat
the baseline information relevant to both landscape and visual effects is not separated
too much from the identification and description of effects. In complex EIAs th.is can
easily happen if the EIA co-ordinator decides that baseline conditions will be separately
reported for all topics in the Environmental Statement. Placing the baseline description
together with the assessment of the effects is usually more effective in allowing the
chain of reasoning from the baseline to the effects assessment to be demonstrated.

8.4

In an Environmental Statement the structure of repon:ing should ideally be consistent
across the environmental topics, covering the baseline conditions, description of the
predicted effects, proposed mitigation and assessment of the significance of the effects.
Reporting may reflect relationships between topics, for example placing cultural
heritage and ecology topics relating to historic and natural dimensions of the landscape
next to the landscape topic, since they are closely related to each other. Reporting may
also reflect the relative significance of effects, for example by placing the LVIA before
topics such as cultural heritage and ecology, where landscape and visual effects are
seen as the key issues. Text should also make clear the nature of these and other inter
relationships and provide appropriate cross references.

8.5

T he opening sections of any report on an LVIA should present basic information on
matters such as objectives, responsibilities and methodology. In an EIA some of these
topics will be common to the whole EIA and should be reported on in one place. Those
specific to the LVIA, which may need to be reported separately, include:

8.6

• the planning and legal context relevant to landscape and visual matters, including
planning policies and guidance dealing with relevant landscape matters, such as
landscape designations and any relevant landscape strategies;
• the remit of those responsible for preparing the assessment;
• the scope of the assessment agreed wi.th the competent authority and consultation
bodies, including for example study areas, key landscape and visual issu-es, any
issues omitted by agreement from the full assessment, agreed landscape and visual
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receptors, selection of viewpoints, and the scope of aQd approach to the cumulative
landscape and visual effects assessment;
• the methods used, including any specific landscape and visual assessment techniques
and the approach to assessing significance;
• practical constraints encountered in carrying out the work, assumptions made and
any data deficiencies that have been encountered, as required by the EIA Regulations.
8.7

The chapter(s) of the EnvirnnmentaJ Statement dealing with landscape and visual
effects, or the separate LVIA report, should contain:
• a clear description of any components of the proposed development that are of
particular relevance to the assessment of landscape and visual effects;
• an explanation of how landscape and visual considerarions contributed to the
evolution of the scheme's design.

8.8

Landscape effects and visual effects should be covered separately and, in each case,
reporting should include:
• description of the baseline conditions relevant to that topic, although if baseline
information for all topics is in one chapter, the LVIA chapter should provide a swn
mary of the key relevant findings;
• systematic idenrificatton and descriprion of the potentially significant effects that
are Likely to occur;
• transparent and clearly explained assessment of the significance of the effects;
• description of further measures, in addition to those already incorporated into the
scheme, designed to reduce significant adverse effects or tO offset or compensate for
them;
• explanation of the way that any measures included as part of the mitigation package
will actually be delivered in practice, including reference to any need for monitoring;
• a summary of the significant effects remaining after mitigation.

Presenting information on landscape and visual effects
8.9

The choice of appropriate presentation tech.niques is crucial to good communication.
Much of the detailed material about landscape and visual effects will be presented as
written text supported by maps, illustrations and photographs. Writing should be
comprehensive, covering all the material assembled in the assessment, but also concise

and to the point and written in plain, easy-to-understand language. Above all it should
be impartial and dispassionate, presenting information and reasoning accurately and
in a balanced way and making clear where statements are based on the author's judge
ment. Clear and, as far as possible, standard definitions should be provided for any
technical terms that are used, supported by a glossary of terms.
8.10

Tables and matrices, if used and described correctly, can be effective in complementing
the text, providing a useful summary of important information. They can assist with
comparisons, for example between different scheme options and types of effect, which
can be especially valuable in the early stages of planning and design. They can also be
a useful way of making potentially large volumes of complex information more readily
accessible to the competent authority charged with making a decision, to consultees
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and also to tbe pLLblic. Such rabies must be carefully and consistently prepared, as
decision makers may rely on chem to provide a summary of rhe landscape .'.Ind visual
effects. It should, however, be stressed that these rabies, and any matrices related to
judgements of significance, should be used ro support and ro summarise narrative
descriptive teA't, rather rhan ro replace it.

See Paragraphs 3.30-3.36 for discussion of using tab'les and matrices in
presenting assessments of significance.

Provided that they are well thought our, illustrations can often communicate informarion more quickly and easily than rext. They can have an especially important role
in relation ro landscape and visual effects. Much essential landscape and visu;il informacion can be communicated through well-designed maps and plans, and appropriate
photographs and other illusr.rarive material. Text and illustrations need to work well
together, with each complementing and supporting the other. lllusrrations shou.ld be
relevant ro and support the rexr, wh.ich should cross-refer ro them so rc;iJers can relate
the rexr ro the illustrarion or look to the illusr.rarion ro help them understand what is
being :;aid in the text. IJ.lustrarions should support rather than duplicate the content of
the text.

8.11

Illusrrarions, whatever rheir form, shoLJld have a specific purpose. They should be
designed to provide information of clear relevance to rhe assessment and to aid
communication. Tbe amount and rypc of illusrrative marerial should be in proportion
to the task in band and should be agreed in consultarion wirh rhe competent authority.
It is important to show as realisrically as possible how the development will appear
both in relarion tor.he surrounding landscape and from specific viewpoinrs from which
it will be seen by particular groups of people. There may be specific guidance oo what
the competent authority expects by way of illustrations in an Environmental Statement,
which applies in particular administrative areas and/or to particular rypes of development. This should also guide the approach.

8.12

Map information
Maps and plans, at suitable scales and levels of detail, should be prepared using appropriate digital and manual methods and included in the Environmental Statement. They
shouJd illustrate key spatial aspects of the LVlA, including:
• the precise location and nature of the proposal, including information about phasing
and any associated development in other locations;
• the Landscape cha.racter of the area, including landscape types or areas that have
been identified and, where appropriate, the distribution of important individual
elements of rhe land�c:ipe rhat may be affected by the proposed development;
• evidence about the value att::iched to the landscape, i.ncludiog the boundaries of any
relevant national, local or other designations;
• the agreed extent of the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (or cqujvalenr) of the pro
posed development, ar an appropriate scale and prinred on an appropriate sheet
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size co allow foe ease of reference. The accompanying text should include details of
how the ZTV has be:en <;onstructed including, as necessary and appropriate:
- details of the topographic daca source and its accuracy;
- confirmation of whether or not it is based on bare ground survey or whether
other land use data has been inclu,kd;
- confirmation as co whether earth cu.rvacure and refraction of light have been
rakcn into account;
- derails of viewer eye heighr used ro calculate the ZTV;
• the location of selected viewpoinrs used ro assess visual effects;
• disrance zones indicating how far these viewpoints and different parts of rhe ZTV
are from rhe proposed location of the project;
• maps showing acc.:uratcly rhe detailed location, direction of view and angle of view
for each of the viewpoints, co be read in conjunction with the photographs and
photomoncages from these viewpoints;
• in the case of cumulative effects, rhe location of the ocher developments included i.n
the assessment, the location of relcvanr receptors, and the extent of associated Z1Vs.
8.14

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and related software can be especiaUy useful
in analysing and presenting information relevant to both the landscape and rhe visual
baselines. These cools allow byers of data on a variety of topics to be collared, sieved,
superimposed and incorporated in various ways into t.he Environmental Statement.
Where i.c is relevant, this can be p,Hticularly useful in analysing and presenting
relationships between baseline data on topics such as topography, soils, hydrology,
vegetation and habitats, popuhcion and settlement patterns, trausport networks,
land use, and historical and cultural features, as well as their interactions rhac create
landscape character.

Photographs and visualisations
8.15

Phorographs can have an important role ro play in commu nicating information about
tbe landscape and visual effects of a proposed development, although it is acknowl
edged chat they cannot convey exactly the way that the effects would appear on sice.
In di.:aling with landscape effects phorographs shou.ld be included in the Environmental
Statement co illustrate the:: landscape character of th.e site and its conrext. It is not
possible to include phorographs of every parr of every different bndscape and so pho
tographs should be selected ro illusrrare a representative range of Landscape Character
Types or Areas, and some of their imrorcant key characteristics. When incorporating
photographs the following points should be considered:
• The locations from which the phorographs are taken should be carefully chosen, in
discussion with the competent authority.
• Prevailing weather and atmospheric conditions and effects on visibiLiry should
norm:illy be described, idcoJJy using consistent Meteorological Office terminology,'
and any effects of the conditions on the photographs should be noted.
• Seasonal effects on the phorographs and the landscape chey are illustrating are
important and should be noted.
• Technical aspects of the phorography, including lens type and focal length, should
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Figure 8.1 Photomontage of a new building near the urban edge showing
its appearance from a viewpoint in the surrounding landscape
after one year and after fifteen years (extract)

be stated with reasons given for the choices made. For further details see the
Landscape Jnstintte's technical note on photography (Landscape Institute, 2011).
Phorogr:iphs should be used in rhe baseline for the visual effects assessment to illustrate
existing views and visual amenity at agreed viewpoints. The predicted changes must
be described in rhe text but should also be illustrated by means of visualisations showing, from representative viewpoints, how rhe changes in views will appear. Ir will nor
usually be possible co prepare visualisations for every viewpoint that has been identified
and ch.ere will need to be discussions with the competent authority and consultation
bod ics to ensure that an appropriate number and range of viewpoints is used, allowing
rhe significant visual effects ro be illustrated at a range of representative locations
covering rhe types of visual receptor.

8.16

Since the second edition of this guidance was published there have been great
developments in d.igical technology, providing a range of options including borh two
dimensiona 1 (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) approach.es. Many different faetors need

8.17
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Figure 8.2A-B Photomontages illustrating the effects of seasonal change on the visibility of proposed buildings

.,..,.2011
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Table 8.1 Choosing appropriate illustrative techniques
Step 1

Discuss the project with the client a,nd the competent authority to work out
what is required for illustration of the assessment, taking account of the
audience. Consider the type of graphics and presentation likely to be most
appropriate for the proposed development, taking account of the scale and
complexity of the proposal and taking steps to ensure that the approach is
proportionate - there is little advantage in using advanced techniques if a
simple thumbnail sketch may be more appropriate.

Step 2

Explore further to determine which options should be pu.rsued, from 2D
photomontages to 30 animation or fully interactive virtual reality. This may
reflect time constraints, resource issues and the needs of the different
audiences involved.

Step 3

Consider the level of costs and benefits associated with each approach to
enable the client to make an informed choice, bearing in mind the
requirements of the Regulations and the requirements of the competent
authority.

Ste,p 4

Identify delivery dates for the presentation material and relate this to critical
project mil:estones, such as submission of the planning application, to ensure
appropriate time is allowed for key steps, such as delivery of Ordnance
Survey data or preparation of a site survey, as well[ as for work with the
project design team.

Ste,p 5

Ag,ree with the client the technique to be used, the projected costs and a
programme, and inform the competent authority of the approach to be used.

Step 6

Al'low time for consultation with the client and the competent authority at
an intermediate stage to allow for any changes i•n the proposed
development.

to be taken into account in deciding what form of i.Uustrative techniques to use in a
particular project, especially when choosing between 2D and 3D techniques. They need
to be appropriate to the type and scale of project envisaged and also to take account
of a wide range of practical considerations. Table 8.1 summarises some of the key steps
ro take in reaching decisions on which approach ro use, assuming flexibility in the
resources and time available.
8.18

Photomontage

Photomontage is the most widespread and popular visua.lisation technique for illus
trating changes in views and visual amenity. A photomo.ntage is the superimposition
of an image onto a photograph for the purpose of creatL11g a representation of potential
changes to any view. Its main advantage is that i-t can illustrate the development within
the 'real' landscape and from known viewpoints. The Landscape Institute has provided
comprehensive guidance on this subject, noting that:
The objective of a photomontage is to simulate the likely visual changes that
would result from a proposed development, and to produce printed images of a
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size and resolution sufficient co march the perspective in the same view in che
field.
(Landscape Insciruce, 2011: 3)
To meet che rigorous requirements of planning applications and public inquiries photomontages must be technically accurate, co a degree appropriate co the nature of the
project. Ii ocher images are also prepared simply to show che nature of rhe proposed
development then the same degree of accuracy may not be required, although fair repre
sentation remains important. As both produces may appear graphically similar ic is
viral that ,1II parties understand the distinction between them, in terms of rhe time chat
they cake to prepare, the associated coses and their practical use, remembering their
purpose is to illustrate the effects on viewers rather than to illustrate tbe proposals
themselves (as in anises' impressions).

8.19

The phocomontages that are included in an Environmental Statement must meet
appropriate standards, as described in che Landscape Institute's ad vice.: note on requirements for photography and photomontage. There is also specific gu.idance on preparing
and presenting visnal representations of wind forms, produced in Scotland but which,
as noted previously, is widely used elsewhere. Pa.rricubr reference should be made co
chest documt:nts (and any amendments) for derailed tt:chnical guidance and for
cliscussion of more theoretical aspects of visual representation. This is an evolving area
of practice and bndscape professionals should be alerr co any new guidance that may
emerge.

8.20

Approaches to the preparation of photomontages and the means of making them
available to different audiences should be discussed with the competent authority at
the scoping stages and as the work on the assessment evolves. The methods used, any
difficn.lties that may arise, decisions taken and final specifications for the visual material
.included in or with the Environmental Statement should all be set out clearly in a
statement of methods.

8.21

In preparing phocomoncages key requirements are chat:

8.22

• all viewpoints that are to be used should be photographed at locations chat ate
representative of the view io question aod of the character of the location;
• sufficiently high-quality phocographs should be used as the srnrcing point for the
production of cJ1c images;
• weath<:r conditions shown in the photographs should (with justification provided
for the choice) be either:
- representative of rhose generally prevailing in the area; or
- ca ken in good visibility, seeking to represent a maximum visibility scenario when
the Jcvclopment may be highly visible;
• the photomontages should show relevant components of the development that are
predicted to be visible from each viewpoint, including any associated land use
change and, where appropriate and feasible, access arrangements;
• rendering of the p.hotomontages should in general be as photorealistic as possible,
but:
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Figu.re 8.3 Cumulative photomontage of redevelopment at Twickenham Railway Station with
other permitted development, a neighbouring hotel extension. Note the aspect ratio
of the image to encompass the vertical field of view of the urban context; camera
used in portrait orientation

- where the scheme is nor fully developed visualisations must be based on clea.rly
sta.red assumptions abont how the development may appear;
- for large-sea.le urban developments block models are often used, illustrating scale,
massing and arrangement, but without architectural detaiJing - although nor
photorealisric these can srill be useful in represenring rhe change in rhe view;
• the field of view and image sizes of the completed photomomages should be selected
to give a reasonably realistic view of how the landscape will appear when rbe image
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is held at the correct specified viewing distance from the eye (usually bet\,veen 300
millimetres and 500 millimetres).
Visual representations can never be the same as rhe rea.l experience of r.he change that
is to take place. They are tools designed to assist all interested parries to understand
how chc change proposed will affect views at particular viewpoints. Ir is sometimes
argued that the most suitable way to view photomontages is in the field where they
can be compared with the real view. There is no doubt that this is desirable, but it is
not always possible, especially for the general public, and one of the pLU"poses of pho
tomonrages is to 111:1ke up for the fact that not all interested parties can visit the sire
and the viewpoints. It is therefore essential that not only should the devdopmcnt itself
be represented fairly and accurately but that it should be capable of being understood
within its landscape context (see Landscape Institute, 2011 ). Careful thought must also
be given to how images are made available to different audiences, including sizes and
types of image and printing quality. Photomontages should be printed at an appropriate
scale for comfortable viewing at rhe correct distance.

8.23

Photomonrages are preceded by creation of wi.relines or wirdrames, which in themselves can be a va.luable aid to understanding the effects of a proposed development.
These arc computer-genera red line drawings, based on a d.igit.1.l terrain model combined
with information ;1bout the location and scale of components of the development, to
give a relatively simple indication of how the proposal will appear from different
viewpoints. They :m: rdatively quick to produce and so cao be developed for a larger
number of viewpoints, only some of which may then need to be used for preparation
of full photomontages and for .reporting purposes.

8.24

It has been common practice in the past, especiaUy for wind farms, to present phoromonragcs in what has been called the 'triple arrangement', in which, for a particular
view, a panoramic baseline photograph, a marching wireframe image of the proposal
and a fully rendered phoromuntage are combined on one landscape-form;Jt A3 �heet.
Ir is now gener31ly accepted that th.is arrangement may compromise other important
standards such as image size and ideal viewing distance. This form of presentation may
still be useftu for discussion bet\,Veen landscape professionals involved in technical work
on assessing visual effects, but in general is not considered to be the best way to
communicate with non-landscape experts, for example in the competent authoriry or
stakeholder organisations, or with the general public. For non-expert audiences rhe
emphasis should be on images chat are more stra.ightforwa rd to read and that do not
require a high degree of technical interpretation.

8.25

Photomontilges should be reproduced at an agreed image size and should show an
appropriare level of detail. Togl·ther ,vith associared baseline photographs and wireframes for key viewpoims, rhese will generally be i.ncorporated inco a sep::irate volmrn:
of the Environmental Scatemenc, although chis can sometimes make cross-referencing
co the cexc more di.fficulc.

8.26

The Non-Technical Summary of the Environmental Statement, wh.ich is required to
communicate th(; content ro a wider non-specialist audience (IE!vlA, 20126), 111:1y also
include some photomonrages of key views in an appropriate format but in this case it
should be emphasised that they are only selected images and that full understanding

8.27
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requires examination of the full set of images. For all audiences guidance should be
provided on how to view the image in order to best represent how the proposal \vould
appear i.f constructed. The d.iiferenr views co be i.ncludcd i.n the Non-Technical
Summary should be agreed with the ElA co-ordinator and the competent authority in
ad\·ance and the location of the viewpoints shouJd be clearly shown in each case.
3D models

8.28

More advanced approaches to visua.lisation are based on 3D computer simulations,
such as virmal reality models bui.lt up from map data, digital terrain models and aerial
photographic data. They can range from simple massing studies co inclusion o1
sigriificant levels of detail. Such models are not requ.ired for most projects and a.re
demanding of resources and computer power. They can, however, where appropriate,
cover a sufficiently large area to demonstrate th1.: wider context and setting of a pro
posed development. Once a 3D model has been created, i.t becomes possible to view
any aspect of the development from any viewpoint contained within t.l1e boundary of
the model as well as to create and view fly-through imaging. Once baseline conditions
are modelled, variations to a scheme can bt relatively easily produced and compared.

8.29

Such approaches are most useful where there is a need co portray complex devel
opments in more detail than can easily be achi(;veJ using a single or even several
phoromoncages - for example where there is a requirement to sdect a large number of
viewpoints, moving perhaps from an aerial co a ground perspective and on into the
inrerior of a buildi.ng. An animated sequence may also be helpful in explaining the
oricn.rarion of a site more dynamically than a series of single photogr:1phs can achieve.
Equally they do not necessarily represent the way that people would actuaUy experience
the change and so can be misleading in an assessment context.

8.30

Achieving a high level of detail in such models takes considerable rime and can incu.r
considerably higher coses. The purpose of and audience for the model must be carefully
considered before deciding what is required, in discussion with the client and the
competent authority. The precise choice of cechniqL1es for illustration of a particu.lar
schnrn; will depend on the data available, a.nd especially on rhe timing of the work and
the buJget available. Several economit's may also be possible - for example using rhe
same model to generate an accurate 2D perspecttve, which may t.l1en form the basis of
a 3D :1nimaced virtual reality sequence.

8.31

Carefol rhougln must be given ro how rhe compelel\t aurhoricy, srnkeholders and the
public wi.U view graphic and especially 3D material and animations. Ideal.ly alJ parries
should have access ro the same type of information and illusrrarive material. Digital
images cannot a.lway s be incorporared into hard copy reports like the Environmental
Sea.cement irself or its technical appendices. But they can be supplied on a CD or DVD,
or incorporated into a presenration using software programmes such as PowerPoi.nt,
or made available on websites co allow as ma.ny people as possible to have access to
rhcm. More complex material, especially 3D and animated graphics, muse be used with
caution as people may nor hnve accc�s co the necessary technology to view it. Public
meetings or exhibitions are likely to be the main way of showing such i.nformation bur
these may only reach a Jim.iced number of stakeholders.
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Figure 8.4 A 3D model was produced for this proposed bottling hall to enable the proposed development to be accurately
depicted in a photomontage
.)
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8.32

Non-digital forms of visual representation
Other □ on-digital visualisation techniques may also be appropriate, for example when
speed of production and avai.lable budget arc limiting factors, or simply when they are
preferred . The main alternatives are overlays and perspective sketches - either hand
drawn or constructed over computer-generated WLre lines. Hand-drawn work can be
more rjme consuming than the digital equivalent and is more difficult to amend but
can still be useful if well executed. Artists' impressions should only be used if rhey are
suf.fietently accurate to be meaningful and their limitations are made dear.

8.33

Physica.1 (as opposed ro digiral) models tend to be expensive ro produce, but can be
particularly useful in public consultation, especially in urban settings. As 3D printers
become more affordable, they may in future offer an option for generating physical
models more rapidly.

8.34

Finally, using photographs of similar developments to ilh1strate what a proposal may
bt: like can be very helpful, provided it is made absolurely clear tbar they are of anor.her
development and are indicative and for illustrative purposes only.

Review of the landscape and visual effects content
of an Environmental Statement
8.35

Competent authorities receiving Environmental Statements will often subject the docu
ments to formal review of both the adequacy of the content and of their quality. The
review process will usually check that the assessment:
• meets the requirements of the relevant Regulations;
• is in accordance with releYant guidance;
• is appropriate and in proportion to the scale and nature of the proposed develop
ment;
• meets the reguiremenrs agreed in discussions with the comperent authority and
consultation bodies d uring scoping and subsequl:nt consultations.

8.36

The summary good practice points in this guidance should assisr i.o review of rhe land
scape and visual effects conrem of an Environmenral Statement. In addition, several
existing sources may also help anyone involved in revil:wing this topic to decide what
co look for:
• IE.lV!A has developed a set of general criteria for reviewing Environmental Statements
and regisrrancs for rhc EIA Quality Mark must meet rhe crireria (IEMA, 201 la).
• The former Counrryside Commission published criteria for reviewing the landscape
and countryside recreation contt:nt of Environmenral Statements (Counrryside
Commission, 1994).
• Appendix 1 of Scottish Natural Heritage's handbook on Environmental Impact
Assessment contains useful tests co help judge the bndscape and visuaJ effects con
rent of Environmental Statements (David Tyldesley and Associates, 2009).

8.37

The competent authority may need to consider whether it would be advisable ro seek
specialist advice or experrise, or indeed to appoi.□t an independent third party to carry
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Figure 8.5 Review and monitoring: what actua,lly happened compared
with what was predicted in the LVIA
Top: Pre-existing view
Middle: Photomontage of proposed road improvement
Bottom: As-built view

out or advise on the review. Advice on whether landscape and visual effects are ade
quately and effectively covered should, if requi,red, be sought from suirably qualified
landscape professionals. Whoever carries out the review, it should generally consider,
among other matters chat may be agreed:
• the scope, content afld appropriateness of both the landscape and the visual basehne
studies;
• the methods used in conducting the assessment of landscape and visual effects;
• the accuracy and completeness of che identification of the landscape and visual effects;
• the appropriateness of proposed mitigation, boch in terms of measures incorporated
into che scheme design and chose identified to mitigate further the effects of the scheme;
• the approach co judging the significance of the effects identified, in terms of trans
parency and clarity of communi cation, and accuracy in identifying and describing
the significant residual effects;
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• the appropriate handling of cumulative landscape and visual effects, given the agreed
scope and requLrements for this work;
• the appropriate communication of all aspects of the assessment of landscape and
visual effects in text, tab,les and illustrations;
• the effectiveness of visualisations in communicating the visual effects of the pro
posals at agreed viewpoints.

Summary advice on good practice
• The same broad principles for presenting landscape and visual effects informa,tion
apply whether LVIA is carried out as part of an EIA or as a sta,ndalone 'appraisal'.
• Where LVIA is undertaken as part of an EIA, the approach to presentation should be
discussed with the EIA co-ordinator to ensure the content included in the main text
of the Environmental Statement is proportionate and appropriate to the significance
of the findings of the LVIA.
1

• Presentation techniques must be carefuHy chosen and appropriately applied. The
approach to presentation and the level of sophistication required i,n the illustration
of change should be discussed and agreed with the competent authority at the outset.
• The effort required to produce appropriate illustrative material, especially visualisa
tions to show the proposed changes, must be kept in proportion to the nature of the
proposed development.
• The structure and content of a report on the assessment of landscape and visual
effects will follow a broadly simiilar pattern in each case, but with variations reflecting
particular circumstances.
• Agreement will be needed on how cumu.lative landscape and visual effects a-re to be
covered - either as part of a separate cumulative effects section of the Envirnnmental
Statement or as a sub-section of the chapters dealing specificaMy with landscape and
visual effects.
• In view of the clear differences between landscape effects and visual effects and the
potential for them to be confused, it is good practice to report on them separately
and to clearly disti,nguish between them.
• Ideally baseline information relevant to landscape and to visual effects should not be
separated from the identification and description of effects, but where the EIA co
ordinator wishes to have a separate chapter on baseline findings the main findings
should be summa,rised in the landscape and visual chapters.
• In an Environmental Statement the structure of reporting wiil need to be consistent
across the envirnnmental topics and to reflect relationships between topics, for exam
ple placing cultural heritage and ecology/nature conservation topics next to the
landscape topic.
• Reporting of both landscape effects and visual effects should include description of
the baseline, identification and description of effects, assessment of the significance
of the effects, and description of mitigation measures, including how they will be
delivered.
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The choice of appropriate presentation techniques is crucial to good communication.
Text should be comprehensive but also concise and to the point, and written in plain
and easy-to-understand language.
Text should be impartial and dispassionate, presenting information and reasoning
accurately and in a balanced way, and making clear where statements are based on
the author's judgement.
Clear definitions should be provided for any technica,1 terms that are used, supported
by a glossary of terms.
Tables, and any matrices related to judgements of significance, should be used to
support and to summarise narrative descriptive text rather than to replace it.
Text and iHustrations need to work well together, with each complementing and
supporting the other and with illustrations supporting rather than duplicati,ng the
content of the text.
,
The amount and type of illustrative material should be in proportion to the task in
hand a-nd should be agreed in consultation with the competent authority.
Maps, at suitable scales and levels of detai.1, should be prepared using appropriate
digital methods and included in the Environmental Statement to illustrate key spatial
aspects of the LVIA.
Photographs can have an important role to play in communi-cating information about
the landscape and the visual effects of a proposed development, although they
cannot convey exactly the way that the effects would appear on site.
For landscape effects photographs should illustrate the landscape character of the
site and its context, from locations carefully chosen i-n discussion with the competent
authority, with preva-il, ing weather and atmospheric conditions described, seasonal
effects noted, and technical details of the photography recorded.
In the baseline for visua·I effects photographs should iMustrate existing views and
visua,I amenity at agreed viewpoints. Change is best illustrated by means o,f visua,1isations, although these are not a substitute for descriptions in the text and may need
to be accompanied by further explanation and description.
Choosing the right approach for visualisations requires careful consideration. They
need to be appropriate to the type a-nd scale of project envisaged and also to take
account of a wide range of practical considerations.
Photomontage is the most widespread and popular visualisation technique for illus
trati,ng changes in views and visual amenity. It must be techn,ically accurate to a
degree appropriate to the nature of the project and reflecting discussions with the
competent authority.
The photomontages that are included in an Environmental Statement must meet
appropriate standards as described in the Landscape lnstitute's advice note {and any
amendments) on requirements for photography and photomontage, and reflect
other relevant guidance.
Photomontages should be based on sufficiently high-quality photographs that are
representative of the view in question, show appropriate (and justified) levels of
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visibility, show relevant components of the development as realistically as possible,
and be printed at an appropriate scale for comfortable viewing at the correct
distance.
, g photomontages in the 'triple arrangement', in which a panoramic baseline
Presentin
photograph, a matching wireframe image of the proposal and a fully rendered pho
tomontage are combined, may compromise other important standards such as image
size and idea,! viewing distan
, ce.
Photomontages should be reproduced at an agreed image size and should show an
appropriate level of detail. They may be incorporated into a separate volume of the
Environmental Statement if necessary.
The Non-Technical Summary of the Environmental Statement may also include some
photomontages of key vi.ews but it should be emphasised that they are only selected
images and that fuM understanding requires examination of the full set of images.
3D models are most usefu,I where there is a need to portray complex developments
in more deta-il than can easily be achieved using a single or even several photomon
tages. They are not required for most projects and are demanding of resources and
computer power.
Careful thought must be given to how the competent authority, stakeholders and
the public will view graphics, and especially 3D material and animations. Ideally all
parties should have access to the same type of information a·nd illustrative material.
Non-digital visualisation techniques, such as overlays and perspective sketches (either
hand drawn or constructed over computer-generated wire lines), may also be appro
priate, for example when speed of production and av.a,ilable budget are limiting
factors, or simply when they are preferred and illustrate the proposals adequately.
The competent authority will review the adequacy of the landscape and visual effects
material included in the Environmental Statement, and the summary good practice
points in this guidance and several other existing sources may help in this. If special,ist
advice or expertise is required to assist with the review it shou Id be sought from
suitably qual-ified landscape professionals.
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This glossary has been prepared specifically for chi:, t:dicion of the GLVIA and defines
the meanings given to these terms as used in the context of this guidance.

Access land Land where the public have access either by legal right or by informal
agreement.

Baseline studies Work done co determine and describe rl1e environmental conditions
against which any fu-ru.re changes can be measured or predicted and assessed.
Characterisation The process of identifying areas of similar landscape character,
classifying and mapping them and describing their character.
Characteristics Elements, or combinations of elements, which make a contribution
to distinctive landscape character.
Compensation Measures devised co offset or compensate for residual adverse effects
which cannot be prevented/avoided or further reduced.

Competent authority The authority which determines the application for consent,

permission, licence or ocher authorisation co proceed with a proposal. It is the aurhoricy
that must consider the environmental information befort' gr anting any kind of authori
sation.

Consultation bodies Any body specified in the relevant EIA Regulations which the

competent authority muse consult in respect of an ElA, and which also has a duty to
provide a scoping opi.nion and information.

De-sjgnated landscape Areas of landscape identified as being of importance at
intt:rnational, national or locaJ levels, either defined by statute or identified in develop
ment plans or ocher documents.

Development Any proposal that results in a change to the landscape and/or visual
environment.

Direct effect An effect chat is directly attributable co the proposed development.
'Do nothing' situation Continued change or evolution in the landscape in the
absence of the proposed development.

Ecosystem services The bc.:ndics provided by ecosysrc.:ms that contribute co making
human life both possible anJ worth Living. The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(www.unep.org/maweb/en/index.aspx) grouped ecosystem services into four broad
categories:
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1. supporring services, such as nutrient cycling, oxygen production and soil formarion
- these underpin rhe provision of rhe orber 'service' categories;
2. provisioning services, such as food, fibre, fuel and water;
3. regularing services, such as climate regulation, water purification and flood protection;
4. cultural services, such as education, recreation, .and aesthetic value.

Elements Individual parts which make up the landscape, such as, for exampl�, trees,
hedges and buildings.
Enhancement Proposals rhat i.:ek ro improve the landscape resource and the visual
amenity of the proposed development site and its wider setting, over and above its
baselini; condition.
Environmental Impact Assessment {EIA) The process o,f gathering environmental

informarion; describing a development; identifying and describing the likely significant
environmental effects of the project; defining ways of preventing/a voiding, reducing,
or offserring or compensating for any adverse effects; consulting the general public and
specific bodies with responsibilities for the environment; anJ presenting the results ro
rhe competent ::iuchoriry to inform the decision on whether the project should proceed.

Environmental Statement A statement tnat includes the information that is

reasonably required to assess the environmental effects of the development and which
the applicant can, having regard in particular to curn:nt knowledge and methods of
assessment, reasonably be required ro compile, bur that includes at least the informarion
referred co in the EIA Regulariuns.

Feature Parricularly prominent or eye-catching elements i.n the landscape, such as

tree clumps, church cowers or wouded skylines OR a particular aspecr of the project
proposal.

Geographical Information System (GIS) A system that captures, stores, analyses,
manages and presents data linked co location. Ir links spacial information to a digital
database.
Green Jnfra.structure (GI) Networks of green spaces and watercourses and water
bodies that connect rural areas, villages, towns and cities.
Heritage The nistoric environment and especially valued nsset:s and qualities such as

historic bu.i.ld.ings and cultural traditions.

Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) and H.istoric Land�use Assessment

(HLA) Ii.istoric characterisation is the idenri.fica tion and imcrpretacion of che hisroric
dimension of the present-day landscape or townscape within a given area. HLC is rbe
term used in England and Wales, HLA is the term used in Scotland.

Indirect effects Effects rhat result indirectly from the proposed project as a

consequence of the direct effects, often occurring away from rhe Slte, or as a result of
a sequence of i.o.rerrelationship� or a complex pathway. They may be separated by
disrance or in rime from the source of r.he effects.

Iterative design process The process by which project design is amended and
improved by successive stages of refinement which respond co growing understanding
of environmental issues.
Key characteristics Those combinations of elements which are particularly important
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to the current character of the landscape and help to give an area its particularly
distinctive sense of place.

Land cover The surface cover of the land, usually expressed in terms of vegetation
cover or lack of it. Related to but not the same as land use .
L. and use What land is used for, based on broad categories of functional land cover,
such as urban and industrial use and the different types of agriculture and forestry.
Landform The shape and form of the land surface which has resulted from combi
nati:ons of geology, geomorphology, slope, elevation and physical processes.
Landscape An area, as perceived by people, the character of which is the result of
the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors.
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) A too:I used to identify and assess
the likely significance of the effects of change resulting from development both on the
landscape as an environmental resource in its own right and on people's views and
visual amenity.
Landscape character A distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of elements in the
landscape that makes one landscape different from anorher, rather than better or worse.
Landscape Character Areas (LCAs) These are single unique areas which are the
discrete geographical areas of a particular landscape type.
Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) The process of identifying and describing
variation in the character of the landscape, and using chis information to assist in
managing change in the landscape. It seeks to identify and explain the Wlique combi
nation of elements and features char make landscapes distinctive. The process results
in the production of a Landscape Character Assessment.
Landscape Character Types (LCTs) These are distinct types of landscape chat are

relatively homogeneous in character. They are generic in nature in that they may occur
in different areas in different parts of the country, but wherever they occur they share
broadly similar combinations of geology, topography, drainage parterns, vegetation
and historical land use and settlement pattern, and perceptual and aesthetic attributes.

Landscape classification A process of sorting the landscape into di.fferenc types using
selected criteria but without attaching relative values to different soLCts of landscape.
Landscape effects Effects on the landscape as a resource in its own right.
Landscape quality (condition) A measure of the physical state of the landscape. It
may include the extent to which typical character is represented in individual areas,
the intactness of the landscape and the condition of indjvidual elements.
Landscape receptors Defined aspects of the landscape resource that have the poten
tial to be affected by a proposal.
Landscape strategy The overall vision and objectives for what the landscape should
be like in the future, and what is thought to be desirable for a particular landscape
type or area as a whole, usually expressed in formally adopted plans and programmes
or related docwnents.
landscape value The relative value that is attached to different landscapes by society.

A landscape may be valued by different stakeholders for a whole variety of reasons.
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Magnitude (of effect) A term that combines judgements about the size and scale of
the effect, the exteru of the area over which it occurs, whether it is reversible or irre
versible a.nd whether it is short or long term in duration.
Parameters A limit or boundary which defines the scope of a particular process or
activity.
Perception Combines the sensory (that we receive through our senses) with the cog
nitive (our knowledge and understanding gained from many sources and experiences).
Photomontage A visualisation wh..ich superimposes an image of a proposed develop
ment upon a photograph or series of photographs.
Receptors See Landscape receptors and Visual receptors.
Scoping The process of identifying the issues to be addressed by an EIA. It is a method
o.f ensuring that an EIA focuses on the important issues and avoids those that are
considered to be less significant.
Seascape Landscapes with views of the coast or seas, and coasts and adjacent marine
environments with cultural, historicaJ and archaeological links with each other.
Sensitivity A term applied to specific receptors, combining judgements of the suscep
tibility of the receptor to the specific type of change or development proposed and the
value related to that receptor.
Significance A measure of the importance or gravity of the environmental effect,
defined by significance criteria specific to the environmental topic.
Stakeholders The whole constimency of individuals and groups who have an interest
in a subject or place.
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA} The process of considering the environ
mental effects of certain public plans, programmes or strategies at a strategic level.
Susceptibility The ability of a defined landscape or visual receptor to accommodate
the specific proposed development without undue negative consequences.
Time depth Historical layering - the idea of landscape as a 'palimpsest', a much
written-over manuscript.
Townscape The charactei: and composition of the built environment including the
buildings and the relationships between them, the different types of w.-ban open space,
including green spaces, and the relationship between buildings and open spaces.
Tranquillity A state of calm and quietude associated with peace, considered to be a
significant asset of landscape.
Visual amenity The overall pleasantness of the views people enjoy of their surround
ings, which provides an attractive visual setting or backdrop for the enjoyment of
activities of the people living, working, recreating, visiting or travelling through an area.
Visual effects Effects on specific views and on the general visual amenity experienced
by people.
Visual receptors Individuals and/or defined groups of people who have the potential
to be affected by a proposal.
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Visuallsation A computer simulation, photomomage or other technique illustrating
the predicted appearance of a development.
Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV; sometimes Zone of Visual Influence) A map,
usually digitally produced, showing areas of land within which a development is
rheorerically visible.
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Notes

Chapter 1
1. (Paragraph 1.16) Scottish Executive Development Department (1999), for example,
notes in the glossary definitions of 'impacts' and 'effects' that 'In th.is PAN, except
where the context indicates otherwise, tbe words impact and effect have been used
interchangeably.'

Chapter 3
1. (Paragraph 3.45) See for example Swanwick, Bingham and Parfitt (2003} and
references therein; also Planning Aid (2010).

Chapter 4
1. (Paragraph 4.2) In England this is summarised in an approach that has become
known as the 'Rochdale Envelope'. See Planning Inspectorate (2012).
2. (Paragraph 4.41) For further detail see IEMA (2011b), Box 6.5B.

Chapter 5
1. (Paragraph 5.4) See Swanwick and Land Use Consultants (2002). In Wales,
landscape information is available in the LANDMAP system, developed by the
Countryside Council for Wales, which systematically records and evaluates the
landscape in five layers or aspects in a GIS, which in turn can be combined co pro
duce Landscape Character Assessments. This can be found onLne at http://www.
ccw.gov.uk/landmap. Natural England have published An Approach to Seascape
Character Assessment (NECRl 05) which is available onl.ine at http://publications.
naturalengland.org. uk/publications/2729852
2. (Paragraph 5.21} At the time of writing, no National Parks have been designated
in Northern Ireland, although legislation has been introduced enabling their estab
lishment in the future.
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Notes

Chapter 6
1. {Paragraph 6.5) See for example GLA (2010).
2. (Paragraph 6.23) See for example the technical appendices in horner+ maclennan
and Envision (2006).

Chapter 7
1. (Paragraph 7.6) See for example the discussion on cumulative effects assessment in
IEMA (20116), Section 6.
2. (Paragraph 7.11) See European Commission (2012).
3. (Paragraph 7.12) Further guidance on defining rhe geographic and temporal scope
of cumulative impact assessments can be found in Hyder (1999).

Chapter 8
1. (Paragraph 8.15) Refer to the Met Office website for visibility definitions:
http://www. metoffice.gov.uk/weather/uk/gu.ide/key.hrml
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110-12
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charts, use in reports 138-9
cJimate change 19
coa.sral environments 16, 17, 76
combined effects 124, 131; see also
cumulative effects
communication: see presentation
compensating for adverse effects 43,
62-3
competenr authority 19, 29-31;

cumulative effecrs 121-5, 130;
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measures 64, 65; and presentation
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effecrs 98, 103, 107, 109-10, 112,
114
computer modelling 148
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consultation process: cumulative effects
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valuation 85; with publ.ic 30-1, 43-5;
scoping 30, 70
conri.ngency planning 66
cost effectiveness 52
Country Regulations (United Kingdom)
5
cultural landscapes 76-7, 82, 101
cumulative effects 36, 120-4, 127-8,
132-4; good practice SLtmmary
132-4; landscape 124-9; mitigation
measures 132; viewpoints 109;
visual 129-32
darkness surveys 103,106
decommissioning stage 57
definitions 155-9; cumulative
effects 120-1; development 4;
effects 8-9; impacts 8-9; landscape
14-16, 15; m:1gn.irude 37; mitigation
measures 41-3; seascape 16-18;
sensitiviry 37; significance 37;
susrain�1ble ck:vdopment 19;
townscape 16
description of effects 35-6, 86-8,
112-13, 138
design stage (devc!opmcm proposals)
50, 51, 51-3; en.hancemenr 63;
mitigation measures 59, 62; recording
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136; project life cycle 55-7
djgital approaches 101-3, 104-6,
139-44
direct effects 36
duration of effect 91,115
ecological effects 44, 62
ecosystem services 84
effects 21; assessing significance 37-41;
definition 8-9; ecological 44, 62;
identification and description of
35-6, 86-8, 112-13, 138; judging
significance of 39; maximum 50-1; of
mitigation measures 62; presenting
about 138-50; residual 66; scoping
30-1; sire selection 28; see also
cumulative effects; landscape effects;
receptors of effects; significant effects;
visual effects
engagement process: see consultation
process
enhancernent 43,44,63-6
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
4-6, 6, 8-9, 36; cumulative effects
120-1, 132; mitigation rneasmes
41-3, 57-63; presentation of 136-8;
as process 26, 27-8, 29; project
description/$pecificacion 31; scoping
30-1; screening 28-30; significant
effects 37-41; site sdcction 28;
stakeholder engagement 43-5;
Strategic Environmental Assessment
8; valuation 84; visual effects 115
Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
64,65
Environmental Statements 30; design
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stage 52-3; good practice summary
150; maximum effects 51;
presentation of 136, 138, 140, 145,
147-8, 150-2; project description/
speci.6.cation 31,55; review process
150; stakeholder engagement 43
European Landscape Convention (ELC)
14, 15, 18, 83, 88
European Union Directives 5, 7
fieldwork 70, 79, 83, 85
general public: see public
geographical extent of effect 70, 91,
115, 124-5, 129-30
Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
140
global warming 19
good practice summaries 12, 21;
cumulative effects 132-4;
development proposals 67-8;
Environmental Statements 150;
landscape effects 93-5; presentation
152-4; process of i.mpact assessment
45-7; visual effects 116-18
green infrastructure 18, 2 0
babirat su.rveys 34
heritage landscapes 76-7, 82-5, 89-90,
101
historic landscapes 76-7, 77, 79, 82,
82-3
iJJnmi.nation levels 103, 106
illustrations, use in reports 139-48
illustrative viewpoints 109
impact assessment:

see

Environmental

Impact Assessment
impact assessment process 26-8, 45-7;
assessing sigui.fi.cance 37-41, 88-93;
baseline studies 32, 33-4;
consultations 43-5; description of
effects 35-6; design stage 51-3;
mitigation measures 41-3; project
description/specifi.ca tion 31-2;
scoping 30-1; screening 28-30; sire
selection 28; th.roughollt project life
cycle 55-7
impacts 8-9; see also effects

:
Index
indirect effects 36
information sources: baseline studies 32,
110-12, 125, 126; lack of data 51;
landscape chatacter assessment
77-80, 78; presentation of 136,
138-50; throughout project life
cycle 57; use in valuation 82
infrastructure, green 18, 20
infrnscrncture applications 123
Instirute of Environmental Management
& Assessment (lEMA) 4, 150
internationally acclaimed landscapes
82-3, 89-90
iterative process (development
proposals) 30, 35, 51-3, 54, 86, 101
judgement: see professional judgement
land use change 18-19; see also
development proposals
LANDMAP 78, 80, 80
landscape: baseline studies 32, 33-4;
definition 14-16, 15; designations
82--4, 89-90, 114, 125-6, 129;as
a resource 19-21, 70; sustainable
development 18-19; valuation 8, 18,
80-6, 84
Landscape Character Assessment (LCA)
�4, 74-80, 78, 83-6, 126
l:mdsca pe effects: assessing significance
88-93, 126-9; baseline conditions 70,
72-3; cumulative 120, 124-9; good
practice summary 93-5; identification
and description 35, 35-6; mitigation
measures 93; predicting and
describing 86-8; receptors of 36;
scoping 70, 71; use of photographs
140
Landscape Institute 4; climate change
19; green infrastructure 20; and
photography 110, 111, 140-1, 144-5;
Royal Chaner 9
landscape professionals: cumulative
effects 121; design stage 52;
Environmental Impact Assessment
5, 9; information sources 51, 76;
understancung townscapes 74; using
guidelines 10-12; using visual.isation
technigues 145; see also impact

assessment process; professional
judgement
landscape scale 18
language usage, in reports 138
laws 4, 5, 7, 137
life cycle, project 53, 55-7, 60
lighting levels 103, 106
listed buildings 82, 83
local landscape designations 83, 89-90
Local Planning Authorities 7
local scale assessments 77, 79
magnitude: cumulative effects 129-30;
definition 37; landscape effects 88,
90-1; professional judgement 38,
40-1; visual effects 115
manual approaches 101, 102, 139--40
mapping visibility 101-6, 102
maps, use in reports 139--40
marine environment 16, 17, 76
Marine Policy Statement (United
Kingdom) 16
matrices, use in reports 138-9
maximum effects 50-1
measurement, of effects 38-9, 41, 89
methodology: see impact assessment
process
mitigation measures 41-3, 42, 44;
cumulative effecrs 132; delivery of
64-6, 66; development proposals
57-63, 60, 61; landscape effects 93;
visual effecrs 62, 116; worst case
scenario 50
modelling 148, 150
narrative descriprions 41
national landscape designations 82-3,
89-90
National Parks 82
national scale assessments 77
National Scenic Areas 82
numerical scoring 38
offsetting effects 41, 43, 59, 62-3
operational stage 56, 64
overall profiling (effects) 40, 92, 116
palimpsest 76
perceptions of landscape 84, 88
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photographs, use in reports 110, 111,
112, 140-4
photomontage 110, 140, 141, 142-3,
144-8, 149, 151
physical muddling 150
planners 10
planning applications 4, 50, 123, 136,
144, 145; see also development
proposals
Planning Inspectorate 123
planting schemes 62, 64, 132
politicians 10
practitioners: see landscape professionals
predicting effects 35, 38; cumulative
126; landscape 86-8; visual 112-13
presentation (development proposals)
55, 136; in Environmcmal Statements
136, 150-2; of expected effects
138-50; good practice summary
152-4; in reports 137-8
prevention of adverse effrcts 41, 59
professional judgc.:menc 21-2; combining
judgements 40, 92, 115-16; landscape
effects 88-93; presentation of 136-8;
significance of effects 35, 37-41, 39,
88-93, 113-16, 126; valuation 85;
visual effects 113, 115-16
professionals: see .landscape
professionals
project Life cycle 53, 55-7, 60
propottionaliry of assessment 98, 101,
110
proposed development: see development
proposals
public: consultation with 30-1, 43-5;
presenting co 136, 148; as receptors
of Yisual effects 106-10, 113-14, 130;
use of landscape 21
Public Inquiries 4
qualitative judgement 21
quality of environment: baseline
conditions 32, 33-4; enhancement 43,
44, 63-6; Llndscape designations
82-5; valuation 84
quantitative assessment 21, 38, 103
rarity of landscape 84
receptors of effects 37-9; cumulative
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126-9, 130; identification and
description 36; landscape 86, 87,
88-90; predicting effect of changes
112-13; visual 36, 106-7, 107,111,
141
reduction of adverse effects 59-62
regional scale assessments 77
regulations 4, 36; assessing significance
of effeccs 37-41, 91; cumulative
effects 120-1; Environmental Impacr
Assessment 5-6; mitigation measures
41-3; review process 150-2; scoping
30; screening 28-9; visual effects 115
renewable energy 19
reporting 136-8; baseline conditions 86;
i.n Envirorunent Statements 136,
150-2; presenting predicted effects
138-50
representative viewpoints 109
representativeness of landscape 84
residual effects 66
restoration/reinstatement stage 57, 58
reversibility of effects 91, 92-3, 115
review process 150-2
rural landscape 16, 74
scale of assessment 77, 79
scale of effect 38-40; cumulative 129;
landscape 90-1, 92; visual 98, 115
scenic quality 84, 85
scoping stage (development proposals)
30-1, 111; cumulative effects 120-1,
122-3, 126; identification and
desctipti.on of effects 35; landscape
effects 70, 7.1, 86; reporting on
137-8; valuation 84, 85; visual effects
98
Scottish Natural Heritage 6, 150
screening 28-30, 35, 112
SEA (Strategic Environmental
Assessment) 7-8, 8
seascape 16, 17, 76
seasonal differences 112, 140
secondary effects 36
sensit:iviry 126; definition 37; landscape
88-90; professional judgement 37-8,
40-1; and screening 29; visual
receptors 113-14, 115
sequenrial combination 40, 92, 115, 131

Index
significant effects 9; baseline studies
32; cumulative 121; definition 37;
mitigation measures 57-66, 66;
professional judgement 35, 37-41,
39, 88-93, 113-16, 126; reporting on
137-8; scoping 30-1
site selection 28, 70
size of effect 90-1, 115, 129
sketching, use in reports 150
specific viewpoints 109
stakeholders: consultation with 30-1,
43-5; and cumulative effects 123,
124; and landscape valuation 80;
presenting to 147, 148; and
significance terminology 37
Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA) 7-8, 8
students 10
study a1·ea 70, 90-1, 115, 124-5,
129-30
submission stage (development
proposals) 43
surveys 34, 79-80, 103, 106
susceptibility to cna11ge {receptors) 88-9,
92, 113-14, 126
sustainable development 18-19;
consi<leration of alternatives 53; and
ennancement 63; role of landscape
professionals 9-10; Strategic
Environmental Assessment 8
tables/matrices, use in reports 138-9
technical achievability 64
terminology: see definitions
three-dimensional (3D): models 148,
149; photography 142-4
timescale of effect 91, 122-3, 129
tourism 82, 114
townscape 16, 17, 74, 75
rwo-din1ensional (2D) phorogn1phy
142-4
unavoidable effects 66
United Kingdom 5, 10, 82-3

llrban environment 16, 17, 74, 75;
mapping visibility 103,104; recepcors
of effects 107; viewpoints 108
valuation of landscape 70, 80-6, 81,
89-90, 114
verbal sca.l. es 89
viewpoints 98, 107-10, 110; cumwative
effects 129-30, 132; photomoncages
145-7, 146; and receptors 106, 112,
113; urban environment 108
visual amenity 21, 98, 112-16
visual effects: assessing significance
113-16, 130-2; baseline conditions
32, 98-101,99-100, 110-12;
cumulative 120, 129-32; good
practice summary 116-18;
identification and description 35,
35-6; mapping vi!.ibility 101-6;
and mitigation measures 62, 116;
prediction of 112-13; presentation of
141; receptors of 36, 106-7, 107,
111, 141; scoping 98; viewpoints
107-10
visualisation techniques 140-50
weather conditions, photography 140,
145
wind farms 6, 148; cumulative
effects 120, 127-8, 130; design
stage 54; visualisation techniques
145,147
word scales 3 8, 41
World Heritage Sites 82, 89-90
worst case scenario 50-1
Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV):
and cumulative cfft:cts 125, 129,
132; and receptors 106; reporting
on 139-40; urban environment
103, 104-5; and viewpoints 109,
112
Zone of Visual lnfluence (ZVI) 103
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